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enjoy dynamic sound-true recording
new in the U.K.

MAGNETONBAND
TAPES
They're here ! Agfa PE Magnetonband Long Play
and

pre _stresse d

polle e

Double Play tapes— the first- choice tapes

of leading European Broadcasting stations. And
these are the facts that put Agfa PE tapes first.

base

Absolutely uniform thickness of the thin coating throughout every Agfa
PE Polyester Base tape ensures peak- quality reproduction. Sensitivity
Tolerances: fdB within reels. Plus or minus 1dB between different reels.
Mechanical stretching during manufacture makes Agfa PE tapes as tough
as steel. They are pre- stressed to attain maximum tensile strength and
resistance to further stretching.
Heat, moisture, variations in temperature, water or chemicals do not affect
Agfa PE tapes.
New type wear- resisting binder gives Agfa PE tapes unrivalled resistance
to abrasion. A million- run endurance test failed to produce any change in
the magnetic layer.
For all their durability, Agfa PE tapes are unusually flexible. Run easily and
snugly through the magnetic head to give sound- true recordings.
The distortion factor in Agfa PE tapes is so low that considerable overloading can be absorbed without affecting the recording.
The wide range of recorded frequencies ( far greater than that perceptible
to the human ear) means that home recordings will be comparable with
professional studio ones always. At 3i
l" per sec. 40-16,000 cps; at I
i" per
sec. 40-8,000 cps.
Agfa Magnetonband tapes are supplied in the following types and lengths:

Length
feet

Type

Long Play
tape
Agfa PE 31

Depp•Itp,1-11and

Play
tape
Agfa PE 41
Double

210
900
1200
1800
300
1800
2400

Spool
Diameter
ins.

Playing time Double
track at 9.5 cm/sec*
—34 ins./sec. Mins.

3

2x 11
2x45
2x60
2x90
2x 15
2x90
2x 120

5

5:
7
3
5:
7

At 4.75 cm sec ( I¡ ins sec
Al

Price

9s.
El 8s.
El 15s.
£2 10s.
I
4s.
£3 Os.
£4 Os.

Od.
Od.
Od.
Od.
Od.
Od.
Od.

recording speed the playing urne is doubled.

tapes are supplied on reels with leader and contact strips.

r1 Trade Mark of the Manufacturers, Agfa A.G., Leverkusen Western Gerenany.

FREE

fully informative booklet from your Dealer.

Or write :

AGFA LIMITED • 27 Regent St • London • SW1 • REGent 8581 4
(MO

Ultetedoetquctei4 equipment
120 200

WATT

AMPLIFIER

The W.V.A. tape recorder now has provision for Stereo plug
in

heads to enable this recorder to replay Stereo. The

regular models are retained with additions and improvements.
Our high standard which has made these recorders famous
has been maintained, resuking in their being chosen for the
foremost musical centre in this country.

30 50 WATT AMPLIFIER
signal and 50 watts peak Audio.

Gives 30 watts continuous

With

voice coil feedback distortion is
under 0-1% and when arranged

Will deliver 120 watts continuous signal and over
200 watts peak Audio. It is completely stable with

tor tertiary feedback and 100 volt
line it is under 0.15%.

any type of load and may be used to drive motors

The hum

or other devices to over 120 watts at frequencies

and noise is better than- 85 dB

from 20,000 down to 30 cps in standard form or

referred to 30 watt.

other frequencies to order.

It is available in our standard steel

than 0.2% and the noise level — 95 dB. A floating

The distortion is less

series parallel output is provided for 100-120V.

case with Baxendale tone controls

or

200-250V. and

this

cool

running

amplifier

and up to 4 mixed inputs, which

occupies 121 inches of standard rack space by II

may be balanced line 30 ohm microphones or equalised P.U.s to choice.

inches deep. Weight 60 lb.

12- CHANNEL ELECTRONIC

MIXER

This is similar to the 4-channel, but is fitted with
hermetically
phone

sealed controls,

transformers

a mains transformer
components
selected

which

before

potted
also
can

in

mu- metal

It

line

12

micro-

boxes,

and

mu- metal.

All

noise are tested

and

potted

affect

insertion.

steel case or 7 in.

12 balanced

in

is supplied

in

standard

rack panel.

Full details and prices of the above on request

VORTEXION LIMITED, 257-263 The Broadway, Wimbledon, London, S.W. 19
Telepiones: LIBerty 2814 ard 6242-3

Telegrams: " Vortexion, Wimble, London."
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A Tape Recorder
BY

66

99

HIS MASTER'S VOICE
7-azwrsi ewerr
774PE kerafl)ef
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You'll hardly believe it! Here's a tape recorder that's
stepped straight out of the ' professional' class into the
popular price group. It's nothing short of astonishing
that so many quality features, such masterly engineering could be offered for so little. The Hi -Fi fan and
amateur alike will rave about this recorder.

Two speeds: 74 i/s and 3Z i/s
Frequency response:
50-10,000 c/s at 74 i/s

3dB

Takes 7" Reels
Half-track
Three motor drive
Separate record
and playback amplifiers

PACKED WITH
"PROFESSIONAL MACHINE"

Three head system
for instantaneous playback
Pause control
for instantanecus stop/start

FEATURES
YET COSTS
ONLY

AVAILABLE AT YOUR
DEALER'S
THE

Comple te

with 1,200' Ernitape, spare
stal m icrophone
spoo land cry

NOW!

GRAMOPHONE

COMPANY
692

LTD.,

HAYES,

MIDDLESI;

Amplifiers
*

that are
acclaimed

LEAK Amplifiers are the choice of professional engineers such as the B.B.C.
(over 500 delivered), the South African Broadcasting Corporation (
600),
ITV and many other Commonwealth and Overseas broadcasting and TV
systems, who use them for transmitting and/or monitoring the broadcasts to
which you listen. Also, many of the gramophone records to which you listen
are rut via LEAK Amplifiers.

throughout the world *
The " Point One Stereo" pre-amplifier is designed so that it can be used with any Leak monaural
power amplifier or a combination of any two Leak monaural power amplifiers additionally to its
more normal use with the " Stereo 20" or " Stereo 50".
"The Point One Stereo' pre-amplifier is probably the most comprehensive unit in existence covering
every requirement for stereo tape, disc and radio plus monaural amplification for any form of input
signal . . . it is difficult to think of any additional requirement that one would ever wish. The equipment performs with the high performance always associated with the tradition of Leak equipment.
It is afine example of design and construction, and the pre-amplifier can be used with any other Leak
main amplifiers. How the pre-amplifier can be sold for as little as £ 21 can be answered only by Harold
Leak....
Summing up, therefore, one can highly recommend the Leak stereo system for use with any current
monaural or stereo input whether it be from pickup, tape, radio or microphone."

Extract from Test Report by J. C. G.
Gilbert reprinted from the Music
Trades Review, also reprinted in our
advertisement in the September issue
of this magazine. The full two-page
Test Report and an illustrated brochure
on the amplifiers will be sent you on
request.

Ask your Dealer to short. you Leak Equipment
‘‘.

o
VARISLOPE III

e

• POINT- ONE STEREO

PRE- AMPLIFIER
TL 12 PLUS

PRE- AMPLIFIER

e

•

e

e SOUTHDOWN

POWER AMPLIFIER
SOUTHDOWN

STEREO 20
POWER AMPLIFIER

CABINET

CABINET

TOTAL: £ 55: I3s.

TOTAL:

E72:9s.

Point-One Stereo
Pre-Amplifier f21

to.

TL 12 Plus Amplifier 18 gns

Stereo 20 Amplifier 29 gns.

Please send me Test Report

L. IE À IK

Brochures
the first name

in

High

Name

Fidelity

Address

since 1934

H. J. LEAK & CO. LTD., BRUNEL ROAD, VVESTWAY FACTORY ESTATE, LONDON, W.3.
Telephone: SHEpherds Bush 1173/4 5

Telegrams: Sinusoidal, EaltlX, London
93
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COMPLETE
KIT DF PARTS

r-

STERN'S MILLARD DESIGNS

SPECIAL PRICE REDUCTIONS
(a) The K IT OF PARTS to build both the " 5-10" Main
Ampliller and the 2-stage PRE- AMP
CONTROL
UNIT
IC15.15.0

Designed by MULLARD — presented by STER NS strictly to specification

E,

MULLARD .*
5-10"
MAIN AMPLIFIER
For tune u ith the MULLARD
2-stage Pre- Amplifier with which
an undiatorted power output of
up to 10 watts in obtained.
We nupply SPECIFIED COMPONENTS AND NEW MULj, LARD VALVES Including PAR111„.. ,,, DIEK 0 MAINS TR ANSFORMER and choice of the latent
171tra-Linear PARIS EKO or the
PARTRIDGE Output Trot'-

PRICE: complete KIT nPinfineko Output Traneormer)
Alternative
ASSE NIEt LE
lyD AN I) TE.S71,
.1)
ABOVE
INCORPORATING
PARTRIIHIE
TRANSFORMER 116 , ... Dn.

£10.0.0

£11.10.0

01"1'10"1

OM The " 5.10" and the 2- stage PREAMP both ASSEMBLED and TESTED
H.P. Dep. 111/16 - and 12 month. of 61/7/13.

MOLLARDS
PRE- AMPLIFIER
TONE CONTROL
UNIT
Krnpl..)ing
two
liF86
valves and deaigned to
oper.nte with the Mullard
MAIN AMPLIFIERS, but aleo perfectly suitable for other maken.
Our kit is Meetly to >HILLARD'S SPECIFICATION and incorporates,:
Equalisation for the latest ILLA.A. characteriaticw Input for Crystal
pickups and variable reluctance: Magnetic types Input: ( a) Direct Iront
High Imp Tape Head. ( bi Inuit a Tape Amplifier or Pre- Amplifier. Sert entice Mierophone Channel. Wide range BASS and TREBLE Controla.

Alt ern en in ely Aasembled and Tended
Carr. and Inn. 5

...
11

18.18.0

(c) The KIT OF PARTS to build the DUAL-CHANNEL
"3-3" AMPLIFIER and the DUAL-CHANNEL PRE-AMPLIFIER CONTROL UNIT
N.

'21.10.0

(d) The DUAL-CHANNEL " 3-3" AMPLIFIER and the
DUAL-CHANNEL
PRE- AMPLIFIER
CONTROL
UNIT
BOTH
ASSEMBLED
AND
TESTED
H.P. Tenon,: Deposit 25 and 12 month. of 61/16,8,

E25.0.0

(e) THE KIT OF PARTS to build one " 5-10" MAIN
CHANNEL and the DUAL-CHANNEL
PRE- AMP CONTROL UNIT

f21.10.0

£6.6.O

Complete Kit of Parta

Im•«1111

(1) ONE " 5-10" AMPLIFIER and the DUAL-CHANNEL
PRE-AiMPLIFIER
both
ASSEMBLED
end
TESTED

£8.0.0

E25.0.0

Extra

11.P. Teri.: Deposit 15, 12 months of 11/16,8.
COMPLETE
MOLLARD 3-3
The Ideal Amplifier for a
email high quality MealIndian, providing excellent
reproduet ion up to 3 watts.
We supply complete to the
MULLA RD
npecificat ion
including aupply of specified
components,
valved,
anti
PARMEK 0 OUTPUT TRANSFORMER. We aleo Include switched
input. for 78 and 56 retorde plus a Radio
position.
Extra power to drive a Radio
Tuning Unit la alno available.
Price for COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS
(1.I. 6/6 Carriage anti Insurance)
Alternatively ASSEMBLED and FULLY TESTED
n; 6 carriage and Inateance)
£8.19.6
FI
1. I. rim. Deponit £2 and 8 mold hly paymenta of £1
m.m•m

.
m•vm!Mrnall'IMII•MUMMIMem

r

COMPLETE MOLLARD
4-10 AMPLIFIER
Ibe popular and very out.
'vandal r
plete " 5.10" incorporating
Control
Unit
providing up to 10 watts highquality
reproduction.
Only Specified Component. and new MULLA It D
VALVES are supplied
including Partneko Main»
Triune/twiner and choice
of the latest Parmeko or
Partridge Ultra- Linear Output Tranaformers, Adequate power mailable to drive Radio Tuner. Prices:
COMPLETE KIT
Parmeko Transformer
Alternatively we aupply
ASSEMBLED and TESTED
Hire Purchase ( aenembled Amp only): Depoait 12114, - and 12 months at
16,10
lit ni
ir. PARTRIDGE OUTPUT TIt ANS. II (4- emu.

COMPLETE
STEREO
AMPLIFIER
A thoroughly recomnnnended
deeign that very effectively
meeta the funny requests
for a iompriced but good
quality DUAL CHANNEL
STEREOPHONIC
AMPLIFIER.
Output power
is 4 watts from stereo or
monaural gram inputs. Prises:
COMPLETE KIT
OF PARTS
Alternatively
ASSEMBLED and TESTED

£10.10.0

STEREO "3-3" MAIN
AMPLIFIER
n'osoprienie
two " 3.3"
MAIN
AMPLIFIERS on one amain, and
is designed to operate with our
DUAL CHANNEL PRE- AMPLIFIER fie both STEREOPHONIC
or MONAURAL operation.
Prices:
COMPLETE KIT
OF PARTS
MAO
Alternatin ely
ASSEMBLED and £ 11.15. 0
TESTED
11.P. Terra, Depoait 12 ,7,- and 12 montha at 17/4. Ile output pn
er
ia 6 walla Li watts per channel).

THE "ADD-A-DECK"
Incorporating the
NEW
B.S.R. "MONARDECK"
and MATCHED PRE- AMPLIFIER
Denote 22/11/ -. 12
. .
monthe
11/6/2.
(Plus 7(6 Carr. and Ina.)
Denfigned to operate through the
Pick-up Snarl,' of the standard
RADIO
RECEIVER. A single
speed Twill Track Tape
Deck
Incorporating matched Pre-amplifier, ar.d operating at 31
speed. It toes 5- in. Tape Spoolie, than providing up to 12 hours' playing
time on LP. Tapen or I herir ont the standard 6- in. Tape Spools,
The equipment is supplied fully tested and completely assembled on an
attractive wood phut h. Only requires connecting to the mains aupply
and the Pick-up Sockets.

7 17 0

Prices quoted an. nulfiect to SUB!» extra for Partrid,
Trandonner.
MIIN1m1mailMansammami

and NOW . . .
WE INTRODUCE

The MODEL HP/OgA TAPE AMPLIFIER
Designed to our usual High Technical Standard. Being banned
on the very aucceandul Mallard Tape Designa. They incorporate
id ULLA RD VALVES and only HIGH GRADE COS1PON E N.N

THE
EQUIPPIENT
and
DESCRIPTIVE
LEAFLET

... AS A RESULT WE PRESENT ...

will be

TWO UNITS METICULOUSLY MATCHED
TO CORRECTLY OPERATE

available
early

THE NEW GARRARD " MAGAZINE"
TAPE DECK

In
APRIL

Both units Itrio art entirely new- " E.y to handle" no...dal ion. ,,,. It is completely cell contained with power supply, Loudspeaker
nAmplifier HF/(12A only). and all IN PUT and OUTPUT Rockets bring incorporated tun the chamia which Itself is onneructed to allow
for direct attachment to the tape deck (au shown in 111.tnttion). Thus the tape deck with the Amplifier ( or Pre- Amplifier) fixed to it
In min ONE COMPLETELY SELF-CONTAINED WORKING UNIT which requires only ' crewing int 0 a Cabinet and Connecting to the
Mains supply.
We will OFFER THEM AS FoLLOWS

MODEL HP GSA AMPLIFIER
A Complete Tape Amplifier— Incorponit ins ...
Magic Eye Leve Indicator
Volume Control
Superimpose Switch
Effect ive Tone Control
Monitoring ',gentle.
Extension Loudapealner Socket
Inputs for recording from .. Mike, Grano and Radio Tuner.
Incorporates Loudspeaker and Power Supply on Chase».

...MMIMMI•1•111.11MIIMMI•11

E36.0.0

H.P. Tern., Deposit 17/4 '-, 12 month. 12/12/. Carriage and
Insurance 7/6 extra.

The MODEL HF/O2P TAPE PRE-AMPLIFIER
FOR. the Ideal " Link
to add High Quality Tape Recording
facilities to exiating Audio Inatallationa,

ig-% 171
•dei ,
e

.....

E31.0.0

(h) TWO " 5.10" AMPLIFIERS and the DUAL-CHANNEL
PRE-AMPLIFIER
CONTROL
UNIT
BOTH ASSEMBLED AND TESTED

E13.10.0

e

STEREO DUAL CHANNEL PRE--de
linene nulle
AMPLIFIER
This model incorporates two Twovalve
Pre-amplifier',
combined
4j j
into a single unit enabling IS to ke
used for both STEREOPHONIC
or MONAURAL operation. It is
designed primarily to °penile with
tuff range of MULLA RD MAIN AMPLIFIERS
but will oleo operate equally well with any make of
Amplifier requiring an input of 250 Ranvier,. When orderinc pleat,
advice MAKE and MODEL of Amplifier in use. Prices
COMPLETE KIT
OF PARTS
£ 12.10.0
Alternatively
ASSEMBLED AND TESTED
H.P. Terms: Deposit 13. 12 months an fl Operatea equally well for MONAURAL Only ° per:noon,
"3-3" or one " 5-10" Maint Amplifier to which the aecond Main Amplifier
can at any time be added, th. very easily pro yid inns for bot h STE ! IRO
.r MONAURAL reproduction.

I.

(g) KIT OF PARTS to build Two ** 5.10" MAIN AMPLIFIERS ( incorporating Partneko Output Transformers)
and
the
DUALCHAN N EL
PREAMPLIFIER CONTROL UNIT

(a)

Complete Portable TAPE RECORDER ( as Illuatrated).

fld Complete Portable
111.tration).
le)

TAPE PRE- AMPLIFIER (similar to

HP/02A AMPLIFIER incorporated on TAPE DECK Die
Illustrated). Both ASSEMBLED and TESTED, READY
FOlt USE.

(d) HF/02P PRE-AMPLIFIER incorporated on TAPE DECK
(similar to illustrai ion). BOTH ASSEMBLED and TESTED,
READY FOR USE.

MODEL HF 142P PRE-AMPLIFIER
Such as our MULLARD RANGE of Amplifiers, and also
admirably imitable to operate through the Pick- Up Sockets uf
most Radio Receivers. It incorporates:
• Magic Eye Level Indicator and Control.
• Superimpose Switch.
• Inputs for recording from ...
• Mike, Grant and Radio Turner,
• Power Supply on Chasid,

le

THE ASSEMBLED and TESTED HF/GSA AMPLIFIER
only.

If I THE ASSEMBLED
FIER only.

and TESTED 11F/02 PRE- AMPLI-

OVERALL PERFORMANCE IS REALLY EXCELLENT . . .
BUT OUR PRICES ARE GOING TO BE REMARKABLY LOW
FOR SUCH HIGH QUALITY EQUIPMENT.

As la usual with GARRARD products this Tape Deck le a Precision Engineered Unit of Excellent Quality operating
two track. at 3/ in ' sec speed. It ir the " Easiest to Handle" Tape Deck, having only two controls and incorporates
the new instantameoun Tape bandin8 Magazine wMolt makes tape loading as simple as putting onto Record.
MMMIIMIMM MMMMMMMMMMMMM

MMMMM 211•11111M

RECORD PLAYERS
The latent MODELS are in stock. Many at REDUCED PRICESi1
S.A.E. for Illuntrated Leaflet.
• Latest
GARRARD
TRANSCRIPTION
MOTOR
"301" with Stroboscopically marked turntable

Send

£23.18.4

• The new GARRARD IMODEIn 4 HF High- quality
Player fitted with the latent T.P.A. 12 Pickup Arm and
G.C.8 Crystal Cartridge
• GARRARD Model TA / 111K11 Single Record Player fitted
with high output Crystal Pickup, detachable head...
• B.S.R. MONARCH UA8 4-speed Mixer Autochanger
with Crystal Pickup
• The COLLARO " CONQUEST" 4- speed Autochanger.
Studio " 0" Pickup

Single

Record

£18.7.6
£8.10.0
£6.19.6
£7.10.0

• The new COLLARO Model R.P.594, 4-speed Single
Record Player, Studio Cartridge

£9.18.9

• The COLLARO 4-Speed Single Record Player. Studio
Pickup

£6 15.0

• The New B.S. R. Model 17Al2 inn in stock. A4 " Speed"
MIXED AUTOCHANGE it

£3.7.6

• GARRARD ItC121 / 4 4-Speed Autochanger fitted wit It
latest Crystal Pickup
H.P. Terms available on all units BS 19!6 and over.
Carriage and 1.urance on each 5, - extra.

£10.0.0

Please enclose S.A.E. il ILLUSTRATED and DESCRIPTIVE LEAFLETS are
required.
Also the ASSEMBLY MANUALS containing component Prices and
Drawings etc. are available at 1 6 each.

STERN RADIO LTD.
694

MMMMM Imiamamegam
HOME CONSTRUCTORS!
A range of "Easy-to-Assemble" Prefabricated Cabinets
Deaigned by the W. B. " STENTORIAN" 00, for
"HI Fi" Loudspeaker systems or to accommodate
high-quality equipment.
The acoustically designed
Baas relira Cabinets containing the very auccennful
"Stentorian" Speaker', give really lint-class reproduction and are well recommended.
Models are ale°
available to accommodate high- quality Amplifiers.
Pre•Amplifiers, Tuning Units, Record Players, etc. All
modela are very easily assembled, ut fact only a RCM. driver in requirind. Fully Illustrated leaflets are available
including complete specification» of the various
STENTORIAN LOUDSPEAKERS.
Please enclose S.A.E.

oHIFIui LOUDSPEAKERS
Ge have in stock a complete range by
0001/MANS
WHARFEDALE
W. B. STENTORIAN
Illustrated and Priced Leudo ta on request.

(Dept. H)

109 FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C.4

Telephone:

FLEET

STREET

11312/.104

A winner awarded
a winner!
Mr. J. S. Harper, 82 Shaftesbury Avenue, W. t. (on right), winner of the
second prize (Class B) in the Tape Recorder " New Music" Competition, receives his prize—aBrenell Mk. 5Deck. Presented by Mr. Miles
Henslow, the editor of Hi-Fi News and Tape Recorder.

The Brenell Mk. 5DECK
In the field of tape recording the remarkable Brenell Mk. 5 Deck must also be judged a winner! Its
high outstanding performance and versatile application make it not only the deck of today but the
deck of the future. 4 recording speeds: I4, 31, 73 and 15 i.p.s. Permits use of 81 in reels ( 3,600 ft
of D.P. tape at 14 i.p.s. plays over 12 hours). Three independent motors ( B.T.H.) Special foolproof
interlocking controls. Instant stop without spillage. Pause control. Digital rev. counter. Fast
rewind ( 1,200 ft in 45 secs) Provision for extra heads. Price 28 gns.
Other models:

Brenell

Mk. 5Recorder - 64 gnu:
Portable 3star - 58 gns;

Portable 3star stereo rec7playback - 89 gns;
or with two microphones - 95 gns.

Brenell performance is true-to-life performance
0030

Details from Sole Manufacturers:

BRENELL ENGINEERING CO. LTD. la DOUGHTY ST. LONDON W.C.I.
695
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Whenever Tape Recorders are discussed one name commands
respect. Over the years Ferrograph has become the accepted
synonym for Quality. The first Tape Recorder to be made
in this countr,, the Ferrograph has established
such an ascendency among those who arc expert

Stereo 808
Two speeds 31/71. i.p.s. For use
with external Hi Fi amplifiers
and Loud Speakers. The all-purpose machine for Monaural or
Ste-eo Recording/Playback
105 Gns.

in these matters that it has become the standard by which
others arc judged. Whether your interests lie in monophonic
or stereophonic sound, be sure to choose the Ferrograph

Series 4A

and have no regrets in the years to come.

Three Independent Motors •

Synchronous Capstan Motor •

4A/N Two speeds 31/74 i.p.s.
Monaural Recording/Playback
81 Gns.

Recording Level Meter •

Switched Speed Change with Compensated Correction Network •

Brief Stop -

Separate Tone Controls •

Interchangeable Plug-in Heads

High Fidelity 4 Watts Output Stage

Uses 8f" Tope Spools • Gear-Driven Turns Counter • Automatic Switch Cuts Motors at End of Spool • Endless Loop Cassette (Optional Extra)

BRITISH FERROGRAPH RECORDER CO. LTD.
subsIchory of the Ferrograph Company Ltd.)

131

SLOANE

STREET,

LONDON,

S.W.I •

696

Tel:

SLOane

1510,

2214

and

2215

HIGH QUALITY SPEAKERS

with foam surrounds
by WHARFEDALE
HERE ARE FIVE FROM THE LARGE RANGE
OF MODELS IN PRODUCTION

COAXIAL 12

COMPLETE WITH
TWEETER VOLUME CONTROL

SPECIFICATION
MAIN CONE
Magnet gap diameter I in.
Flux density 14,000 gauss.
Total Flux 155,000 maxwells.
Foam surround.
Copper voice coil.
Fundamental resonance 25-30 c/s.

TWEETER ASSEMBLY
Magnet gap diameter 1 in.
Flux density 13,200 gauss.
Total Flux 44,000 maxwells.
Foam surround.
Aluminium voice coil and centre
dome.

PRICE £ 25 TAX

COLUMN 8/145

FREE

WI5/FS

Bass Resonance 45/55 c/s.
Flux Density 14,500 gauss.
Total Flux 60,000 maxwells.

Bass Resonance 25/30 c/s.
Flux Density 13,500 gauss.
Total Flux 180,000 maxwells.

Price ( inc. P.T.) E6.19.11.

Price ( TAX FREE) C17.10.0

SUPER 12/FS/AL
Bass Resonance 30/38 cis.
Flux Density 17,000 gauss.
Total Flux 190,000 maxwells.
Price ( TAX FREE) f17.10.0

SUPER 3
Flux Density 14,500 gauss.
Total Flux 60,000 maxwells.
Price ( inc. P.T.) £ 5.13.3

Wharfedale
WIRELESS
IDLE

WORKS

BRADFORD

LTD

YORKS

FOAM SUSPENSION reduces the incidence of distortion at low frequencies, and
the softness improves dissipation of middle and high frequency vibrations at the
edge of the cone, resulting in all-round improvement in the smoothness oe
response.
Illustrated, descriptive leaflet and cabinet construction sheet free on request.

Telegrams: ' Wharfdel' Idle, Bradford.
Telephone: Idle 1235/6.
697
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LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM

The complete answer to the demand for areasonably priced high quality
speaker system for the reproduction of stereophonic recordings in the home.
Utilising two very small pressure type direct radiator units for the higher
frequencies and two 12" reproducers for the lower, the equipment covers
aresponse which is substantially level from 35-15,000 c/s, with true
stereophonic effect.

PRESSURE TYPE UNITS
and two G.44 units, complete
with

enclosure

details

Designed and developed in CELESTION Laboratories this class of unit has been manufactured for special purposes
over the past five years. A new unit, Model HF.1300, has been introduced for the new stereophonic system and its
smooth response and wide dispersion ensure an exceptionally high standard of reproduction of the higher frequencies.

is
LOW- NOTE REPRODUCER—G-44
This new Ir Loudspeaker has been designed specially to work in conjunction with the HF.I300. A skilfully
balanced voice coil and cone assembly with correct cone edge termination result in alevel and clean low frequency
response.
COMPLETE SYSTEM

The system uses only one enclosure. 15" high x 42- wide x 18 deep, having a central dividing partition with one
G.44 unit mounted at each end. The enclosure should then be positioned near the centre and against one wall so that
the speakers are facing outwards and are about 2' 6' from the floor.
The two HF. 1300 units should then be placed near the corners of the room, one on each side of the enclosure and
approximately 4' above the floor. The width of sound will very nearly correspond to the divance between these
two units. No elaborate cross-over networks are required and the system is completed by a 12 Mfd. capacitor in
series with each high note unit.

Designed and developed 1)

(:elestion 1,imited •

CE LESTI ON

THAMES DITTON •
698
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Telephone: Emberbrook 340216
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ALL THAT THE NAME IMPLIES
they'
Music or speech, " po p " or classic . . .
re all on agood thing when
they're Truvox taped. The young an dgay will delight in the " Melody
choose,
",
" . . . whicheve r you
the enthusiastwill revel in the " Harmony
frien
every programme will " top the bill " f
or you and your
ds.

Melody

Harmony
Designed for the

enthusiast.
Reproduction
of alady's vanity bag ,
far in excess of
finished in Summer
that normally
Blue.
Ideal for teenexpected from
an instrument
agers. Excellent repro'
of its size. Handsome,
light tan leatherette case
n from 5' x3' hi-flux
m. Tape speed 31'
ductio
wi
th gilt tri
p.s .
Half Track. 6' x4'1d-flux speaker.
speaker. Si
m ple to operate. Tape Speed
5' spools. Dimensions 12' x X51'.
spools. Dimensions
Hasthe size and elegance

31" p.s.

Half

ll'X 9• X

reel.
Tope

£36

Crystal Microphone and

and emv

su pplied

Complete

....

VA

Track. 4'

ra di o

wich spool L.P.
lead. For 110-240 V. A.C. Mains.

cord
M AR1( VI TAPE DECK
A worthy newcomer to the range of Truvox tape reing equipme nt, introducing refinements in appearance an df
acilities for higher
accurate ti
m ing and editing. Fully con trolled

by push buttons.
Elec trical and mechanical
quality recording withbraking. Speed change knob. Pause control.
Reels " l
ocked "
in " Off" position.
Precision revolution counter. Contemporary colour scheme to
ni
sewith any cabinet
harmo
finish.

.......: ....
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Complete

5re4.101
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efeeeelle
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AMERICA'S

FAVOURITE TAPE

Brown Band

The exclusive Ferro-sheen process produces amirror-smooth

(Acetate base)

tape and offers five distinct advantages:

600'

5" spool

17/-

850'

51" spool

231-

I.

Exceptional high frequency response, due to intimacy of contact between
tape and heads.

2.

Minimum head wear.

3.

Freedom from head contamination by oxide build-up.

4.

Considerable reduction in background noise.

5.

Minimum drop-outs.

1,200'

27/6

7" spool

In addition, the Tensilized Mylar base gives " Irish " brand
double- play tape twice the strength of conventional thin tapes.
"" brand tape has only recently been introduced into this
country, and supplies are not yet sufficient for it to be stocked
by all dealers. If your local dealer does not yet stock" Irish"
tape, give him this coupon, which will ensure that the
spools you require will be sent him by return.

*PRIORITY

Long Play*

ORDER

(Mylar base)

Please obtain for me te following IRLH tape
Brown Band

5"

51"

Long Play
Double
Play

5" 5
5"
5i" "" I not required.
1" 7"

7"

900'

Delete items

28/-

5" spool

1,150'
1,800'

351-

51" spool
7" spool

501-

NAME
ADDRESS
Note ta Dealer: Send your order to us and we will dispatch the tape by return.
WILMEX LTD.. 131 Sloane Street. London, S.W.I.

Sole British Concessionnaires:
WI LM EX

LTD.,

131 Sloane Street, London, S.W.?.
Telephone: SLOane 0621

TIP OF THE MONTH
by Mr. Irish
If your tapes develop abackground hiss this is most
probably due to magnetization of the recording
head. This can be caused, among other things, by
transient signals. Unfortunately this hiss can be
imparted to new tapes vio the recording head once
it is so magnetized. The remedy is fortunately
simple and inexpensive and consists of the regular
use of a head demagnetizer.

700

letmek‘,
Double Play*

4-

(Tensilized Mylar base)
1,200'

5" spool

45/-

1,650'

5e." spool

546

2,400'

7" spool

801.

* Ferro-sheen process

THE NEW
RD TUMOR
STEREO AMPLIFIER
TI c ideal amplifier for )- our

Item() Stereo

SySi ern

The one amplifier with every worthwhile feature — yet costing only £28.10.0!
Essentially a stereo version of the extremely successful RD JUNIOR
Monaural Amplifier, this new amplifier retains all the features of the
original design, plus a number of valuable detail improvements.
Push-pull Mullard E184 valves, used in the firmly established ' UltraLinear' circuit, provide a nominal output of 12 watts per channel—
peak figure 15 watts—a rating more than adequate for all normal
home use. The total harmonic distortion at 12 watts output is . 2%.
High-grade multi-section Output Transformers feature grain orientated
laminations and simplified speaker matching— three alternative
impedances being available.

Particularly generous smoothing
extremely low bum level.

includes

a dual

filter

ensuring

Exceptional Power/Frequency Response characteristics have been
achieved, power output being well maintained at both ends of the
audio scale.
Additional features include, ample spare power for radio units etc.,
dual A.C. outlets, phase reversal slide-switch, etc., etc.
Top quality materials allied to an unusually high standard of workmanship ensure maximum long term reliability—a factor reflected
in the TWO YEAR Guarantee covering every ROGERS unit made.

Send for FREE illustrated literature NOW!
RD JUNIOR MICH
Stereo

Control

Unit

Provides operation from any
Monaural or Stereo programme source.
Features
5 m/V p.u. sensitivity—
playback direct from Tape
Heads.
Control facilities include 4- position push-button
Input Selector, Bass, Treble and Filter Controls, Function
Selector, close tolerance ganged Volume Control. Accepted
by the Council of Industrial Design for display in the
Design Centre.
PRICE : £ 18,

r

Ay.
ROGERS

4

e

e

DEVELOPMENTS

LTD

(
ELECTRONICS)

RODEVCO WORKS • 4-14 BARMESTON ROAD • CATFORD, S.E.6
TEL: HITHER GREEN 7424/4340

A

NAME
ADDRESS
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z
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sound reasons for choosing
/ from the TAPE RECORDER CENTRE
NO-INTEREST TERMS
on all orders over £ 30

FREE ILLUSTRATED 72- PAGE CATALOGUE
j.

the most detailed publication of its kind

HUGE STOCKS OF ALL MAKES
ensuring quick delivery to all parts of the country
•

HONEST, INFORMED ADVICE

•--

+
•

from enthusiastic tape-recording and HiFi specialists

•

COMPREHENSIVE MAINTENANCE SERVICE
and inexpensive maintenance contract if desired

Tape Recorders
Grundig
Elizabethan
Ferrograph
Vortexion
Walter
Brenell
Reflectograph

Elpico
Decca
Philips
Wright & Weaire
G.E.C.
G oo dmans
C.Q.
Wharfedale

Stirling Tuners
Acos
Lustraphone
Elpico-Geloso
Simon-Cadenza
Resto
Record Housing
Linear

Harting

Revox
Wyndsor
Regentone

HiFi Equipment
Microphones.
Speakers. etc.
Leak
Quad
Rogers
Armstrong
Jason
D ul
ci
Pam ph on i
c

Ili.

Ortofon

Telefunken
Philips
Spectone
Verdik

PerthSaja
Elektron
Minivox
Korting

Stentorian
Avantic
Pilot
Collaro

Garrard
Co nno i
ss e
ur
Goldring
T.S.L.

Simon

Veritone
Stuzzi-Magnette
Ficord
Truvox
Kurland
Reps

E lac

Tannoy

R.C.A.
Lowther
Film Industries
Audiomaster

Tape
Emitape
Scotch Boy
BASF
Grundig
T
E ele
ic
fo
u nken
ip
Soundrite
Gevaert
Philips
Agfa
All Accessories.
Tapes, etc. by
return of post.
All makes in stock

You can choose with confidence from the leading Specialists:

For free Catalogue send this coupon to:

The Tape Recorder Centre Ltd., Dept. H. 75 Grand Parade
Green Lanes, Harringay:London, N.4. (STAmfordHill 1146):

NAME
ADDRESS
BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE
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In every sense the Greatest Range
of High Fidelity Loudspeakers
The range of GOODMANS High Fidelity loudspeakers is the
largest in Europe. Apart from eight full range units, there
is a total of thirty-seven multiple loudspeaker combinations
available. This diversity of choice enables fulfilment of
every individual preference in all price brackets.
AXIOM 300
The

most

AXIOM 110

advanced

12"

twin- cone

AXIETTE

A new 10" full range High Fidelity

An 8" full range unit employing asingle

High Fidelity loudspeaker yet produced.

loudspeaker

Frequency Range :

domestic

diaphragm of unique design. Frequency

c/s.

30 c/s — 16,000

Fundamental Resonance : 35 c/s.

Maximum Power Handling Capacity:
15 Watts (British Rating) ;

30 Watts

(American Rating). Flux Density 14,000
gauss.

Voice

Impedance :

Coil

Diameter :

15 ohms.

1Z".

Total Flux :

158,000 Maxwells.

which

stereophonic

installations.
c/s.

Capacity :
20

Diameter :

or

for

all

monophonic
40-

Fundamental Resonance :

Maximum Power Handling
10 Watts (British Rating) ;

Watts (American

Density :

ideal

Frequency Range :

15,000 c/s.
45

is

Rating).

12,000 gauss.
1".

Flux

Voice Coil

Impedance :

15 ohms

at 400 c/s.

Price £ 11. 5. 9.

Range :

40 c/s — 15,000 c/s. Funda-

mental Resonance : 65 c/s.

Maximum

Power Handling Capacity:
(British Rating) ;
Rating).

Flux Density:

Voice Coil Diameter : 1".
3 or 15 ohms.

6 Watts

12 Watts (American
15,000 gauss.
Impedance :

Total Flux :

Price £ 5. O. O. ( Inc. PS.)

FULL DETAILS ARE GIVEN IN GOODMANS HIGH FIDELITY MANUAL

Price £ 6. 12. 1. (Inc. P.T.)

Fill in the coupon below and post NOW !
1•11

GID CO DATA

58,500

Maxwells.

.1\T

-

Please send copy of High Fidelity Manual
Name

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LTD., Axiom Works, Wembley, Middx., Eng.
Tel. : WEMbley 1200 (8 lines). Grams : Goodaxiom, Wembley, England.
Distributors in all countries
CANADA—A. C. Simmonds & Sons Ltd., 100 Merton Street, Toronto 7.
U.S.A.—Rockbar Corporation, 650 Halstead Avenue, Mamaroneck, N.Y.
Europe's largest manufacturers and the World's largest exporters of High Fidelity Loudspeakers
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H.F. 817 8 Unit
This is ahigh efficiency drive unit intended for use with the Prelude
Rear Loading Horn Cabinet. The unit is fitted with an aluminium
speech coil having an impedance of 15 ohms; the cone has a cambric
surround and is supported by a specially designed centre piece
permitting great freedom of movement. The response when used with
the horn cabinet is extremely smooth over the audio range. Due to the
high flux density of the magnet and the coupling of the horn ahigher
efficiency than the conventional unit in a Bass Reflex cabinet is
obtained resulting in greater sound output for agiven electrical input.
Flux density, 17,000 gauss. Bass Resonance (free air), 45 c.p.s.
Response in cabinet, 6o-22,000 c.p.s.

Price

'PRELUDE'

HORN

LOADED

10 1
6s. 6d.

(
including P.T.)

LOUDSPEAKER

This horn loaded loudspeaker has been designed for use with the HF 857
unit and gives a high sensitivity and a smooth response over the full
audio range. The cabinet consists of a folded horn which is coupled to
the rear of the loudspeaker unit by means of an acoustic chamber. It is
attractively finished in sapele mahogany and fitted with a Tygan front.
Dimensions: 35" x 18r x 16; deep.
Price £ 19 10s. Od.

WHITELEY

ELECTRICAL

RADIO

COMPANY

LTD.

MANSFIELD • NOTTS • ENGLAND • Telephone: MANSFIELD 1762-5
London Office: 109 Kingsway, London W.C.2.
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Garrard TPAI2 Pick-up Arrn

Acoustical Quad AM T,rier

These

pictures

illustrate

but one of many complete
stereo systems
Gift Tokens to any
value frein 61-

f11 Ors

Ferrogroph 808 Tape Recorder
Simon Cadenza Microphone
Vur,-twm Cartc•dee

.i‘f .11 0 .F'S
Tannoy Chatsworth

o

Acoustical
Quad FM
Tuner

Acoust•cal Quad IlMain
Anipl.tiers

08b„it&ite
uuI
Acoustical Quad QC22 Stereo Control Unit

Garrard 301 Transcription Turntable

It's always the personal service that counts. No wonder so many people the world over buy from butte, eithe- as
personal shoppers or through the post from the furthest corners of the globe. Whererer j•ou are, .fidly qualified sales
staff attend to your needs in afriendly manner and quickly become acquainted with your preferences and tastes. .
4ad
however you buy you are guaranteed expert advice and the same personal attention.

stereo - hi fi - records tapes - radio tv - service
STEREO AND Hi Fi A complete floor of Imhof House is entirely
devoted to stereo and single- channel hi fi instruments. Here you can really

range of models from which to choose. Call in and see the 1960 range at
Imhots and enjoy them in comfort.

relax in comfort under ideal listening conditions. You can listen to your
favourite recordings, whether on tape or disc, played on any system of your
choice. Through the Comparator—an exclusive Imhof device—you can hear
over 4,000 combinations of different loudspeakers, amplifiers, tuners, players
and tape- decks at the flick of a switch. Whether you are interested in stereophonic or single-channel hi fi reproduction comparison is easy at lmhofs—and
you enjoy yourself more!

PRE -RECORDED TAPES For musical reproduction at its very
best choose from abig selection of pre-recorded tapes and stereo tapes in the
Ground Floor Record Department.
SERVICE At our Service Shop on the Second Floor you can have new
diamond or sapphire styli fitted while you wait and cnoose from an extensive
range of accessories. Small repairs are quickly dealt with or, for larger jobs,
book an appointment for an engineer to visit your home or same-day service.

RECORDS

Imhofs carry one of the largest stocks of records with
unrivalled facilities for choosing and listening. Each department, Classical,
Export and Imhofs famous Melody Bar, has its own expert staff. You can rely
upon them for the best advice if you are uncertain in your choice. Any type of
record currently available in Britain can be readily supplied, including a won-

GIFT TOKENS lmhofs own Gift Tokens are available at values from
6/- upwards for any make of record or equipment. They are valid indefinitely
and we will gladly send the records chosen to any address in the world. No
charge for the greeting card. Call in or send for some today for your friends.

RECORDS POSTAL SERVICE Of special value to overseas
music lovers, this famous postal service guarantees you swift, safe delivery
of the records you want. All records are meticulously examined before despatch. All are exported free of purchase tax. All parcels over £10 in value are
sent post and packing free with free insurance. Whatever their value, all
orders from H.M. Forces overseas for L.P.'s and 45's are sent post and packing

derful selection of Continental recordings. Close liaison with manufacturers
enables us to place orders in advance and many of them give us priority in
allocating records in short supply.

SWIFT WORLD WIDE DELIVERY
Your order, whether
for instruments, records or spares, receives the immediate individual attention
of the most experienced staff in the business. Every order is carefully packed
into special sturdy boxes made to our own requirements. We carry out all
paperwork on Customs and Shipping and every item is fully instaed to guarantee safe delivery.

free. Our record postal service was begun in 1897, and the experience we have
gained since then is always at your service.

MONTHLY ACCOUNTS ( HOME Zit ABROAD) This
popular credit service permits you to buy your records as and v. hen you wish
and make one payment for them later. This is not an ' instalment plan' and there

IM.7101"5

is no extra charge for this facility.

RADIO AND TV

TO

All the latest models are hare. All of them are on

Alfred Imhof Ltd. Dept. 43,112-116 New Oxford St., W.C.I
MUSEUM 7878

permanent demonstration for easy comparison. You'll find 1960 transistorised
radios giving longer life, lower power consumption and cleaner reception.
You can hear all the new portables, mains sets and mains- portables, from
miniature pocket radios no bigger than your hand to sets of all shapes and
sizes in clean modern designs.
Have you seen the new ultra-elegant line in TV sets? All the best makes are
on permanent side- by- side demonstration— portables, table models and consoles in all screen sizes. New elegance in cabinet design and the shallower
tube with improved picture definition indicate the considerable advance in
television production methods during the last year. And there's a very wide

Please send me a free copy of
"This Year of Hi Fi 1960"
NAME
ADDRESS
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LOWTHER ACOUSTA-TWIN

Height: 44"
Width: 18"

3 top rear reflector.
wings 9" each side

Depth: lnin.
Finish Selection: Walnut, Sapele, Oak
natural or medium
Price: Enclosure £30
Complete £67 16 0
(Ex-Works, Bromley).
Britain's only single enclosure designed for:
Monaural: single channel system
Monophonic: single input, double channel amplification
Stereophonic: double input, double channel amplification
This remarkable design will reproduce "stereo" sounds
as recorded or broadcast uniformly over the studio
or listening room! So essential for music appreciation,
classroom, dancing, monitoring etc.

REGISTERED DESIGN AND PATENTS PENDING

T.P.1
MODEL " D "
With the ever increasing use of the Lowther P.T.1.
as astudio monitor, standard of reference and now
for stereophonic reproduction. We are, therefore,
pleased to add this further decor, the Model "D",
to the existing range. Contemporary styling it will
undoubtedly have appeal. The Models "A", "B"
and "C" are of course available in the usual range
of finishes.

PRICE £96 (
Ex-Works)

THE LOWTHER MANUFACTURING COIVIPAIN1
LOWTHER HOUSE, ST. MARK'S ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT
706

Tel: RAVensbourne 5225
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The man who knows what's inside says—

You get more out of

TELEFUNKEN!
à-

TELEFUNKEN

Magnetophon

75K-15

Two TAPE SPEEDS:
FREQUENCY RANGE:

31 ips and II ips.
60-16,000 cps at 31 ips and 60-9,000 cps at
11 ips.
PLAYING TIME:
6hours 20 minutes (51" DP Tape at slow speed).
Press- button controls.
Extra-sensitive braking and tape tension
control system. Recording head with ultra-fine gap. Indirect fly-wheel
drive. Fast rewind, quick stop button. Digital counter. Automatic
tape-end stop. Connections for earphones, remote stop/start control
and extension speaker.
In attractive lightweight Styron Case.
(
excL microphone)

Alk
TELE
FUN
KEN

52 „
Ns

TELEFUNKEN

TELEFUNKEN

76K

Magnetophon

FUUR "
fRA( Ks pro‘ ide a playing time of 12 hrs. 40 mins.
from one 51 DP tape. Two
speeds with frequency response
of 30-16,000 c.p.s. at 31^ and
30-9,000 c.p.s. at I. D.C.
heating of valves. Transistorised
pre-amplifier stage. Four tracks
facilitate perfect superimposition. One track may be monitored through earphone while
the other track is being recorded. Simultaneous playback
of both tracks together or
either track separately.

64 CMS (excl. microphone)

85KL

Magnetophon

Six watts push/pull power stage, two matched oval speakers with
cut-out switch, volume control and separate bass and treble tone
controls. Monitoring through loudspeakers or earphones while
recording. Straight through amplifier facilities. Magic-eye level
control. External speaker connection. Continuously variable
trick control can be fitted. In luxury case.

79 ONS (excL

microphone)

Afull selection of Telefunken Accessories, Microphones and Tapes
are available. Ask for free brochure.

—
I
g

—

SEND COUPON for details of

—

complete range to:

WELMEC CORPORATION LIMITED

TELEFUNKEN

147,148 Strand, London WC2

rite 04ifeeend
1
o6-74be k &yeia'y

Name
Address
HFN
,

111111
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ELECTROSTATIC
LOUDSPEAKER

A new conception of listening enjoyment
in the home of the music-lover
The QUAD Electrostatic
Loudspeaker fulfills all the essentials
of good loudspeaker design in
that it is unobtrusive,
non- fatiguing and natural
—qualities which are desirable
for serious listening to music
of all types.

Of modest size, the loudspeaker is suitable for

provided their design meets certain requirements.

use in the average-sized lounge.
It is capable of providing distortionless repro-

Unaffected by temperatures up to 3o°C. and

duction up to a volume level similar to that
experienced in the concert hall.

will operate indefinitely with Relative Humidities of up to 90%.

Free standing and adoublet it exhibits all the
desirable characteristics of such a system.

Completely sealed in plastic film and immune
from the effects of dust.

It is uncritical of position except that it should

AC Voltage Range—
oo- zo, 200-25 0 volts 50-60 CiS.
Dimensions-31" x 35" x II"
Weight-35 lbs. ( 16 Kilos approx)

not be operated close to any wall or large
surface parallel to the plane of the loudspeaker.
Designed for operation with astandard QUAD

PRICE- 52

it amplifier. (Other amplifiers may be used

ACOUSTICAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY LTD., HUNTINGDON, HUNTS. Huntingdon 361
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EDITORIAL

W of thought, as yet undeveloped, is on its way to alter the whole

HAT lies ahead of us in the realm of electronics? What new line

pattern of our lives? We are inspired to ask this question because of
reports of startling work in U.S.A. laboratories in the field of electric
recording. It was about three months ago that avisitor from America
asked us whether we had heard of arevolutionary patent which might
well " date" magnetic recording as we know it today. It was, he said,
aform of electrostatic recording. And our reply, uttered hastily and
without thought, was that an electrostatic charge is, of all things, about
the least permanent, most temperamental and unreliable thing that
could ever be contemplated for any form of permanent record. Yet it
seems that the report was merely a breath of what may lie behind it,
for we now learn that a scientist on the American G.E.C. staff has
indeed invented a new system of recording, in which—briefly and
non-technically—a series of varying electric charges can be registered
on plastic tape, and made semi-permanent by heat.
Magnetic recording, we must remember, has been with us for only a
score of years since its early laboratory days. Prior to that, the acoustically and electromagnetically traced groove had held sway for more
than half acentury. We are therefore all too ready to accept the magnetic tape as the end-all—the logical answer to all we had been waiting
for. But what is 20 years in this frightfully fast-moving era? In abrief
span of time, tape has sprung from nothing to dominate the whole
world of recording, and it is only just beginning to make its real
impact on the domestic scene. Tape, as we know it, could vanish as
quickly as it came in.
We are still appalled by the matter-of-fact remarks made by a
responsible librarian.
He was concerned by the possible loss of
permanent records, as a result of what we might call the " Acetate
Age", during which irreplaceable records—both pictures and the
spoken word—have been recorded on acetate film, or base. It is
possible that the mere passing of Time will render the lot useless,
turning it into brittle, crumbling pieces.
So much is happening today—so much experimental work is being
done in the laboratories of the world—that truly one-half does not
know, and could not possibly follow, what the other half is doing.
Even inventions with staggering possibilities may be with us, on paper,
and yet may not be appreciated for years to come. Ours is avery small
corner of the new world of electronics—the audio spectrum; yet
neither we, nor our readers, can be disinterested in the pattern of the
whole.
The world of grandfather's day knew the speaking-tube and the
brougham. We hurl ourselves about at 100 m.p.h. on the roads, and at
Mach 1in the air. We are aiming at the moon, and shall probably
(many of us) see pictures from the planets before we hand in our
checks. If avisitor came into our office and said that aerial travel was
about to be revolutionised because someone had succeeded in annulling
Gravity, we should not be surprised—because it can only be amatter of
t
ime.
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COVER PICTURE
CO far, readers have always approved our " flash-back " subjects on
HiFi News covers, and we hope that this month's choicewill cause
as much pleasure as the others. It was taken in 1908, and is probably a
typical domestic scene of that era, when the cylinder Monograph was
still gaining popularity, and was yet to be pushed into the cupboard
under the stairs to make way for the new marvel— the disc player.
As our earliest readers will remember, the cover of our very first
number carried a picture of a 1902 vintage Edison Bell instrument,
which recorded and reproduced—and sold at 5 guineas complete.
However, the frequency range available in those days was comparably
as little as the price—about two octaves!
NEXT MONTH
London Audio Fair is the principal event in the hi-fi calendar.
THE
and is often the occasion for new designs and ideas to make their
first public appearance. This year looks like being no exception, and
we shall be giving an extended Audio Fair preview in next month's
issue. There will also be the first of a regular series of articles by
A. Campbell Gifford on the home construction and modification of
hi-fi equipment of all kinds. This larger than usual HiFi News, containing reviews of discs and tape, and all our usual features, is one that
no one will want to miss, and we suggest you place afirm order with
your usual supplier now.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
The subscription rate to " HiFi News" is 27/6 per annum
(U.S.A. $4.00)
London, W.I.

from

HiFi

News,

99

Mortimer

Street,

Subscription + Index, 30/- ( U.S.A. $4.25).

To daYs
Best Looking
ISto 1
BAKERS

AND

SetheiVilee

Two famous names combine to
bring you an outstanding new loudspeaker system.
During the development of this loudspeaker the
closest co-operation has existed between Bakers
Selhurst, pioneers of high quality loudspeakers in this
country, and Pye with their vast technical resources.
The result, we believe, is a loudspeaker supreme in its
price range. It's today's good-looking listening!
Model 11F15SMT comprises a 12" Bakers bits , unit and a 4"

Richard Allen tweeter with four element cross over network.
Available in walnut or mahogany veneers. Price 27 guineas.
Dimensions: Height 33f" (with feet). Width 17. Depth 13r.

FREE FIELD RESPONSE
*ID
•I
•
2'5

NEUMANN TYPE ICA456
MICROPHONE 30W AXIS.

II

¡poets
C. P.

epos '
dose

moo

Please send me full details of the Pye
High-Fidelity
4111111
"MOZART"
LOWBOy
Stereo ( RFP3)
45 gne.
Mono ( lIPP1)
32 en.

1

range.

To Pye High Fidelity Division,
65 Fairview Rd., London, S.W.16.
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j
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'Stereo Amplifier '..f5 ens.
Chassis version £35.

Model HFT108
FM Tuner £24.
Chassis version 622.
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AUDIO IN
RETROSPECT
Pages from a historian's notebook—(2)
By PETER FORD*
idea of using compressed air amplifiers for sound reproduction
THE
originated with Edison in 1878. He proposed making sound tracks
not only by indenting soft tinfoil but also by perforating the recording
medium. Such atrack would be reproduced on the siren principle by
blowing ajet of air through the perforations. It is not very clear how
far he was able to carry the concept of his Aerophone into practice.
Twenty years later, Horace Short, in England, made rather more
realistic proposals for the use of compressed air amplification in telephony, sound recording and reproduction, " loudhailers" for marine
use and in musical instruments. (British patent No. 22768/1898.) He
gave ademonstration from the top of the Eiffel Tower in Paris.
Pneumatic dubbing
In 1899, the American Gramophone Co. (makers of "Columbia"
cylinder records) produced a batch of 40,000 cylinders copied on a
pneumatic dubbing machine, but the results were not encouraging.
Short's ideas came to the notice of the Hon. C. A. Parsons, the
inventor of the steam turbine, when the latter came to apply for patents
for his own system of compressed air amplification, the Auxetophone,
in 1903. Parsons, knowing of Edison's proposals, had made athorough
study of the principles involved in using asmall amount of mechanical
energy applied to an air valve to modulate a powerful jet of air.
Working at home in the evening he began skilfully to make suitable
valves, at first from old tobacco tins, elastic bands, bits of bone and
other odds and ends, and later, after he had provided himself with a
set of watchmaker's tools, from high-grade materials. Some of his
ideas, such as the use of a horseshoe magnet (clearly visible in the
illustration) in place of a needle retention screw on a gramophone
soundbox, were well in advance of their time. His approach to horn
design was equally sensible. The logarithmic horn was, of course, then
unknown, but Parsons copied the effective shape of the tuba and used
acoiled horn 30 ft. long, with a1in. throat and a3ft. 6in. bell mouth.
This colossus was demonstrated at aRoyal Society conversazione on
Friday, May 13th, 1904.

View inside the cabinet of the HMV Auxeto Gramophone (1906),
showing the compressor and air reservoir. (See also top of page.)

Two types of valve, the Parsons Auxetophone Valve ( 1903), left, and
the Dennison Valve ( 1906), right.

*Hon. Historian, British Sound Recordin Association
D

Thereafter the gramophone rights in the Short- Parsons patents
became vested in HMV, who marketed the Auseto Gramophone, made
to special order at £ 100, from late in 1906 to about 1914. The commercial model had a small horn and an air valve developed in the
U.S.A. in 1905-6 by W. N. Dennison of the Victor Talking Machine Co.
The compressor inside the cabinet maintained an mr pressure of about
2lb./sq. in. which was fed to the valve which replaced the conventional
soundbox. The volume available was sufficient for impressive
demonstrations to be given at the Royal Albert Hall, the Alhambra
Theatre, and elsewhere. Ordinary records were used.
Parsons continued his experiments in the field of musical instruments,
employing Short to help him. He had some success with cellos and
double basses in which his amplifier replaced the resonating body of
the instrument—thus anticipating the electric guitar.
During the
winter season of 1906, Sir Henry Wood used amplified cellos and
basses in the Queen's Hall Orchestra, with apparent relish. But his
enthusiasm was not shared by his players, who feared redundancy.
Later developments, in the shape of the Gaydon Stemorphone, will
form the subject of my next note. In preparing this one Ihave been
greatly assisted by
Ltd., C. A. Parsons Ltd., and the Hon.
Curator of the Newcastle-upon-Tyne Museum of Science and Engineering. Parsons's work is admirably summed up in Appendix A of Scientific
Papers and Addresses of the lion. Sir C. A. Parsons (
Cambridge, 1934).
it) Peter Ford 1960
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with specially designed JASON turret tuner
which tuning
for FM and TV sound are incorporated within asingle switched
unit is here applied to anew tuner designed for cabinet mounting.
The" Monitor " presents aneat front some five inches square with
chassis extending just over six inches to the rear. Mounting the
unit is extremely simple, and once installed the " Monitor" will
give excellent service in every way. Technically, it is everything
that could be expected from aJason tuner. It is suitable for fringe
area reception, stable and mechanically good for years of trouble
free work. Both from the point of view °Equality and recording,
the inclusion of the TV Sound Channels in the switching arrangements is likely to prove particularly welcome. The " Monitor "
The very successful formula originated by Jason in

DESCRIPTION
5-vals r. S\% nr. ilt'd tiriser nit rut.t.plitni tit 1)131..
FM and BBC and ITA TV sound transmissions. Coil plates for different switching
arrangements can be supplied. A.F.C. on
FM and Noise Limiting circuits on AM
ensure stability and quality of reproduction.
Sensitivity is sufficient for fringe arca
reception using adequate aerial system.
When ordering, it is essential to state area in
which tuner will be used. l'ower requirements-6.3 V 3amps and 230 V 35 mA from
amplifier or separate power pack (NOT
mains).

£19.16.3
inc. £ 4. 16 .3 P.Tux

is useful with any good amplifier system.

JASON " MERCURY 11" FOR CONSTRUCTORS
In all respects, th .s is the same unit as the " Monitor " except that it is offered
in kit form for the home constructor. The Turret Tuner is supplied complete
with two valves, and when ordering, the area in which the unit is to be used
must be stated.
Mercury II assembled Turret and 2 valves
£4 10s. Od.
Coil Plate for above ( state area) ...
El
Is. Od.
Other parts, less valves
£3 18s. Od.
Full descriptive literanre on the new Jason Tuners gladly
sent on request; also on Jason Test Equipment Kits.

To THE JASON MOTOR & ELECTRONIC CO.,
3-4 ( GO Gt. Chapel St., London, W.I.
Please send m e details of the

Readers who may not have received literature in answer to
previous advertisements through omitting their namesand addresses

{ Jason Monitor
Jason Mercury II

are invited to send them on apostcard for literature by return.

Test Equipment Kits
(Tick off items required)
NAME
ADDRESS

(BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE)

Demonstrations of Jason Tubers and Stereo Equipment are given
in the Jason Showroom every Thursday until 7.30 p.m.

THE JASON MOTOR 8i ELECTRONIC COMPANY
3-4 (Q) GT. CHAPEL ST., OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.I.
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our readers write.
. . . about amplifier performance
From: H. Lewis York, Cape Electrophonics Ltd., 43-45 Shirley
High Street, Southampton.
Dear Sir:—Iam pleased to observe that Mr. Somerset Murray is
giving prominence to little-known, but most important, aspects of
amplifier performance. The matters referred to in your December
issue were investigated by me some five years ago when designing the
Cape VL1 amplifier, and are dealt with in the leaflet relating to this
amplifier as follows:
"The performance of an amplifier is very much bound up with the
design of its output transformer. Even if stable, and introducing little
harmonic distortion, the amplifier may distort transients, due to
"overshoot" and " ringing ". This fault can be observed by applying
asquare wave input and examining the output by means of an oscilloscope connected across the load. Overshoot causes a sharp peak to
appear at the leading edge of the square wave, while ringing is a
periodic oscillation extending over part or even the whole of the flat
top of the square wave. Certain output transformers appear to be
free from this defect, but examination of the power output/frequency
response reveals that this is at the expense of loss of power at the
higher frequencies, an undesirable feature for obvious reasons.
"The output transformer used in the Cape VL1 represents the result
of considerable research carried out in collaboration with Mr. Bryan
Savage of Savage Transformers Ltd., to whom we give grateful
acknowledgement of the good work done and interest shown in the
problem."
The specification of the Cape VL1 has always contained the following " Overshoot, 1,000 c/s square wave — 10%. Recovery time 30
microsecs ". A pictorial representation of the square wave performance
(fig. 1) is also published.
Regarding high frequency power loss, the information given for this
amplifier in the form of fig. 2is all important, and so far as Iam aware,
is not published by any other amplifier manufacturer. A similar test
7
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applied to a well-known high-fidelity amplifier revealed that the
distortion at 1,000 cis 15 watts was alittle over 01 % whereas at 5,000
c/s it rose to 1.0% and at 7,500 c/s 3-4%!
Ihave heard it remarked that the modern quality amplifier is so
much better than other links in the reproducing chain, that it needs no
further improvement. I trust that Mr. Somerset Murray's articles
will show the danger of complacency based upon too little knowledge
of important factors—in other words, we all still have a lot to learn.
Thank you, Mr. Murray and HiFi News, for an excellent series.
Yours sincerely

case, one of which was that the turntable in use rumbled and the maximum output power was limited by the neighbour's tolerance of the
noise. After due consideration, the purchaser was persuaded to try an
8-in, speaker in asmall enclosure. This cost about £25! After three
weeks he admitted that the recommended speaker was as good as the
more expensive unit for his purpose and two years later he still is
satisfied with it.
Throughout the country there are several reputable Sound Engineering
Consultants who are willing to help and sell the units they recommend
for any particular application. After all, if they sell first-class units
they have no complaints from the customers, and asatisfied customer
will come back again for further units. The customer, what advantage
does he gain? He has the satisfaction of having the equipment for the
job and the knowledge that the Consultant does not risk his reputation
in giving poor advice. It costs nothing to obtain advice.
Yours faithfully

... about face
From: 1. Rookyu, " The Flannels ", Higher Purchase, Beds.
Dear Sir:—Iam grateful for the ( free) publicity afforded me by your
journal, as it is only by continually changing my clientele that Iam
able to make money.
Mr. Spiby, however, has associated my name with the selection of
equipment under unknown conditions—a practice which Iregard as
transparently honest and therefore ethically unsound. Iwish to point
out that all my methods of demonstration are biased towards sounding
the same (achieved by a concealed " beyond- HiFi" system—see
report on Audio Fair, HiFi News, May 1959). Any such guarantee
as Mr. Spiby's would leave me broke—my customers would be satisfied and consequently never come back at all.
Ido, of course, arrange home demonstrations as recommended by
your " Shopping List ", on condition that the customer ( hereinafter
called the Mug) pays for transport, technician's time, depreciation and
loss of goodwill. A simple process of changing the mains tap to 110
volts ensures customer's liability.
Iam guilty of once having a comparator—which Ifound far too
honest and revealing. It has been sold for a profit, complete with
concealed operator, to a terribly scrupulous firm.
Ihave often wanted to open a branch in ( Cambridge, was it?) but
found overheads too high. The difference between myself and the
enthusiast remains, alas, the unsurmountable barrier of sordid commercial profit. As long as showrooms are high, wide and toppy I
shall still be in business (with as few facilities as possible).
Caveat empor (
Ithink).
Yours insincerely
P.S. Mr. Gray did, of course, buy his speaker from me, complete
with aplastic foam guarantee.
I.R.
. . . about Hi Fi for football
From: N. W. Angell, 16 Park Street, Chatteris, Cambs.
Dear Sir:-1was interested to read in your November 1959 issue
of Messrs. B.T.H.'s claim to be the first to install hi-fi equipment for
public address use, on the Rugby Town Football Ground recently.
Ihave been using hi-fi equipment by Messrs. The Acoustical Mfg.
Co. Ltd., of Huntingdon (one of the ORIGINATORS of hi-fi equipment in this country) for some ten years on public address installations.
Iwould add that Icover events in many parts of the country, and some
on anational level. Ihave always been of the opinion that this class of
equipment is necessary for public address work. ICAN claim to have
had widespread experience in this field, as Iam a full-time specialist
in public address equipment.
Yours faithfully

.hifi standards again
From: L. Douglas, 56 Corstorphine Hill Avenue, Edinburgh 12.
Dear Sir:—It is refreshing to read Mr. Spiby's letter mentioning
Sound Engineering Consultants; a class of people who are seldom
mentioned during conversations on hi-fi. There is no doubt that each
true hi-fi system has to be " tailored " to suit (a) the room in which it
is installed, (
b) the purpose for which it is to be used, (
c) the expected
life of the equipment, (
d) the cash available for the purchase of the gear
and (
e) the ear of the purchaser. These are afew of the factors which
have to be considered.
An instance which came to my notice was the case of a man who
liked to listen to good music and was considering buying anew loudspeaker with an enclosure. After visiting the Rookyu type of dealer he
was convinced that aunit costing about £80 was what he wanted. He
was persuaded to visit a consultant who found out the facts of the
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* * * Hi- Fi SALE * * *
We offer the following exceptional bargains in shop-soiled or demonstration- used Hi Fi Equipment
Item
Goodsell StereoAmp/TC
RCA Amp. and Control
S/H
—
—
—
RCA V.H.F. Tuner S/H
Reflectograph 500T —
Elizabethan Tape
Recorder — —
Pamphonic Stereo Amp.
Orthotone 444 Stereo —
Connoisseur Stereo P.U.

MANY OTHER

(

ITEMS

List
£60

Sale
£45

Item
Trebax L.S. —
Kelly Ribbon L.S.
Lorenz 12- in. L.S.
Goodsell S/H. V.H.F.
Wearite 3AN. Deck
Dynatron LFI5 Amp.
Dulci Stereo 2 —
Wharfedale Super 3
B.J. " C" Tweeter —
Jason Stereo Amp/TC.—

£41 £20
£23 £ 14
94 gns £79
£77.14s. £49
£31 £23
27 gns £21
£12.4s. £9

wmas)

BOWERS

List
Sale
£6.4s. £3
£10.10s. £6
£10 £7
£15 £ 10
£35.10s. £27
£20 £ 15
£21 £ 16
£6.13s. £4
£5 £2
£37 £25

AVAILABLE
ON H.P.

LTD

1 BECKET BUILDINGS, LITTLEHAMPTON ROAD
WORTHING -

5142

CITY SALE & EXCHANGE LTD
93-94 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

Phone: FLEet Street 9391-2

"DIAMONDS" ARE A RECORD'S BEST FRIEND
TAPE RECORDERS
OF DISTINCTION

WHY

TAKE

A

CHANCE

HI-FI

WITH A WORN SAPPHIRE
Simon SP4

95 gns

Ferrograph 4AN

81 gns

Ferrograph 4A N/H

88 gns

Ferrograph 808

105 gns

Grundig TK 35

82 gns

Philips EL 3515

32 gns

Philips EL 3518

57 gns

HMV

£50

Spectone 161

49 gns

Keerting

68 gns

MICROPHONES

FOR

ABOVE

£
Simon Cadenza
10
Grundig GC M3
6
T.S.L. M.1
4
Lustraphone LD/66
4
Lustrette ( High and Low
Imp)
3

s.
10
6
4
2

d.
0
0
0
6
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IN PORTABLE
RADIOS

All the better-known makes

GOOD RECORD? DIAMOND

of portable radios

STYLI

(Transistors) are avail- / ze,‘-'
able on hire purchase /,
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ARE

NOW

FROM
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FREE.
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IN STOCK NOW
THE ZENITH
1000 D
£175 Os. Od.
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Horoscopes on disc

AUDIO NEWS

YE

P

Records have issued the first three records of their new Zodiac
Series. This series of 7-in, recordings contain horoscopes cast by
Maurice Woodruff, the Society clairvoyant and astrologer and read by
Neal Arden, the broadcaster. The first three records deal with the signs
Aquarius, Pisces and Aries (
January 21st to February 18th; February
19th to March 20th, and March 21st to April 19th respectively). Other
signs will be dealt with in subsequent releases. On the reverse side of
the disc there is aselection of music chosen from Pye's Golden Guinea
series. The records are blue in colour and play for five minutes each
side, selling for five shillings.

1— ‘0 amplifiers have too many controls? On my right is Peter Walker,
who stated at the recent B.S.R.A. symposium: "The trend towards
more and more variable controls is undesirable, and such features as
'channel reversing' and ' phasing switches' are becoming of less
value today." On my left is Major Clarke with his Emisonic 555
amplifier which has no fewer than seventeen knobs plus acathode ray
tube indicator. When Ifirst saw this ambitious model at the Radio
Show, I told Major Clarke that it would be ideally suited for the
American market. He agreed, but went on to say that very many had
in fact been sold in this country. It appears that there are many who
will put up with any number of controls if they provide flexibility, and
the means to obtain the maximum results. Channel reverse and phasing
switches will, Ithink, be with us alittle while longer—although their
use is now mainly confined to tape enthusiasts.
One control Iwould certainly hate to give up is the filter switch.
Istill find this invaluable for reducing some of the distortion on FM
transmissions, " fizz " and " chromium plating" from records, tape
hiss, etc.
Talking about tape Iwonder what tape enthusiasts will make of this:
"The gramophone record is still the finest vehicle for the reproduction
of sound. The losses introduced during the transfer of the original
tape to the final pressing are less than half those introduced when
copying the original tape to another, even at the same speed. The best
reproduction from the record when compared to the original tape
reproduction is indistinguishable, and can be accomplished at less than
one tenth of the cost . . ." Thus Cecil Watts writing in Gilbert Briggs's
new Stereo Handbook. Iam not taking sides; Ithink it is obvious that
both media have their advantages (and disadvantages) and that there
will be aplace for both for some time to come. As far as tape records
are concerned, there is no doubt that sales have been disappointingly
small, but the tremendous increase in popularity of tape recorders,
plus the wider choice of tapes now available, may change the picture
soon.
Iwould like to see both records and tapes come down in price. Take
the new Decca recording of Aida. It is magnificent—in some ways
Ithink it is even better than Rheingold—but the price of £5 17s. for
the set is still quite expensive, and likely to deter many would-be
buyers. Purchase tax of course accounts for a high proportion of this
price, and these days its imposition is quite indefensible.
(continued overleaf)

B.S.R.A. home constructors competition

ENTRIES are invited for the above competition which will be held

1--/ at the Royal Society of Arts on Saturday, May 21st, 1960. There
are two categories, as follows:
(a) Entries submitted by B.S.R.A. Members.
In addition to the President's Trophy, there will be the Wireless
World award of 10 guineas, and the Guy R. Fountain award of
technical books to the value of 10 guineas.
(b) Entries submitted by non-Members.
The winners in this class will receive the HiFi News award of
10 guineas.
Apparatus submitted for the competition should be associated with
the recording and reproduction of sound, including appropriate test
equipment. Exhibits will be judged on the score of technical originality,
suitability for purpose, design and finish.
Application forms may be obtained from the Asst. Hon. Secretary,
"Greenways ", 40 Fairfield Way, Ewell, Surrey, and entries should be
submitted not later than May 14th.
Audio diary

A

LECTURE-DEMONSTRATION Iwish Icould have attended
took place on December 10th at the College of Technology
in Bristol. The speaker was Dr. Kay of Bristol University, and the
subject was Stereo Sound Reproduction. Dr. Kay dealt at some
length with the audiological implications of stereo sound, analysing
the effect of temporal and intensity information as presented to the
ears. He was of the opinion that it was impossible to present all forms
of location with only two channels but even so the gain was very much
worthwhile. A. H. Radford of Radford Electronics gave the actual
sound demonstration and the equipment used included two 24-watt
amplifiers, a Harting stereo tape deck, and the inevitable Decca
pickup. A Goodmans Axiom 400 was used for the mono recordings,
but rather more unconventional speaker systems were used for stereo.
These are known as the Radford " Crusaders ", and each comprise
two Goodmans Audiom 70's in parallel for bass with two Axiom 80's
handling the middle and treble. The crossover is 450 c/s, and the
speakers are forward facing. Not acheap combination, of course, but
one capable of outstanding results. ( Some years ago Harvey Schwartz,
technical director of Decca, had no fewer than eight Axiom 80's mounted
on alarge baffle—an even more expensive proposition at around £25
each!) Iwas interested to learn that Mr. Radford had been doing some
research on the distortion of output transformers at high frequencies—
much of his work closely parallels that of J. Somerset Murray which
has been published in HiFi News.
manufacturers are busily working on designs for sum-andVALVE
difference amplifiers ( see HiFi Yearbook 1959). Ido not think
they will become really popular in HiFi circles. For these reasons:
the loss in quality is quite high, and the saving effected by dispensing
with one or two valves is not significant. Makers of cheap portable
players may find it useful—although once you have devised a stereo
amplifier using but asingle triode-pentode for each channel, how much
cheaper and nastier can you make it?
LONDON AREA—TAPE RECORDERS AND HI-FI
Stocking Agents: Ferrograph, Vortexion, Leak, Quad, etc.
RECORDING CO., 3-8 Brigstock Parade,
London Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey
TAPE RECORDER SPECIALISTS

NUSOUND

Tel: THO 7609

Thanks for the loa of these j
ccorded lopes—I've recorded my
comme Its in between the items . . ."

(Opposite Thornton Heath L.T. Bus Garage-4st floor)
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Some of our latest
releases
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of easy- to- build kit- sets
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THE GLOUCESTER" HI-FI STEREO CABINET

It will house Tape Deck and/or Record Player—as well as F.M.
Tuner and Stereo Amplifier and storage space is provided for
records, tapes and power amplifiers. Furthermore, to meet the
needs of those with whom room-space is an over-riding consideration, provision is made in the cabinet ends for matched Hi-Fi
Stereo Speaker Systems.
Parts " in the white" to finish to personal taste.
Mk. ITape Deck or Record Player
Mk.

II Tape Deck and Record Player

HI-FI F.M. TUNER

..

£15.18.6
£17. 8.6

"THE COTSWOLD" HI-FI SPEAKER SYSTEM

This model is available as two units which, for
your convenience, are sold separately. They
comprise a Tuner Unit, Model FMT-4U (f3.2.0
including Purchase Tax) and an I.F. Amplifier
Unit complete with attractively styled cabinet,
power supply and valves, Model FMA-4U
(f10.10.6) making a total cost for the equipment
F.M. TUNER
of • • • • •. ..
£13.12.6
The complete R.F. Unit is despatched wired, pre-aligned and tested.
Provision is made for stereophonic F.M. radio transmissions. Printed
circuit for I.F. amplifiers and ratio detector. Built-in power supply, 7
valves, many refinements. Range 88-108 Mes.

This is an acoustically designed enclosure 26 in. x
23 in. x144 in. housing a 12 in. bass speaker, with
2in. speech coil, elliptical middle speaker, together
with a pressure unit to cover the full frequency
range of 30-20,000 cis. Capable of doing justice
to the finest programme source, its polar distribution makes it ideal for really HiFi Stereo. Delivered complete with speakers, cross-over unit,
level control, Tygan grille cloth, etc. All parts precut and drilled for ease of assembly and left " in
the white" for finish to personal taste. £19.18.6

Music-lovers and Audio specialists.
Here are some other interesting Heathkit Models for you.
HI- Fl SPEAKER SYSTEM Model SSU-1.
This kit is easily assembled. It contains twin
speakers and balance control in its ducted
port reflex cabinet. It is equally suitable
for stereo or mono in average room.
Legs, f1.7.0 extra.
£10.5.6

AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR
Model AG-9U. Delivers up to 10 volts pure
sine-waves (less than 0.1 % Distortion, 20
c/s to 20 Kc/s).
Decade switch-selected
frequencies from 10 to 100,000 cis. Internal
600 Ohm N/I load, or external
£19.3.0

HI-FI STEREO 6-W AMPLIFIER
Model S-33. Attractively styled, completely
self-contained.
Printed
circuit
makes it easy to build. Only 03%
distortion at 24 W/chnl. U/L output, ganged controls. Positively your
best buy in low-priced stereo £11.8.0

AUDIO VALVE MILLI VOLTMETER Model
AV-3U. Measures from ImV to 300V at high
impedance, 1% precision resistors.
200 microamps
44 in. meter,
calibrated in volts and dB's. Ideal
for measuring small AC voltages.
± IdB 10 c's to 400 Kcis £13.18.6

HI-FI STEREO 16-W AMPLIFIER
Model S-88. Within its power rating
this handsome looking amplifier is
believed to be the finest Stereo
Amplifier available, regardless of
price. UiL push-pull output. 0.1 %
distn.
£25.5.6
TRANSISTOR PORTABLE RADIO
Model UXR-1. Superbly styled in
beautiful solid hide case, with
golden relief and easy-to-tune dial,
this completely self-contained, 6
transistor dual- wave set performs
brilliantly everywhere, including in
acar. Reproduction is exceptionally
good. Printed circuit. Car Aerial
Attachment available ( 51-) £15.18.6

AUDIO WATTMETER
Model AW-1U. Within its dissipation rating. (25 Watts continuous,
50 W. intermittent) this instrument
is ideal for all audio power measurements. Meter calibrated in Watts
and dB's ..
£13.18.6

S-33

USP-1

TRANSCRIPTION RECORD
PLAYER Model RP-1U. 4-speed
Collaro RP594 with plug-in Ronette
STEREO- MONO
head complete with
attractive plinth for finishing to
personal taste ..
£12.10.0

RP- 1U

AW-1U

COMPLETE MATCHED STEREO
OUTFIT including record player,
amplifier and twin speaker systems.
S-88
(Pedestal
speaker legs optional
f2.14.0 extra) ..
£42.10.0
LOW-INPUT HI-FI STEREO BOOSTER
SSU-1
UXR-1
TAPE DECKS (COLLARO, "STUDIO" and
Model USP-1. An input of 2-20 mV will
produce an output adjustable from 20 mV to
TRUVOX TD-1 Mk. 6) by agreement with
manufacturers are now available for sale with
All prices include free
2 Volts. This enables low-output p.u.'s etc.
Deferred terms available on
to load fully subsequent amplifier
s of
associated equipment in "packaged deals".
orders over £ 10.
deliivery U.K.
medium sensitivity. Negligible distn. £5.19.6
Details sent on request.
— — — — — — — — — — — — — —
OTHER HEATHK1T MODELS AVAILABLE
JUST POST THIS COUPON FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
..
Model V-7A £ 13-0-0
World's largest-selling VALVE VOLTMETER
Without obligation please send me
TICK
. Model 0-12U £34-15-0
G/P OSCILLOSCOPE ( 5in. Flat-face screen)
HERE
Model DX- 40U £29-10-0
'HAM' TRANSMITTER . .
*
FREE BRITISH HEATHKIT CATALOGUE . . .
Model VF-IU £ 10-12-0
VARIABLE FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR ..
. Model UJR-I £2-16-6
TRANSISTOR RADIO for the youngsters ..
FULL DETAILS OF MODEL(S)
. Model C-3U £7-19-6
RESISTANCE/CAPACITANCE BRIDGE ..
Kindly write below in BLOCK CAPITALS

DAYSTROM LTD •i>

NAME
ADDRESS

DEPT. H.3
GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND

A member of the Daystrom Group, manufacturers of
H.3
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THE LARGEST- SELLING ELECTRONIC KITS IN THE WORLD

LONDON AUDIO FAIR
LIST

OF

APRIL 21ST

24TH

EXHIBITORS

Exhibitor
liooth
Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
65
Akustische u. Kinogerate G.m.b.H.
63
Armstrong Wireless and Television Co. Ltd.
26
Badische Anilin & Soda Fabrik A.G.
2
Beam-Echo Ltd.
62
Brenell Engineering Co. Ltd.
8
British Ferrograph Recorder Co. Ltd.
29
Celestion Ltd.
51
Challen Instruments Co.
6
Cosmocord Ltd.
65
Decca Radio and Television
61
Design Furniture Ltd.
32
Dynatron Radio Ltd.
60
E.A.P. (Tape Recorders) Ltd.
18
E.K. Cole Ltd.
31
E.M.I. Sales and Service Ltd.
40
E.M.I. Records Ltd.
15
Electronic Reproducers Ltd.
12
FiCord Ltd.
9
N. and S. B. Field & Co. Ltd.
30
Garrard Engineering and Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
7
General Electric Co.
25
Goldring Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
53
Goodmans Industries Ltd.
13
The Gramophone Co.
56
Grampian Reproducers Ltd.
16
Grundig (Great Britain) Ltd.
46
" HiFi News"
69
Lane and Potton Ltd.
67
H. J. Leak & Co. Ltd.
70
Lowther Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
64
Lustraphone Ltd.
24
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
23
M.S.S. Recording Co. Ltd.
10
Mullard Ltd.
47
Multimusic Ltd.
42
Pamphonic Reproducers Ltd.
55
Pye Group Records (Sales) Ltd.
52
Pye High Fidelity Division
68
Rank Cintel Ltd.
71
Recording Devices Ltd.
39
Redifon Ltd.
44
Reslosound Ltd.
33
Rogers Developments ( Electronics) Ltd.
20
Simon Equipment Ltd.
36
Specto Ltd.
21
Standard Telephone and Cables Ltd.
35
A. R. Sugden & Co. ( Engineers) Ltd.
14
Tannoy Products Ltd.
45
Technical Suppliers Ltd.
48
Telefunken
50
Trix Electrical Co. Ltd.
49
Truvox Ltd.
57
Veritone Ltd.
58
Vortexion Ltd.
54
Walter Instruments Ltd.
5
Wharfedale Wireless Works Ltd.
22
Whiteley Electrical Radio Co. Ltd.
4
W. & N. Electronics
19
Wireless and Electrical Trader
41
Wireless World
38

I
kin. Rom]
II
149
120
115
121
117
234
352
212
Ill
159
211
222
348
256
302

Another two evenings of High-Fidelity sound tools place at The Regent
Hotel, Leamington Spa, recently. The photograph shows Mr. Nicholls
of E.M.L in conversation with Mr. Tyson (right) who acts as host for
these demonstrations

347
254
237
218
355
214
242
342
161
202

to A. Anthony of the Pennsylvania State University
ACCORDING
who has been carrying out experiments with the " lonophone "
corona discharge loudspeaker, a significant amount of ozone is
produced and, to avoid sore throats and headaches, users are warned
that adequate ventilation is necessary. The report ( Experimenta,
Vol. 15, quoted in the New Scientist) goes on to say that mice could be
killed within ten minutes at high power and high frequencies!
readers will have spotted asmall error in the review
OBSERVANT
of the Beam- Echo SPA-2I in the January issue. The crosstalk

248
204

figures are reversed and should read " 32 dB at 10,000 c/s and 50 dB
at 1,000 c/s". My apologies to Beam- Echo and thanks to those who
have written in pointing out the mistake.

259
359
233
236
217
152
215
252
361
311
221
213
255
114

HOLT, the impresario, is busily organizing a Son et
H AROLD
Lumière show at Portsmouth, in which the Victory will play a
part. Sound will be under the direction of Allen Stagg of the IBC,
who is well known to readers of HiFi News.
George Tillett
BOOK REVIEW
" The Language of Music," by Deryck Cooke. Oxford University Press.
289 pages, 30s.

extremely interesting book is a counter-attack on
m R.theCOOK'S
now fashionable " pure sound " theorists who take for their
motto Stravinsky's celebrated saying about the powerlessness of
music to express anything at all. This book, in Mr. Cooke's own words,
"attempts to show that the conception of music as alanguage capable
of expressing certain very definite things is not a romantic aberration,
but has been the unconscious assumption of composers for the past
five and a half centuries at least " ( including Stravinsky himself).
The author makes good his attempt with the aid of a long series of
musical examples whose object is to make clear how in afundamentally
similar emotional context Buxtehude, Mozart, Weber, Berlioz,
Wagner, and Gounod (to take only a few instances) instinctively
turn to a similar musical idea. Not unnaturally the majority of his
examples come from works to all or parts of which unequivocal
emotional labels can be attached; namely operas or programme music
(whether the programme be as precise as that of a Strauss tone- poem
or as vague as that of the Eroica symphony). He then draws the threads
of his argument together in a detailed analysis, employing the terms
he has just expounded to us, of two large-scale pieces of absolute
music: the Mozart G minor symphony and Vaughan Williams's 6th.
Mr. Cooke has some illuminating things to say about the limitations
of his field: that, although the language—in given contexts—of, say,
Gounod and Verdi may coincide, we feel that what they say differs
sharply both emotionally and qualitatively; and feel Verdi to have been
the greater composer. Why do we feel the music of Tchaikovsky and
Berg to be riddled with neurosis, but not, or not so much, that of
Verdi and Stravinsky? We hope that this book is but a pioneer study.

318
336
247
315
261
334
354
147
122
337
304
317

Diamonds: Stereo & LP. steel shanks f1.4.5
"naked" & Dural mounted £. 19.0
Sheri " ULTRA" 45° cone angle L.P. £4.18.9
All diamonds are of finest quality & carry 6 months guarantee—All diamonds and
sapphires supplied—free fitting if pick-up sent.

STYLUS
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REPLACEMENT

SOUTHEND

LANE,

LONDON,

SERVICES

S.E.6

HIT

2063

R.L.
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4/EA/ 41«5"/CAL
Only when your equipment includes one of these superb arms can the full possibilities
of disc reproduction be realised.
Their many features include:— Mirror finished pillar bearings. Arm carried on virtually
frictionless knife edges. Automatic lowering and raising anywhere on the record by hydro
mechanical control. Sliding base for instant tracking correction. Vertical height adjustment. Unique system provides for lateral and longitudinal balance of arm. Stylus pressure
range 0-5 grammes.
No weighing device required. Suitable for all stereo and mono
cartridges. Decca ffss, Expert special, Ortofon Fleads, etc.. permitting hitherto unattainable quality. Full specification sent on request.

L1

MODELS 3009 & 3012

PRECISION PICK-UP ARMS

Prices:

Model 3009 9 in.
Model 3012 12 in.

Arm £ 18 I5s. Od. - i£ 6 5s. Od.
Arm £20 12s. 6d. £ 6 17s. 6d.

U.K.
U.K.

Purchase
Purchase

Tax
Fax

Manufactured by S.M.E. LTD., STEYNING, SUSSEX, ENGLAND
Telephone :

STEYNING 2228

NO OTHER RANGE OF DRIVE UNITS
ENJOY THE WORLD FAMOUS REPUTATION
AS

THE

LOWTHER
P.M.4

24,000 gauss, 385,000 maxwells

P.M.2 Mk II 23,000 gauss, 350,000 maxwells
P.M.2 Mk I 21,000 gauss, 281,000 maxwells
17,500 gauss, 196,000 maxwells

P.M.6

Ralph West writes re-P.M.6 unit :
"There are six main departures from ordinary
practice, and the writer cannot recall any
other speaker unit embodying all of these features
—except the other units in the Lowther range."
Further details of these and other Lowther Products :---

LOWTHER

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,

ST.

MARK'S

ROAD,

Telephone:

REPRINT OF DECCA CORNER SPEAKER NOW AVAILABLE
71S

BROMLEY,

KENT

RAVensbourne 5225

CONSTRUCTORS'
POSTSCRIPTS
(3)

THE SMALL

AND SIMPLIFIED
FM TUNER
By R. N. BALDOCK
the publication of the final construction article on the
AFTER
Simplified FM Tuner, a long period elapsed during which very

to lower sensitivity, greater distortion and probably more chance of
interference. Even worse, use of an IF much below 100 Kc/s would
give distortion on peaks, especially if further lowered by the normal
crystal frequency tolerance of 0.01%. The best solution is given by
selecting acrystal that is too low in frequency, and by carefully grinding
down the quartz plate until the required frequency is obtained. An
indication of the IF is given by measuring the voltage at the junction
of R24 and C16; when limiting at 150 Kc/s it will be about 2-2 volts
DC unloaded, or 1 - 6volts when using ameter of 250K resistance.

few readers' letters were received. It began to appear that either
(a) all tuners constructed were giving good service, or (
b) none had
been built!
Fortunately the author knew (
b) to be false, from personal acquaintance with several successful tuners; and since then other good results
have been reported from as far away as Sweden. A further indication
of the tuner's popularity is evidenced by the dwindling supply of
cheap Government Surplus quartz crystals. If this source disappears,
the tuner will be rather expensive to build, since new crystals cost around
£2 each. However, this may not deter those constructors who find the
circuit attractive because of its simplicity, stability and high-quality
output.

Tape-recorder bias frequency

Points raised in correspondence
A few readers had difficulty in achieving asatisfactory signal/noise
ratio. In at least one case this was due to the use of a faulty mixer
diode (D1). Semiconductor diodes should always be checked before
wiring in. Normal resistance readings for the GEX 36, using aModel 3
Avemeter, are approximately 500 ohms forward and 500K reverse.
Even new diodes have been known to measure 500K either way (not
very suitable for mixing!).
Other readers finally found that poor results were due to aerials being
badly sited or of insufficient gain. The optimum position and orientation for the aerial should always be found by observing the signal
reading at the limiter grid; it may be quite often discovered, because
of reflections, that the maximum signal inside aroof is obtained when
the aerial is well below the highest point. In general, at least one site will
be found where adequate signals are received on all programmes.
Attempts have been made to use an IF as high as 600 Kc/s. Whilst
this will, of course, enable reception of the programme, it must lead

for the best in the Audio field

Fringe areas

The SK trademark has now
been adopted for all products
designed and manufactured
by Stanley Kelly. It is your
guarantee
of Quality of
purpose, design and
production.

There seems to have been some confusion as to why this type of
circuit is not very suitable for use in " fringe areas ". The difficulty
is not principally that of inadequate sensivity since, within limits, this
may be improved by adding extra IF stages etc.
The real limitations are: (
1) Use of RC coupling in the IF amplifier,
giving low selectivity; and (2) Unavoidably low IF centre renders the
response asymmetric outside the pass band; the IF cannot become
negative when deviated lower in frequency, by an amount greater than
its unmodulated value. This point becomes significant when strong
interfering signals are present.
In a fringe area (normally defined as where the field strength is
below 250 pV/M.) the signal received from an unwanted transmitter

PlIODUCT

•
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The low IF used with pulse counter circuits can sometimes lead to
distortion when the audio output is fed to atape recorder. This is due
to intermodulation between the residual IF pulses and the HF biasing
signal in the recorder. One way of preventing this effect is to use an
extra low pass filter between the tuner output and the input to the
recorder.
Two minor errors crept into the July article, though they do not
seem to have caused any trouble. The errors were: R8 was not mentioned in the wiring instructions, although shown in fig. 1, whilst TI
was incorrectly referred to as T6 in the caption of fig. 2.
One small point which ought to be expanded is connected with the
remark in the July issue that the tunencould be aligned by ear. Although
this is certainly true for atuner in normal working order, it does not
necessarily apply if something is amiss, when misleading results may
be experienced. If in doubt ameter should be used.
Concerning the subject of alignment, a few readers fought shy of
building the tuner because they thought this migh: be difficult. Their
fears are groundless, however, since with a crystal-controlled tuner
maladjustment of the VHF tuning cores merely leads to loss of sensitivity. Provided that the local oscillator is fairly active, and remembering that the transmitter is also crystal controlled, it is obvious that the
IF centre is rigidly defined. It is therefore impossible for the tuner to
be " off tune"!

REPRODUCERS
MDDX

(continued overleaf)
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MAIL ORDER
SPECIALISTS
GOODS DESPATCHED BY RETURN ORDER TODAY WITH EVERY CONFIDENCE

FREE!

CARRIAGE, PACKING AND INSURANCE

(U.K.)

A selection from our extensive stock available for immediate delivery

LOUDSPEAKERS
s. d.
B.J. "Top C" Tweeter
0 0
G.E.C. Metal Cone 8"
a16 5
Goodmans Axiette 8"
6 12
1
Goodmans Audiom 60, 12" ...
9 12
Goodmans Axiom 300, 12" ..
5
Goodmans Axiom 110 10" ...
5 o
Goodmans Axiom 112, 10"
8
10
Goodmans AL 120
29 10
Goodmans Trebax SK/20XL
7
Quad Electrostatic Speaker ... 52 o
Rogers "84" Speaker System ...
18 19
Rogers " 1284" 3-way speaker system 28 10
T.S.L. Tweeter LPH65
1 17
W.B. Stentorian 8" H F812 ...
3 19
W.B. Stentorian 8" H F8I6
6 10
W.B. Stentorian HF912
4 4
W.B. Stentorian 10" HF1012
4 15
W.B. Stentorian 10" H F1016
7 12
W.B. Tweeter TIO
4 4
Wharfedale 8/145 ...
6 19 II
Wharfedale W I2FS
10 5 0
Wharfedale Super 3 ...
6 13 3
Wharfedale Super 8FS/AL.
6 19 11
Wharfedale Bronze 10FSB .
5 5 11
Wharfedale Golden 10FSB
7 13 3
Wharfedale Coaxial 12 ... ... IS 0 0
Wharfedale SFB/3 3-speaker Unit 39 10 0
Wharfedale W2 Speaker System...
29 10 0
Wharfedale W3 Speaker System... 39 10 0
All makes of crossover units available
PICK -UPS & CARTRIDGES
Acos " Black Shadow" P.U. and arm
B.J. Tan 11 arm with shell only ...
B.J. Super 90 Mk II arm
Collar() "Studio" TX88 tb. cartridge
Connoisseur Stereo P.U. with arm
Decca Stereo P.U. ffss ...
Garrard GC8 tb. cartridge
G
d GCSIO Stereo cartridge ...
G
d SPG2 Stylus pressure gauge
Goldring 060 P.U. arm only ...
Goldring 580 tb. cartridge
Goldring 600 t/o. cartridge
Goldring 700 Stereo cartridge ..
Leak arm with Std. or L.P. head
Leak Matching Transformer ...
Tannoy Vary-Twin Mk 11 Stereo
All types diamond and sapphire styli

• HIRE

Leak TL12 Plus and "Varislope"
Mark Ill
Quad Mark II and Pre-Amp ...
Rogers "Cadet" and Control Unit
Rogers "Junior" and Mark II Unit

STEREO AMPLIFIERS

E
32
IS
19
II

s. d.
0 0
IS 0
19 0
II 0

31

10

34 13
42 0
17 10
28 o

o
o
o
o
o

Avantic SPA 11 combined amp and
pre- amp .
29 8 o
Dulci "Stereo 2" Pre- Amp with
SP44 twin power Amplifier ... 22
o
Dulci Stereo Eight Pre- Amp Unit
with two DPAIO Amplifiers ... 48 6 o
Leak Stereo 20 Amp with Point
One Stereo Pre-Amp ... ... 51 9 0
Pamphonic Stereo 3000
31 10 0
Quad 22 Control Unit with two
Mark II Amps . . ... 70 0 0
Rogers "Junior" Stereo Amp and
Mk II Stereo Control Unit . . 46 10 0
Rogers HG88 Integrated Stereo
Amplifier ( with case E40) ... 37 10 0
Rogers Stereo Pre-Amp with two
"Junior" Amplifiers . .
52 0 0
All amps and pre- amps available separately

TUNERS

8
12
5
6
4
0

4
5
2
8
1
0

19
1 12
1 5
3 19
II
2
9 14
11 9
I IS
13 6

7
10
7
6
4
7
9
6
0
0

6
5
IS
2
12
21

13
18
27
16
22
23
18
18
19
8
27
10

18
13
16
13
7
18
9
12
4
10
12
10

Acoustical " Quad" A.M. .. .. 28
Acoustical " Quad" F.M. .
28
Armstrong ST3 AM/FM . ... 27
Dulci F.M. (Self-Powered) ......16
Dulci FMT/2 ( Self- Powered) .
24
Dulci H4T/2 AM/FM (Self- Powered) 25
Jason J.T.V. Tuner .. ... 25
Leak Mark Il Troughline . . 33
Rogers Junior F.M. ( Self- Powered)
24
Rogers Variable FM ( Self- Powered) 32
Rogers Switched F.M. Unit
15

17 6
17 6
6 0
13 II
13 4
15 2
7 3
15 0
10 3
10 o
1 10

CABINETS, SPEAKERS & EQUIPMENT

MOTORS

Collaro 4TR200 Motor only
Collaro 4T200 with TX88 Pick-up
Connoisseur Type B
Connoisseur Stereo 2-speed Motor
G
G
d 301 with Stroiso
G
d 4HF/GC8 ( H) ...
Garrard RC98 . '. . .
G
d 4HF/GCSIO, Stereo . .
Garrard TA/Mk. 11 . . .
Lenco GL60 ( Cartridge extra) ...
Philips AG2009
Many also available in Cabinets

AMPLIFIERS

Armstrong Mark Il and Pre-Amp
Dulci DPAIO and Control Unit ...
Dulci DPAIO and Pre-Amp
E.A.R. Triple Four ...
Leak TLI2 Plus and " Point One"

3

O

D.F. Equipment cabinets ... 28 10 0
W.B. Prelude Reflex cabinet ...
11 11 0
W.B. Prelude Reflex cnr. cabinet ...
10 10 0
W.B. Prelude Hi -Fi table cabinet
9 19 6
W.B. Prelude Hi Fi Console ...
13 13 0
W.B. Senior Reflex corner Console 11 11 0
W.B. Junior Column cabinet ...
9 19 6
W.B. Sensor Column cabinet ...
18 18 0
Wharfedale Column 8 cabinet ... 21 15 0
Record Housing " Nordyk" range. All types,

MICROPHONES
3
4
9
8
8
0
6
0

PURCHASE TERMS AVAILABLE

Acos M1C 39/1 with stand
Cadenza Ribbon. High/low imp.
Collaro " Studio" crystal ...
Film Industries Ribbon M8. ( Stand

e

3 3
10 10
2 S

o
o
o

8 15 o
Lustraphone LO/61 dynamic ...
3 7 6
Reslo RBL/T ( Stand 25/. extra) ...
8 15 0
Please state impedance required.
Also Grampian Tannoy, etc.
"COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS. e

WORLD WIDE EXPORTERS
Orders sent free of purchase tax and shipped promptly at minimum cost
U.S.A. &

Decca Stereo pick-up with
I
PACKED
arm type ffss
$ 46.20 ([ 16.9.6)
G
d 301 transcription
INSURED &
motor with Stroboscope $56.00 (E19.19.6)
I
CARRIAGE
Leak TLI2 Plus Amp. with
PAID
Varislope III ... $ 104.50 ( E37.7.6) .
We export HI-Fl equipment to all parts of the globe.
Enquiries we/comed

CANADA
EXPORT
EXAMPLES

I
I

Reduced transit

for British and Allied Forces Overseas

C.C.GOODWIN
(SALES) LTD

à
NORTH
LONDON'S
HI-FI
CENTRE

7 THE BROADWAY, WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N.22

Hours of Business: Monday to Soturi ,,,
9-6 p.m. (Thursdays 9-1 p.m.)

Bowes Park
0077 8

CI.
W

Note We are 200 yards from
Green Undereound Station.
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CONSTRUCTORS' POSTSCRIPT—(continued)

when three or more programmes are being transmitted from one station.
(2) Intermodulation, due to incorrect biasing, or very strong signals,
must not be allowed to occur in the RF stage. Effects similar to ( 1)
may be experienced if this happens.
(3) IF amplifier gain should be restricted to a value where the
signal/noise ratio at the onset of limiting is not worse than about
20 dB, otherwise excessive noise will be heard when switching to a
programme " off the air". Too much IF amplifier gain may also
result in microphony or instability, necessitating screening and other
measures.
(4) Any new local oscillator and frequency multiplier arrangement
must be carefully checked for TV interference. Some TV receivers are
affected by radiation in several separate frequency bands.
There still seems to be scope for further miniaturisation with the
existing circuit, since a rough calculation shows that the volume
occupied consists of 70% air ( not to mention the vacuum inside the
valves!).

may be only a few dB lower in level than the wanted signal, and
possibly differing in frequency by only 100 Kc/s. As the IF amplifier
pass band is wide, the difference in amp!itude of the two signals at the
limiter grid will be little changed. This need not necessarily mean
that the wanted signal is not properly received because of the phenomenon known as " capture effect "—whereby, provided adequate limiting

Future developments
It is difficult to envisage any further worthwhile simplifications of
the circuit without sacrifice of the high-quality output inherent in the
pulse counting principle. Attention would be best directed at transistorisation of the whole circuit, though at the time of writing this would
probably be more expensive. The IF stages and limiter would not
present much problem, apart from the low output due to power
supply lines of a few volts. This would involve using at least one stage
of AF amplification after the discriminator, in order to obtain an
output comparable with the valve version. Crystal oscillators using
transistor drive and giving harmonic outputs have been published.
Designs for RF stages have appeared recently, an input impedance of
75 ohms being obtained without the use of an input transformer by
using the common base configuration.
All that would appear to be needed for replacement of the valve
circuit is the right connections between the above circuits, with the
advantages of lower power consumption, less space required and
instant working!
R. N. Baldock

In spite of the miniaturisation, we have not heard of difficulties being
encountered in the actual construction (only in obtaining the parts!).
is achieved, the effect of the weaker signal is very much reduced. The
effectiveness of the tuner in this respect is given by its " capture ratio
being a function of the limiter bandwidth.
Using an IF centre of 150 Kc/s, the Simplified FM Tuner has a
capture ratio of the order of 11 dB—i.e. any interfering signal arriving
at the limiter grid must be at least II dB lower in level than the wanted
signal in order not to cause noticeable disturbance. The tuner will
therefore easily reject the adjacent programme, generally separated
by 2.2 Mc/s, since the IF amplifier response is over 20 dB down at
this frequency.
For interference spaced by 400 Kc/s, however, the IF amplifier
response is only 3dB down, and so for negligible disturbance the level
of the interfering signal at the IF amplifier input must be at least 8 dB
below the wanted signal; always assuming proper limiting is maintained and that no queer effects arise from limitation ( 2).
In passing, it is interesting to note that special FM tuners have been
built (mainly in the U.S.A.) having a capture ratio of better than
0.5 dB, resulting from a limiter bandwidth of over 8 Mc/s: It is also
possible to build FM tuners to receive the weaker of two signals, but
fortunately we do not need such complex equipment in the British Isles.
From the foregoing it will be seen that in order to use the Simplified
FM Tuner in a fringe area, special precautions are necessary to reduce
the effect of unwanted transmitters, ignition interference, etc.

•
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A special case
One case should be mentioned where good results can be obtained,
even though the available signal strength is low. In some low-lying
areas, even near the wanted transmitter, the field strength may be
inadequate due to hill" shadows ", etc. These areas are not necessarily
"out of bounds'' for this tuner, since signals from other transmitters
may still be weak in relation to the wanted signals. A reader found
himself in this position, only getting good results when reception
conditions were abnormally favourable. In such cases it is advisable
to obtain the maximum possible gain from the aerial system before
modifying the tuner.
If the signal is then still insufficient, an extra 3or 6dB overall gain
may be obtained by raising the value of the IF amplifier anode load
resistors ( RIO. R13 and R16) to 15 or 18K respectively. In these cases
IF centres near 100 Kc/s should be used because the IF amplifier
bandwidth will be reduced to approximately 280 or 200 Kc/s respectively.
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SOLDERING
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RELIABLE
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LONG-LASTING
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Associated Electrical

Variants

Industries Ltd

Many variations on the theme of the original circuit are obviously
feasible. For those wishing to experiment, the following requirements
appear to be necessary:
(1) Residual VHF signals must be prevented from reaching the
limiter grid, otherwise spurious noises will be generated, particularly

Distribution Equipment
Sales Dept
59-62 High Holborn

LondOn W.C.I

Telephone: CHAncery 2441-9

25 watt instrument model ( Illustrated)
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PART TWO.
LOUDSPEAKER
DRIVE UNITS

HI-FI IN
•

The recent announcement of relaxed import
restrictions is expected to result in many American
goods being introduced to this country. The details
of U.S.A. hi-fi equipment given in this series were
obtained from the States, and are of course only a
selection of items currently popular.

e

this survey of hi-li equipment currently popular in
CONTINUING
the United States, we are giving here short details of a number of
representative loudspeaker drive units. As we found in surveying
amplifiers last month, our American cousins have different tastes in
hi-fi from ourselves, but also have agreat deal in common.
One of the differences, in terms of amplifiers, is a demand for a
higher power rating. This is no doubt related to the preferred higher
listening volume, and the transatlantic living-rooms being larger. This
requirement is reflected too in the designs of loudspeakers, some of the
complete systems, as we shall see next month, employing two or more
15- in, drive units plus middle and treble units in a variety of
combinations.
The Lansing 537-508 Acoustic Lens Speaker ( top left) is one of a
range of speakers designed to give eflicient radiation over a specified
solid angle. Acoustic lenses are not completely unknown in this
country, but are not found in any of the most popular loudspeaker
systems. Using an exponential horn or throat is common enough, and
forms in fact, the acoustic equivalent of an electric transformer. The
narrow entrance of the horn gives optimum loading of the diaphragm,
and the exponential " line" couples the radiated energy to the air with
minimum loss.
This horn-loading is seen to have real advantages, both for low and

high frequencies, and provided certain other requirements are met—
viz., heavy, rigid construction, absence of resonant " folds ", etc., and
a mouth diameter at least equal to a quarter of a wavelength for the
lowest frequency to be reproduced—there is everything to be said for
its use.
However, it is adisadvantage, from the listening point of view, that
an exponential horn tends to beam sound energy over a relatively
small aigle, and some means of dispersing this radiation is usually
necessary.
Acoustic lenses
This is the function of the acoustic lens. The analogy with optical
lenses is exact, i.e., the effective velocity of the wave is slowed down in
penetrating the thicker section of the lens, so that the wave-front is
bent either towards or away from afocus, as required. A well-designed
acoustic lens is acoustically transparent— it consists of a series of
parallel plates or perforated screens—and acts equally on all frequencies
in the desired band, to produce nearly uniform radiation within agiven
solid angle. The Lansing 537-508, for example, is within 3 dB in an
80' horizontal angle, and 40 vertical angle. Another model, the 537512, produces similar dispersion within 120° horizontal, and 45°
vertical angles. The aluminium horn is 12 in. long, and tapers from
2in. at the throat to li in. / 5 in. at the mouth. The slanting-plate

.
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lens measures 36 in. x 12 in. overall.
Lansing Sound Inc.

Manufacturers: James B.

The Stromberg-Carlson RF466 ( bottom left) is a 15-in, co-axial
drive unit in which the bass speaker is rated to handle up to 100 watts
peak power. The tweeter is mounted co-axially on atwo-point bracket,
and is rated to take 32 watts. Both units have their own magnet
systems, of course, and their frequency ranges are quoted as 20-2,000
c/s and 1,500-15,000 c/s respectively. The angular dispersion of the
tweeter is claimed to be 100', and that of the woofer 180 0 ( i.e.. omnidirectional). The U.S. price is $75. Manufacturers: StrombergCarlson.
The Stromberg-Carlson RF484 is a 15-in, co-axial drive unit, and
is one of arange of two-way systems employing what is said to be the
largest Alnico V Magnet in the industry. The soft skiver woofer is
rated up to 100 watts peak on programme material, and the tweeter
over 50 watts. The effective frequency range of the combination is
15-20,000 c/s. The free air resonance is 20 c/s ± 5c/s, and the dispersal
angle quoted as 140°. The woofer is arigid high mass moving system,
damped to provide optimum transient response. The tweeter is a
patented design, with a light diaphragm specially shaped for best
radiation properties. The total flux in the air gap is 152,000 Maxwells
for the woofer, and 27,900 Maxwells for the tweeter. U.S. price
$149-95. Manufacturers: Stromberg-Carlson.

Altec-Lansing 2000B High Frequency 5-in. Speaker
true piston action. The 375 HF unit will handle up to 60 watts of
continuous programme material above 300 c/s. The gap flux density
is over 20,000 gauss, and the diaphragm diameter 4 in. The shipping
weight is 32 lb. (compare with that of the 15-in, woofer, which is 25 lb.).
Any one of 4 lens assemblies may be fitted to give the best high
frequency dispersion in the given acoustic surroundings. For example,
the wide-angle lens 537-508 shown in our first photograph may be
employed, or the Model 537-509 shown below. The latter incorporates
a12-in, rectangular exponential horn coupled to aserpentine Koustical
Lens giving dispersal over an 80° horizontal angle and 40- vertical angle.
By concentrating sound energy, it is claimed that unwanted reflections
from floor and ceiling are minimised. The N400 Crossover is centred
on 500 c/s and has the conventional 12 dB per octave slopes and a 3position volume control ( 3dB steps) in the HF circuit. Manufacturers:
James B. Lansing Sound Inc.

The Altec-Lansing 2000B High Frequency Speaker (
top right) has a
special form of gap suspension. This is effectively a mechanical high
pass filter, so that the speaker is protected against damage from low
frequency signals. As a result, it is said to be possible to employ a
greatly simplified form of crossover network. An unusual feature of
this tweeter is the free-edge cone. This, together with the aluminium
centre drome, gives aparticularly wide angle of dispersal. The power
rating is 14 watts, and the frequency range 1,500-18,000 c/s. The
overall diameter is 5 in., the voice coil diameter 1 in., and the
magnet weight 0.45 lb. This HF unit, combined with an 8-in, speaker,
and a simple capacitor acting as crossover, constitute the Monterey
Junior loudspeaker system to which the twin boys were listening in our
cover picture last month. Manufacturers: Altec Lansing Corporation.

The Lansing 175 DLH High Frequency Assembly is the first unit on
the left in our composite photograph ( bottom right). It is designed to
give the best possible reproduction of frequencies above a suggested
crossover point of 1,200 c/s. The transducer has a dome-shaped diaphragm with no resonances in the required frequency band, and the
voice coil is of edge-wound aluminium ribbon in an extremely narrow
gap. The horn is exponential, 6in. in length, and tapers from 1in. up
to 2.6 in. inside diameter. Its opening is covered by aKoustical Lens,
working on the principle we discussed earlier. There are 14 separate
elements, consisting of discs with holes of different diameters, arranged
to form adouble concave lens. The net result is even radiation of all
desired frequencies over asolid angle of 90°. Manufacturers: James B.
Lansing Sound Inc.

The Lansing 085 Two-Way Speaker System is shown to the right of
our last photograph, and comprises the 150-4C 15-in. woofer, 375
tweeter plus a lens assembly, and the N400 dividing network. The
150-4C has a 4-in, voice coil in edge wound copper ribbon, and is
designed to reproduce frequencies below 700 c/s when installed in a
horn-loaded or reflex enclosure. The power rating is 30 watts, and the
free air resonance 35 c/s. The cone is straight-sided, and rigid to give
723
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YEAR BOOK

performance
dual

1960 EDITION

impedance
The fifth annual edition of HiFi Year Book is now in

the

its final stages of preparation, and is scheduled for
publication at the beginning of April.

All advance

orders which have already been placed will be despatched on the day of publication.

ON SALE IN EARLY APRIL
ribbon

The price of the 1960 edition will be as before- 10s. 6d.
Copies of the book will be posted to any address, post
paid, for 11 s. 6d., and orders for early despatch can
now be accepted. Please mark orders clearly, 1960
Edition.

microphone

designed and manufactured in England
Patent No. 81006

ENLARGED TAPE RECORDER SECTION
features of this fifth edition will be a
pictorial section on Home Construction, a new
Directory section to cover the many types of magnetic
tape now on the market, a new survey on the uses of
microphones and mixers, and an enlarged section on
Tape Recorders of all kinds, from Studio Equipment
to the small battery-driven portables.
Special

A worthy link in the chain between live sound and
perfect recording, the Cadenza ribbon microphonsJ
has been designed to give performance of the level
of studio equipment, while remaining in the
medium price range.
It can be used as either alow or high impedance
microphone to suit any type of equipment and to

ALL DIRECTORY SECTIONS REVISED

give almost unlimited cable length without
line transformers.

All the established Directory Sections are maintained,
and each has been thoroughly revised to take in the
new equipment that has appeared on the market
since the last edition was published. These sections
include: Pickups; Motor Units; Amplifiers and Preamplifiers; Speaker Drive Units; Speaker Enclosures;
Radio Tuners; Microphones; Recorders; Accessories;
Home Constructors' kits, etc. As before, all the
available equipment will be listed in each section,
together with technical specifications, manufacturers'
addresses, and prices shown separately from purchase
tax, to allow for any changes and to simplify ordering
for overseas buyers. This edition, as with the four
previous editions, will be profusely illustrated.

The entirely new arrangement of ribbon and
magnet gives an output which is flat to within
close limits over the wide range from 50 c.p.s. to
12,000 c.p.s. This enables the user to record the full
gamut of symphony orchestra, cathedral organ,
or the strong rhythmic bass and percussive
highlights which add so much to the drive of jazz—
even the solo piano, normally the most difficult
instrument, is faithfully reproduced.

Microphone with dual
impedance head in
presentation ease, 81 gns.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW

Microphone (dual impedance
head) and tripod desk stand,
with 11 ft. of cable, 10 gns.

from

e

Send now for illustrated folder ( DCI) or ask your radio dealer

e
e

Simon Sound Service Ltd
46-50 George Street, London W1
WELbeck 2371
TA 1994
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MILES HENSLOW PUBLICATIONS
LIMITED
99 Mortimer Street, London W.I

STEREO RADIO
BY In LILA»

N Wednesday, January 27th, Mullard Laboratories Limited

O submitted asystem of multiple stereo broadcasting to ameeting

of the European Broadcasting Union in Cannes, and a week later
demonstrated the system to the Press, HiFi News included.
While this is by no means the only method which has been proposed
in the last few years—E.M.I. for example, threw the Percival hat into
the arena some time ago—the Mullard proposals have many interesting
features, particularly with regard to simplicity of receiver design, and
compatibility.
The system developed by G. D. Browne is described as a pulse
amplitude time multiplex arrangement, and depends on " encoding "
the A and Bstereophonic audio signals at apoint just prior to modulation of the transmitter.
The sampling frequency is 315 Kc/s, or just over twice the highest
audio frequency required ( 15 Kc/s), and the sampling oscillator is
designed to produce two sinewave outputs in anti-phase. These are
half-wave rectified, to produce interlaced pulses (A and B in each
cycle) and are multiplexed, i.e. modulated by their respective audio
waves to produce the waveforms shown in figs. la and lb.
These two signals added together give us the complex picture in
fig. lc, with both audio envelopes shown, and the rectified pulses interlaced. Finally, a synchronising pulse at the sampling frequency is
injected in such away as to introduce the asymmetry shown in fig. 4d.
It is the function of this negative pulse to phase lock a 32.5 Kc/s
oscillator in the receiver, so that the A and B sampled waves may be
routed to their appropriate decoding mixers, and thereby reproduce
the stereophonic information correctly.

The crosstalk figure achieved of the A input into the B output, and
vice versa, is — 45 dB, and is well below the maximum permissible for
stereo broadcasting. It makes possible a secondary usefulness of the
Mullard system, namely the simultaneous transmission of bi-lingual or
other pairs of programmes with a useful saving in waveband usage.
Clearly the channels carrying the Right and Left stereo information can
just as well radiate quite separate monophonic signals. This application
was demonstrated very successfully, two young ladies reading in English
and French respectively. A simple Right/Left changeover switch in
the receiver allowed reception of whichever programme was required.
A number of BBC representatives attended this demonstration, and
we may hope that the present meagre ration of fortnightly experimental
stereo transmissions will give way to regular multiplex broadcasts in
the not too distant future.
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The basic requirements
Now let's see how this method meets the various rules to which stereo
broadcasts must conform before they are likely to receive general
acceptance. These basic requirements are ( 1) the stereo signals must
be radiated on a single wavelength, since the broadcast bands are
already crowded to capacity, and the sidebands should not make
necessary a greater bandwidth than, say, existing FM broadcasts; (2)
the system must be compatible, that is it must produce an acceptable
monophonic programme on existing receivers; ( 3) there should be
reverse compatibility, that is the new receivers must reproduce monophonic transmissions satisfactorily, and should cost little more to

SAMPLED AUDIO

A

WAVE a

A
C
C)

build than present-day radios.
Well, on the first point, asingle FM transmitter is all that is required,
and the radio frequency bandwidth does not exceed that normally
employed on Band II. Also, since the complex signal is deliberately
limited to 80 Kc/s, by filtering prior to modulation, most FM receiver
circuits would accept the waveform without distortion.
Secondly, full compatibility is provided for, since a normal FM
receiver will derive the audio waveform only.
In terms of reverse compatibility, stereo receivers designed for this
system of multiplexing will behave well. A normal receiver circuit is
used up to and including the discriminator, which must maintain
sufficient bandwidth ( 80 Kc/s) to recover the complex signal shown in
fig. Id. Since no synchronising pulses accompany a monophonic
transmission, the audio signal is applied equally to both output circuits.

COMPLEX SIGI.IAL WAVEFORM
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Nothing will persuade us to lower our sights
when it comes to maintaining HiFi standards,
as our equipment reviews and main technical
features will confirm. None the less, we know
that there are many readers who love building
and adapting audio gear for the fun of it, and
the circuit described here will provide interesting
material for experiment. We follow this next
month with the first of aregular series of do-üyourselffeatures which will keep home constructors busy.
TN the following paragraphs, an economical approach to stereo is
suggested and alow cost high quality stereo amplifier is described.
By way of abbreviation, and to avoid becoming entangled in current
arguments, the term " mono " is used to describe asingle channel audio
system, or the signals handled by such asystem.
Many readers will already have good mono pre-amplifiers; in the
system under consideration a pre-amplifier especially designed for
stereo is not required. The existing mono pre-amplifier, mounted side
by side with its duplicate may be used in place of a more expensive
stereo pre-amplifier. The fact that the controls are not ganged will be a
hardship to only the most idle user; the flexibility and reduced crosstalk

simultaneously, as long as they are in the form of Sand D and, of course,
the amplifier is linear. ( Ref. 3.)
If the L and R outputs of astereo pickup are separately fed through
similar pre-amplifiers to the grids of amodified push-pull output stage,
we will be able to amplify both the S and D outputs. However the
output valves will effectively te in push-pull for the difference signals
and in parallel for the sum signals. Obviously the reverse mould be a
better arrangement, so that the greater ( S) signals mould be handled in
push-pull, leaving the relatively smaller D signals to the parallel stage.
This can be achieved by reversing the phase of either one of the Land R
signals. Most British pickups have only three terminals, so this reversal
must be made in one of the pre-amplifiers or in the earlier stages of the
main amplifier. ( In the USA, suitable pickups with out of phase
outputs are used with this system.) If the reversal is made in the main
amplifier, it will then function as anormal push-pull amplifier for mono
signals (applied to the input connections in parallel).
The transformer

compensate for the extra movements required. The presence of two
selector switches ( one on each pre-amplifier) will allow advantage to
be taken of the BBC's stereo experiments using Network Three and
BBC TV sound, as well as making the system more versatile.
General
A brief consideration of the operation of stereo pickups (see ref. 1
for details of stereo records), and push-pull amplifiers, will show how a
single push-pull amplifier can be made to handle both the channels
required for stereo.
Figure 1 (a) represents the cross section of astereo groove, and (b)
shows how the movements of a stylus exploring this groove can be
considered as giving left ( L) and right ( R) or sum ( L + R) and difference
(L — R) signals. Take the case shown, where both the channels are
nearly in phase, resulting in movement of the stylus from Pi to P2.
This will give signals from the pickup which may be drawn as the vector
quantities L and R in the directions shown. M is the resultant of these
signals and may be resolved into the vectors H and V. ( Ref. 2shows
how movements of the stylus are resolved mechanically in current types
of pickups.)
It can be seen that H = Sin 45° ( L + R) and V = Sin 45° ( L — R).
Since the factor of Sin 45° is common we can neglect it, and say
H = L + Rand V = L — R. H is thus the sum signal ( S) and V the
difference signal ( D); other stylus movements can be resolved to give
S and D vectors in the same way.
In apush-pull amplifier the output transformer primary is arranged
so that the signals in each half add together; given a suitable load
impedance between the HT supply and the centre of the transformer
primary, the difference between these same signals may be extracted.
Thus we can use a push-pull amplifier to handle separate signals
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Fig. 2 shows how the S and D outputs of a modified push-pull
amplifier may be arranged in the form of L and R signals. Since
S — L + R and D
L — R, we can write D + S = ( L — R) +
(L + R) = + 2L; and D — S = ( L — R) — ( L + R) — 2R.
The connections to one loudspeaker must be reversed to restcre the
phasing of the L and R signals (i.e., convert — 2R to + 2R).
Current stereo systems use amplifiers of up to 15 watts. A 15 watt
amplifier requires about 150 mA at 450V and 4A at 6.3V; two such
amplifiers, if they use acommon power supply, will require alarge and
expensive mains transformer. Other power supply components will
also be more expensive—particularly the rectifier—and aconsiderable

I+
—

sj= L
Si

FIG. 2.

amount of heat will be produced. Pairs of output valves are also
expensive and heat producing components, which contribute to the
cost and umvieldiness of twin amplifiers.
Twin single ended amplifiers have not been mentioned. They suffer
from numerous disadvantages unless very carefully designed and
produced, in which case they become as expensive as equivalent pushpu/1 amplifiers.
The ideal loudspeaker system for stereo is undoubtedly one where
left and right reproducers have similar characteristics. This becomes a

By P.W .TAYLOR

STEREO AMPLIFIER
HOME CONSTRUCTORS
little expensive in the case of high quality equipment, and it is fortunate
that the proposed stereo amplifier's output circuit lends itself to a
transitional three loudspeaker system, allowing the purchase of a
second bass loudspeaker to be postponed.
Thus in the proposed system we can make considerable economies
in the more expensive items without suffering loss of quality, except in
the temporary three speaker system, about which more will be said
later.
Pre-amplifiers
It is suggested that aduplicate of the existing pre-amplifier be used;
this means that there will be two selector switches with suitable equalising networks already provided. Probable inputs catered for will be
radio, tape, disc ( 78), disc (45 and 33), with possibly additional compensation for various LP characteristics. The only modification required here is to add aconnection for television sound, if it is available,
remembering that astereo system can be used to place amono sound
source anywhere it is required between the two loudspeakers.
Fig. 3gives details of suitable connections to the pre-amplifier selector
switches, and should be used in conjunction with the maker's suggestions.

could be modified, though it may be found easier to rebuild it on a
new chassis to allow better placing of the extra components. V4 and
its associated components, and T2, are the only items not found in the
normal amplifier; V4 is a duplicate of the original phase splitter,
giving the required phase reversal.
The outputs from the two pre-amplifiers are taken separately to the
input socket's R and L terminals. The two leads should be separately
screened and should not be twisted tightly together; further precautions
against crosstalk are taken by using separate earth returns for the two
halves of the amplifier. These meet only at the common earth point
near the input socket.
Identical input circuits
The input halves of VI and V4 are identical; their anode load resistors
should be matched within 5 %. Direct coupling is used to the phase
reversing stage ( V4) and its counterpart in VI. In this case it is easier
to adjust one load resistor to match the outputs of VI and V4 when the
amplifier is working, than to obtain the correct values when the circuit
is under construction.
The next stages, V2 and V5, are conventional resistance capacity
coupled triodes with negative feedback injected at their cathodes. A
10K (linear) balancing pre-set potentiometer is connected in the HT
supply to these stages. This is used to balance the two outputs after VI
(continued overleaf)

The Main Amplifier
The circuit of the writer's own amplifier is given in fig. 4. It can be
seen that any single channel amplifier with a push-pull output stage

22X
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HT+
350V.
145 mA.
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6SN7
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47K
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22K
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FIG.4.

Circuit diagram of the writer's own amplifier.
Most standard power amplifiers incorporating push-pull output could be modified, or re-built to suit.
The output transformer T2 is, of course, aspecial job. All values are in microfarads and ohms.
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CONSISTENTLY

TSL

RELIABLE
present

the

most

advanced recorder programme ever

THREE

4TRACK

STEREO
RECORDERS
No add-on Units required
Also record and play mono
8 HRS PLAYING ON 7" REEL AT 31
From TSL come today's most
advanced Continental tape recorders,
each with its own special features
to give you choice from arange that
will be modern for years to come.
With any of the three, live stereo
recording becomes as practical and
as simple as single-channel operation,
and you don't need an add-on unit
to do it. Used monaurally, you make
a fabulous saving in tape costs for

each reel gives twice the playing
time obtainable from a conventional mono. instrument. Thus 8hrs.
playing from a7 in. reel at 3} i.p.s.
is possible, and the heads and amplifiers used in each of these models
ensure the highest standards of reproduction. Many other advantages are
offered particularly for owners of
photographic equipment, and are
described in the leaflets available.

HARTING HM8 (Illustrated below.)
4-track, 2-speed recorder (7} and 31 i.p.s.) with two speakers
(one in lid) for direct stereo replay. Overall response 30-20,000 c/s
±3dB. Heavy Engel Motor, Telefunken heads; pause, superimpose and monitor facilities, etc.
ELEKTRON 9S, 4K
4-track, single-speed recorder (31 i.p.s.) in small compact " airline " styled case. 2 ii-ohm outlets; built-in speaker and dual
amplifiers for record and playback. Pause, superimpose, monitor
facilities, etc., etc. Response jo-x6,000 c/s ± 3dB. Squirrel-cage
motor by Papst.
PORTING MK. 128
4-track, single-speed recorder (31 i.p.s.). Telefunken heads,
built-in speaker for monitoring. Dual amplifiers for record and
playback. Response 30-16,000 c/s ± 3d1.3. 5watts total output.
Superimpose, pause, etc., etc. Heavy-duty A.E.G. motor. 7" reels.

Since

they

were

first

introduced in Gt. Britain, Goldring Lenco
GL 58 gramophone motors have flowed
steadily into the homes of hi-fi enthusiasts and
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music lovers throughout the country . . . and
into the studios of many professionals.

GNS

The

many

reports we

have had on their virtues and special features
may

all

be

summed

up

in

two

words:

"Consistently Reliable ".
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GNS

68

GNS

The GL 58 is now very
firmly established as a popular choice at an
economical cost.

For
duction . . .

monaural

Goldring " 600 "

repro-

or " 580 "

Variable Reluctance Cartridges. For stereo . . .
Microphone(s)
extra.

and

the Goldring " 700 " Cartridge.

Tape

HI-FI

Send for full descriptive leaflets.
These
recorders are sold by
leading stockists
everywhere.

EQUIPMENT

by

Goldring

Sole Trade Distributors for Great Britain and British Commonwealth

GOLDRING MANUFACTURING CO. ( GT. BRITAIN) LTD

TECIINICAL SUPPLIERS LTD

486-488 High Road, Leytonstone, London, E.I I
Leytonstone 8343

HUDSON HOUSE, 63, GOLDHAWK RD., LONDON, W.I2

V

Telephone—SHEpherds Bush 2581 and 4794
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ECONOMY AMPLIFIER—(continued)

6of V4 to earth until the same output is indicated. Check the balance
by returning the input signal to the R input terminal. The 10K balance
potentiometer may be used to provide any further adjustment required.
The pre-amplifier gain controls are used for normal balance control;
for ease of operation they may be calibrated at known settings for
balance.
A reversing switch may be fitted to the secondary of the difference
transformer, to allow aural balancing to be carried out when required.
The switch is inserted at the points marked X on the main amplifier
circuit diagram (fig. 4), and its immediate circuit is given in fig. 5.
The effect of this switch is to reverse L and R outputs; it can be used
for balancing in conjunction with amono input, the gain control of one
pre-amplifier being adjusted to give the same output as the other preamplifier. The reversing switch is operated during this adjustment,
to compare the two outputs in one loudspeaker. A good balance can
easily be found in this manner, especially if the amplifier is nearer one
loudspeaker than the other.
If the pre-amplifiers are located within easy reach of the normal
listening position, balancing can be carried out by ear with experience.

and V4 have been balanced. The anode load resistors of V2 and V5
should be matched within 5 % before the 10K potentiometer is connected.
The output stage cathode circuits include 100 ohm variable resistors,
to allow DC balancing of the anode currents of V3 and V6. An ultralinear circuit is used with the screen grids connected to the 20%
tappings on aGilson WO 710 transformer, T1. The parallel connected
transformer T2 must be suitably gapped to allow it to carry 125 mA
DC without saturating. The writer's transformer was kindly prepared
by Messrs. R. F. Gilson Ltd., from their type WO 905. The impedance

Loudspeakers
The ideal loudspeaker system for stereo is undoubtedly one where
left and right reproducers have similar characteristics and " fire " into
an acoustically balanced room. This becomes alittle expensive in the
case of high quality equipment, and it is fortunate that the proposed
stereo amplifier lends itself to atransitional three loudspeaker system.
Due to the relatively long wave-lengths in air of the lov. er audio
frequencies, there is usually little difference in the signals below 500-800
c/s fed to the two separate loudspeakers of astereo system. This allows
us to common the bass signals to asingle central loudspeaker, and feed
the two stereo channels to spaced smaller speakers. There is some loss
of spatial effect, but only in reproducing relatively unusual programme
matter where there is aconsiderable difference between left and right
signals at low frequencies.
The amplifier output circuit is shown in fig. 6, together with the
loudspeaker connections. The three capacitors are all of the same
value, making asimple filter. The lack of awell defined crossover is an
advantage in this case, avoiding sudden changes of apparent position
as the frequency of the source changes. The value of the capacitors
depends on the impedance of the loudspeakers used. For the WO 710

Suggested arrangement of the pre-amplifier connections. Maker's
recommendations should be followed for the pickup, etc. Note capacitor
in TV lead.
of each secondary winding is 7.5 ohms; the arrangement shown is
suitable only for 7.5 ohm loudspeakers connected separately to the
L and R output jacks. The reversing switch in the R output
allows the loudspeakers to be correctly phased.
No provision is made for disconnecting T2, or for switching from
mono to stereo, as none is required. As long as all circuits are balanced,
and the HT supply is free from ripple, T2 contributes nothing to the
output when amono input is applied.
The heaters are raised to an average cathode potential, and balanced
to eliminate hum. Negative feedback is applied over the last two
stages only, as the phase reversal in V4 would make acomplete loop
unstable. The power supply is conventional; if an existing amplifier is
modified, the extra valve is unlikely to overload its power supply.
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Balancing
The output stage should first be balanced, by connecting aDC meter
across the primary of T1 and setting the cathode circuit resistors to
give azero reading. Initially they should be set to give aresistance of
about 275 ohms in each cathode, and then each should be turned
slowly to give adifferential adjustment until balance is obtained. If a
matched pair of output valves is used, balance will be easily obtained,
otherwise it may be necessary to change V3 and V6, and try again.
VI and V4 are next adjusted to give equal out-of-phase outputs.
Set the 10K balance potentiometer to its mid-value and connect an
AC meter ( 0-5V ) across the secondary of T2. Apply aconvenient

Method of connecting system of three loudspeakers.
transformer, which has two 7.5 ohm secondaries, the L and R loudspeakers should each be 7.5 ohm types; a15 ohm bass loudspeaker will
be required together with 50 12F capacitors. A reversing switch is still
needed in one treble loudspeaker lead.

The final loudspeaker system should use two or four 7.5 ohm
loudspeakers in similar enclosures. If crossover networks are used,
care should be taken to maintain correct phasing of both treble and
bass units. The best stereo results are usually obtained when some
measure is used to ensure even, omnidirectional radiation, for example,
when treble loudspeakers are faced upwards, though much depends on
the characteristics of the room in which the equipment is used.
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Sense reversing switch in main amplifier output circuit.
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level signal at 400 c/s to the R side of the input socket. Note the output
voltage on the meter, and then transfer the input to the L side of the
input socket. Increase or decrease the value of the resistor from pin
729
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Goodrnans Axiom 400 ( 12- in. Bass) and
Midax, with Lorenz Tweeter, Goodmans crossover network and A.R.U.
Sapele or Walnut finish.
£43 10s. each.
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A complete SELF- POWERED tape amplifier.
£26. 14. 0.
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'Colwyn' Stereo Amplifier
and Pre-Amplifier
A new pre-amplifier with a very full specification at a modest price. Input sensitivity is
high enough for any magnetic pickup but a handy switch enables crystal pickups to be
used without further adjustment.
Approx. £ 20. 0. 0. each
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'Conway' Stereo Control
Plays direct from tape heads with asensitivity
of 2 mV.
£28. 10. 0.

The Audiomaster range offers new products,
carefully designed to offer maximum interchangeability, with new finishes, new high performance
standards. Make sure your listening plans for 1960
include Audiomaster.
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FOR YOUR BETTER LISTENING
PART SEVEN -

- CHOOSING THE LOUDSPEAKER

my readers may remember that there was a period of
SS OME ofhistory
when it was a cardinal principle of domestic life
that children should be seen but not heard. Very fortunately, as I'm
sure Mr. Kelly would agree, it has now been recognised that this
doctrine was erroneous. It came too early, and was misapplied. It
should have been kept for the era of high-fidelity, and then enunciated
as often as possible in a slightly modified form: high quality sound
reproducing apparatus should be neither seen nor heard.
This is acounsel of perfection, but perfection is something which we
are all seeking, and it is unquestionably true that the less obvious to
our senses our audio equipment is, the more likely we are to be able to
forget that we are listening to reproduction, and, consequently, the
more pleasure we are likely to derive from listening to music. As Mr.
Peter Walker has so accurately and pithily observed, listeners may be
divided into two categories: those who put up with the loudspeaker
in order to listen to the music, and those who put up with the music in
order to listen to the loudspeaker! It is on the assumption that my
readers belong to Mr. Walker's first group that these articles are
written.
Coloration
The loudspeaker is the only item of one's audio equipment which
should be audible. If you can hear your motor or pickup or amplifier
or radio tuner, then something is wrong. Even the loudspeaker should
be incapable of making any audible contribution of its own to the sound
which you hear from it. In the exercise of its function of converting
electrical impulses into sound waves it should neither subtract from
nor add to the signals which it receives, but, alas, all loudspeakers do.
This coloration which they impart to sound makes them very personal
things, because the extent and nature of the coloration is dependent
not only on the units themselves, but also on the way they are mounted,
the size of the mounting, the room in which they are used, and their
position in that room.
You choose a loudspeaker for yourself, primarily, and one man's
meat is, often, another man's poison. It might be supposed that, since
all loudspeakers add some coloration of their own to the sound
which they reproduce, the speaker which adds the least, which is, itself,
as nearly as possible colourless, would be the best, and some of us
think that this is, in fact, true, other things being equal; yet when, as
for example in the case of the Quad full-range electrostatic speaker,
this ideal of the designer has been brought very near to complete
fulfilment, some people complain that the result is " cold ". Who shall
say that they are wrong? In the last analysis, every listener is thrown
back on the verdict of his own ears. Comparing one loudspeaker with
another is a dangerous practice which should not be carried too far.
Every loudspeaker should be compared, as far as memory permits,
with live sound in the concert hall or home, and memory should be
kept as fresh as possible by regular experience.

competent authority for a particular speaker unit without asking the
designer, or you may easily spoil the performance of the loudspeaker.
A complete loudspeaker of good quality may cost anything from
about £ 15 to £ 150. With motors or pickups or amplifiers, increased
price nearly always indicates a generally accepted improvement in
quality, but this is by no means true of loudspeakers once the realm of
the obviously cheap and nasty has been left behind. All the same, it
would be stupid to suppose that the range and general level of quality
of speakers costing £20 is as high as that of speakers costing, say £ 50.
There is nothing to be gained by listening at your dealers to loudspeakers way beyond your spending limit; the method suggested in a
previous article in this series for choosing apickup may be employed
in the preliminary stages of choosing aspeaker. Take along three or
four varied and well-known records, in good condition, and, using if
possible the same pickup and amplifier as you have at home, or which
you have decided to purchase, listen in turn to the speakers within
your price range.
Don't allow the salesman to control the volume—he will almost
certainly set it too high. Don't be carried away by excessive " brilliance" or by what may be described as " impressive " sound; it soon
becomes tiring. Set all the amplifier controls to your own satisfaction,
and, if possible, listen to speech on each loudspeaker, using the BBC
VHF service, or such arecord as Col. 33SX 1043 (Gerald Moore) or
Caedmon TCE 103 ( Beatrice Lilley, Cyril Ritchard and Stanley
Holloway). Speech, and especially male speech, quickly shows up
excessive coloration of the lower middle register, and any tendency
for the speaker to " boom ".
Listen to records you know
When music is reproduced, listen for balance throughout the range.
Deep bass, middle and top should all be there in proper proportion,
but don't blame the loudspeaker for not reproducing bass or treble
properly if there is little or none in the score at that particular point.
That's one reason why it is important to listen to records which you
know. Listen for separation of instruments, for clarity and crispness,
above all for what seems to you a natural quality of sound. Don't
select aloudspeaker which tends to squirt the sound at you like ahosepipe. In nature, sound is radiated in all directions (although not equally
so) from its source, and a loudspeaker should simulate this.
Try the effect of standing up, sitting down, and moving round while
each speaker is in operation. Unfortunately, a loudspeaker can't
change its size in accordance with the size of the original sound source,
neither can one speaker reproduce sounds so that they appear to come
from different places. As Ihave indicated before, it's almost impossible
to get realistic reproduction if you sit close to a loudspeaker and
straight in front of it, so try to place yourself in roughly the same
position relative to the loudspeakers as you would be in at home.

Enclosures

HOME RADIO OF MITCHAM

It is perhaps as well to make clear at this point that the word loudspeaker is acomprehensive one, used to cover anything from a tiny
"tweeter " unit the size of asmall apple, for the high notes, to alarge
cabinet containing a " woofer" or bass unit bigger than a dinner
plate, one or more " tweeters" and aunit for the middle range as well,
with a " crossover " to divide the sound between the different units.
In point of fact, no loudspeaker unit can function properly without
some form of mounting—box, baffle or horn—so that the word should
really be used only for the complete article, and it is the choice of these
which we shall discuss. Those readers who wish to save money at the
cost of some trouble by" doing it themselves " will find that the makers
of many speaker units will provide very full information free of charge
on request, and they will also profit by reading Mr. G. A. Briggs's book
Loudspeakers (
Wharfedale Wireless Works, 19s. 6d.). Don't attempt
to alter the size or design of acabinet specified by the maker or another

FOR THE NEW

GOODMANS
FULL RANGE ' 110' and ' 112'
Brilliantly up to the minute in design, performance,
and styling. The first true full range High Fidelity 10'
loudspeaker. Response 40 to 15,000 cycles. Die-cast
chassis. 12.000 gauss magnet. Aluminium speech coil.
These features outclass all competition. Send for.leaflet.
AXIOM 110 ( 10 watts) a . .
AXIOM 112 ( 12 watts) £8.10.0
COMPONENT CATALOGUE.
Our new 128- page radio component catalogue is
available to constructors. Price 2s. plus 9d. post.
Dept. H .
187, LONDON ROAD .
Shop Hours: 9-6.30 p.m. ( Wednesday Ip.m.)
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tapeheads and
THE DESIGN OF A VERY HIGH GAIN
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a magnetic tare recorder the ratio of wanted signal to all other
unwanted noise is invariably determined by the efficiency of the
first stage of the playback amplifier, often referred to as the tape-head
pre-amplifier. This is because, in general, the level of signal ( from the
playback head) that energises this stage is of alower order than signals
found anywhere else in the tape recorder.
Transistor versus valve
The vast majority of tape recorders utilise for this critical stage a
low-noise pentode valve, such as the EF86 or its approximate equivalent.
A valve, in this position, has four main disadvantages: ( I) Even with
very effective cathode decoupling and a carefully balanced heater
supply, the hum field from the valve heater still adds an undesirable
amount of 50 c/s ripple to the wanted signal. This effect is aggravated
by the substantial low frequency lift (at least 20 dB) occurring in the
following stages of the amplifier for the purpose of frequency response
correction, necessitated by the playback head characteristic. (The
basic signal to hum ratio of the first stage is therefore effectively
worsened by at least 20 dB.)
(2) Because the valve input impedance is very high, the playback
head and the connections to the valve are extremely vulnerable to stray
hum. Also, because the valve input circuit ( grid and cathode) is
unbalanced, there is considerable danger of hum pick-up due to
50 c/s chassis currents.
(3) Due to the mechanical structure of the electrode system, and the
high sensitivity at which it is operated, the valve suffers from microphony. Sometimes this is almost negligible, with a particularly good
valve, but it is customary to resort to resilient mounting of the valveholder, which often in practice, does not entirely eliminate " ringround" at high volume settings.
(4) The input impedance of a high gain AF pentode is very high—
in the order of megohms. For maximum power transference from
the signal source to the valve, the two must be " matched "; i.e. be of
the same impedance. As the tape-head is effectively an inductor, its
impedance will be highest at the highest signal frequency. (Assuming
it is well designed.) Due to practical limitations involved in head
design, it is impossible to achieve, even at the highest signal frequency,
an effective head impedance of several megohms. In practice, the
maximum head impedance attainable at the highest signal frequency
is in the region of 50K ohms. Thus there is a considerable mismatch
between the head and the valve, with a resultant loss of power
transference.

transistor, which means, unlike the valve, there is no loss of power
transference due to mismatch.
Obviously, the duty of any pre-amplifier is to provide as much gain
as practically possible with the minimum of noise. A transistor used
in the conventional manner, operating from asupply of 6or 12 volts,
would provide a stage gain of approximately 30. This would be
inadequate, considering (
a) an EF86 valve would provide a stage gain
of 100; and (
b) the lower impedance playback head (necessary to
match the transistor) would generate much less EMF than a normal
high impedance head.
If, however, the transistor supply voltage is greatly increased together
with the collector load, the stage gain also increases proportionally.
The HT supplying the valve amplifiers may conveniently be used for
the transistor, providing the collector load is a resistance whose value
is high enough to prevent the emitter current from exceeding the
maximum rating.
The transistor circuit
Fig. 1depicts a theoretical circuit arrangement.
The transistor is
drawn " upside-down" in comparison with conventional transistor
circuit diagrams; also, HT+ is taken as the signal earth.
The potentiometer RI and R2/R3 is to provide the correct bias for
the base; C2 is included to prevent negative feedback occurring from
the collector to the base. ( It is impracticable to return R2/R3 to earth
as its value would then have to be several hundred megohms because
of the very small base current permissible.) R4 is the collector load
across which the output voltage is developed; Cl prevents the base
leakage current from passing through the head winding.
This circuit (fig. 1) suffers from the major disadvantage that the
transistor is virtually at HT potential, which means that an accidental
short-circuit between the head connections and earth would instantly
destroy the transistor due to the resultant heavy base current, and
furthermore, any DC leakage through Cl would magnetise the head.
Fig. 2 shows the practical circuit in which the transistor is virtually
at earth potential and suffers no harm if the head connections are
short-circuited to earth. This is achieved by moving R4 to the emitter
feed (where it still functions as the collector load). Also, the entire
input circuit is then isolated from earth which removes all possibility
of hum pick-up due to chassis currents.
With the component values as given in fig. 1, and using atransistor
type TK27A, a stage gain of 750 is obtainable at 1 Kc/s which falls
approximately — 2.5 dB at 10 Kc/s and — 4-5 dB at 15 Kc/s.
As there is no feedback, the natural input impedance will be
approximately 1,500 ohms. For optimum power transference the head
impedance should also be 1,500 ohms. The head impedance, however,

Advantages of transistor
If a suitable transistor is used for the tape-head pre-amplifier, in a
special high voltage-gain circuit, all of these four disadvantages are
eliminated. (I) There is no heater in the transistor. ( 2) The natural
input impedance of the transistor is relatively low ( less than 2K ohms),
which means that the risk of hum pick-up by the head connections is
greatly reduced. Also, it is easy and advantageous to arrange for the
transistor input circuit ( base and emitter) to be isolated from earth,
thereby eliminating all possibility of hum pick-up due tochassiscurrents.
(3) Due to the fact that the electrodes within the transistor consist
essentially of fused junctions, there can be no microphony. (d) Because
the transistor input impedance is relatively low, it is not difficult to
arrange correct matching between a specially designed head and the
732
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is dependent upon frequency and, therefore, can be only 1,500 ohms
at one particular frequency. If the pre-amplifier is to reproduce the
whole of the useful audio spectrum, then there must be no damping of
the head inductance over that bandwidth.
Consequently, as the
transistor input appears to the head as aresistance of 1,500 ohms, the
head impedance must never be greater than 1,500 ohms over the
desired bandwith.
Assuming that 15 Kc/s is the useful upper limit of the audio
spectrum; if the head impedance is designed to match the transistor
input impedance at this frequency, then there will be maximum power
transference at this frequency. At lower frequencies there will inevitably
occur adegree of mismatch because the head impedance will decrease
with frequency. (There will be no damping of the head as its impedance
is less than 1,500 ohms at all frequencies below 15 Kc/s.)
With the valve pre-amplifier, optimum matching is not achieved at
any frequency; whereas with the transistor pre-amplifier, optimum
matching can be arranged to occur at the upper limit of the audio
spectrum, where the output from the head is weakest.
The use of a normal high impedance head with a transistor preamplifier is not to be recommended. A head designed for valve input
is usually wound to have as high an impedance as possible, in order
to generate ahigh signal level and to provide the best possible match
for the relatively higher valve input impedance.
Heads having aself inductance at 10 Kc/s of from 500-700 mH are
commonly used with valves, and have an output EMF of about
2-3 mV at 1Kc/s from a tape recorded at a level of 3% distortion
being transported at 3.75 c/s.
However, such heads are entirely
unsuitable for use with atransistor pre-amplifier, since the impedance
of such heads is of the order of 50 K ohms, which would result in severe
damping of the higher frequencies. For correct matching to the
transistor a48.5K ohms resistor would have to be inserted in series with
the base feed, and although this would reduce the damping at high
frequencies, the EMF from the head would be attentuated by more
than 30 to 1, i.e. the original estimated output of 3mV is now reduced
to 0.1 mV.
Similarly, artificial means of increasing the apparent input impedance
of a transistor by feedback are to be deplored, since these not only
reduce the pre-amplified gain, but also inherently worsen the signal to
noise ratio. The noise factor of atransistor is aset parameter and is
expressed as: signal to noise ratio of the input (dB)/signal to noise
ratio of the output (dB) and is not normally effected by feedback as
in valve circuits.
From the foregoing it may now be deduced that a replay head
having, say, a self-inductance of 15 mH at 10 Kc/s has the desired
impedance of 1.5K ohms at 15 Kc/s which will match the natural input
B
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impedance of the transistor pre-amplifier. Such alow impedance head
may have a corresponding output EMF of 0.4 mV, and thus
effectively supplies five times the energising voltage to the transistor
compared to the high impedance head, and this will correspond to a
signal to noise improvement of 14 dB.
As the transistor provides a stage gain of 750, the applied 0-5 mV
from the head is amplified to 375 mV. When alow-noise pentode valve
having astage gain of 100 is used, with ahigh impedance head having
an output EMF of 3mV, the output from the valve is 300 mV. Thus
it is possible to get aslight increase in gain from the transistor circuit,
which is obtained without any of the disadvantages of the valve circuit.
The replay head
The data given above was based on a normal replay head having a
gap length of .00025 in., and in which the armature limbs comprise
anumber of" C" laminations stacked and clamped together to form
the required track width as shown in fig. 3. With this type of construction difficulty has always been experienced in presenting aclean
sharp gap at the working face of the armatures. This is caused through
the tendency of the gap filler, usually beryllium copper foil, to tear
and enter the minute crevasses between the laminations during
lapping and polishing of the tape bearing surface. This is shown in
detail in the enlarged portion of fig. 3.
Most gap filler materials such as aluminium, gold, beryllium, chrome
or titanium become particularly brittle and difficult to machine when
reduced to the desired thickness, and this will give rise to unevenness
of the gap which results in the head acting as if it had a number of
gaps, each substantially different in length. These, on measurement,
produce dips and peaks in the measured response curves. A rear gap
is often included to improve the reluctance of the magnetic system,
and to obtain better linearity between the flux and generated EMF,
but since this greatly reduces the head sensitivity rear gaps are normally
only included in recording heads, where it also reduces the possibility
of saturating the pole tips if the head is subjected to overloading.
Rear gaps are seldom incorporated in heads intended solely for replay
purposes.
Limit imposed by lamination
A further disadvantage of the construction shown in fig. 3 is that
it does not readily lend itself to miniturisation, and a limit has to be
imposed on the thinness and size of the laminations employed. Due
to the inevitable eddy current losses, it is necessary to reduce the
thickness of the laminations as much as possible, and to bring the
coils as close as possible to the working gap to reduce the transmission
path of the minute variations in flux. A head embodying this type of
construction is usually about 1in. in diameter which provides arather
large target for stray hum fields. In an attempt further to enhance
results obtained from the transistor pre-amplifier, aprototype " Miniflux" head was obtained which incorporates the interesting construction
shown in fig. 4.
In this construction the entire head is formed in two symmetrical
halves, which are securely clamped together by screws set across the
face of the head. Two single laminations of high permeability material
(mu-metal or super-malloy) meet, and are held together edge-on
between a gap filler, the other ends of which protrude to form two
central armatures into which an encapsulated twin coil system is
plugged together with rear armature laminations. By use of miniaturised construction, losses have been kept to aminimum, and its small
physical size also presents arelatively small target for stray hum fields.

The entire head complete with mu-metal shield measures approximately
11 cubic millimetres.
A standard high impedance head of this type, designated KH3/T,
gave a record/replay characteristic as shown in fig. 5, and it is to be
noted that in this case an output EMF of 5mV is obtained at 1Kc/s
from atape transported at 3.75 ifs, and modulated at 6dB below full
modulation referred to 5% distortion. The self inductance of this head
is 900 mH at 10 Kc/s, from which it can be deduced that, if the
inductance is reduced to the required 15 mH, the output EMF at
1Kc/s will be approximately equal to:

MAEY SPRING BALANCES
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EMF = —5—r-ke, 0.65 mV,
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Technical notes on the circuit
Referring to the circuit diagram in fig. 2, R1, R2 and R3 bias the
transistor T1 to the condition of maximum gain and minimum " white
noise" output. Due to the fact that R2 and R3 acquire their potential
LIST OF COMPONENTS (see fig. 2)

ELECTRONICS

339 Shoreham Street.

7.7

thus giving an improvement over the original 0.5 mV. However, the
calculation is purely theoretical, and supposes that the original high
impedance head windings are proportionally reduced to give the
desired impedance, and that the wire gauge and packing area of the
coils remains the same. If the coils are completely redesigned, with
the object of providing the desired lower inductance, the gauge of the
wire can be increased so as to utilise fully the packing area available.
This naturally results in the use of a heavier gauge wire, with consequential decrease in ohmic resistance.
A prototype " Miniflux" replay head having a 3 micron gap
(.00012 in.), possessing the desired impedance characteristic, was
obtained from the Technisch-Physikalizches Laboratorium, Munchen,
West Germany; and tests show that a useful output EMF of about
1mV can now be realised. An output EMF of this order greatly
enhances the original measurements, since the transistor pre-amplifier
will now deliver something like 750 mV compared to the valve circuit
using the type KH3/T giving atotal output of about 500 mV together
with all the attendant valve disadvantages.
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R1=220,000, R2=100,000, R,— 100,000, R4=470,000 ohms.
C, — 8mfd 12V, C = 470 pfd, C2=0.05 mfd 350V.
2

Any one of the following transistor types may be used:
S.T.C. TK27A, Mullard 0C44, Mazda XA101, G.E.C. GET873.

For all kinds
of superb sound equipment,

from the collector, there would be signal feedback if it were not for
C2. The value of C2 is such that, with the head connected, signal feedback below 3Kc/s is effectively damped by the low head impedance.
The output impedance of the circuit is about 5K ohms and, providing
the input impedance of the following stage is not less than 500K ohms,
there will be no damping of the transistor output. No stabilisation is
included in the circuit, since this is not required. The high value of R4
limits the maximum possible emitter current to 0.5 mA with a HT
line of 250V. The HT line should be decoupled from the smoothest
point in the amplifier, and with the component values given in fig. 2,
the voltage drop across the 47K ohm smoothing resistor will be
approximately 25V.
The transistor pre-amplifier has one minor disadvantage. Because
there is such ahigh voltage gain, the internal collector/base capacitance
of the transistor provides afrequency discriminative path for negative
feedback, which results in aprogressive decrease in gain with increase
in frequency. This effect can be serious with the normal AF transistors
in current use. To minimise loss, it is strongly recommended that an
RF transistor be used. Types which are normally used in transistor
portable radios are ideal.
Even with RF transistors, there is still some attenuation of the
higher audio frequencies. Such asmall degree of high frequency loss
is not serious as it can be restored quite easily in the following frequency
correction stages, which have to provide a degree of high frequency
lift far in excess of the relatively small loss occurring in the transistor.
To try to eliminate high frequency attenuation in the transistor, by
means of applied negative feedback, is not recommended. Negative
feedback (achieved by removing C2) will reduce the input impedance
considerably. This would necessitate a much lower impedance playback head which is impracticable due to design difficulties.
The ratio of signal to all other unwanted noise ( including hum) is
approximately 60 dB for the circuit arrangement as in fig. 2. This is
better than can be achieved using anormal high impedance playback
head and an EF86 valve.
G.E.M./R.G.T.W.
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Sundays
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p.m. to lo p.m. Closed on Thursdays.
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DETAILS OF NEW PRODUCTS
• We remind our readers that notices of equipment listed and illustrated in this monthly feature are in no sense reviews. When
figures, specifications and diagrams are published, these data are extractions from manufacturers' lists. When samples of this
equipment are submitted for test, they are passed to our technical contributors, whose reports are published in a separate section.
750/LV RMS for 12 watts, and the frequency response is 20-20,000 c/s
±0.25 dB. Hum and noise are quoted at — 85 dB reference 12 watts,
total harmonic distortion 0.27 at 1,000 c/s for 12 watts, and the crosstalk is negligible, being — 70 dB at 1,000 c/s.
Spare power is available for un powered units of 300V at 40 mA,
and 6.3V at 2/2.5A. There are also two AC outlets for motors etc.
The overall dimensions are 14 8< si in., and the retail price £ 28 10s.

THE LEAK
TROUGH-LINE
FM TUNER
MK II

THE trough-line tuning inductor in this unit is claimed to be unique,
and in conjunction with Automatic Frequency Control, gives tuning
stability within 3 Kc/s from the instant of switching on. To eliminate
completely any interference with other receivers, an intermediate
frequency of 12.5 Mc/s has been chosen instead of the usual 10.7 Mc/s,
and the oscillator operates on the high side of the signal. Full limiting
is obtained from an input of 2microvolts only, and asensitivity switch
is fitted to cut down inter-station noise in places of high signal strength.
Other features include an On/Off switch associated with the AFC,
so that the tuning indicator is used for tuning with AFC off to ensure
accurate station selection, and fly-wheel tuning. The tuner is selfpowered, covers the range 88-108 M/cs, and has a Cathode Follower
output up to 1volt, enabling long leads to be used where necessary.
Price £25 ( U.K. purchase tax £8 15s.). All enquiries to H. J. Leak &
Co. Ltd., Brunel Road, Westway Factory Estate, London, W.3.

PLESSEY
ANNOUNCE
THE SMALLEST
EVER
MINIATURE
POTENTIOMETER

TN response to the growing demand for miniaturised equipment,
the Plessey Company Limited has introduced the Type L potentiometer—the smallest of the spindle-operated type in production.
Housed in an aluminium case, it is only 0.5 in. in diameter.
The L series, robustly constructed on the Plessey principle of
moulded carbon tracks, incorporates a brush assembly of unique
design. Two tracks are included in the moulding: a carbon, resistive
outer and a silver- loaded, conductive inner. They are bridged by a
single, tension-located brush housed in an insulated carrier.
By
reducing the number of pressure contacts, greater reliability is achieved.
The L potentiometer operates within the temperature range
—55° C. to 85° C. and has a voltage limitation of 350 volts.

New stereo version of the Rogers " Junior "

W E have received advance details of the new Rogers RD Junior

Stereo Amplifier. This retains all the features popular in the
monaural RD Junior, plus some valuable detail improvements. Used
with the RD Junior Mk II Stereo Control Unit, it provides an attractive
complete system.
Mullard EL84s in push-pull ultra-linear produce an output power
of 12 watts per channel, 15 watts peak, and power/frequency characteristics are well maintained. Outputs at 4, 8, or 16 ohms can be selected
instantly, and there is a useful phase switch. The input sensitivity is
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ROGERS
RD JUNIOR
STEREO
AMPLIFIER

Write for information to Rogers Developments ( Electronics) Limited,
4-14 Barmeston Road, Catford, London, S.E.6.
Entirely new Multimusic " professional quality " tape deck

I
NITIAL supplies of a new

Multimusic Tape Deck will soon be
available to manufacturers of high-fidelity equipment.
Multimusic Limited claim that this is probably the first British deck of
"professional" quality to be made in quantity.
There are no belts or interwheels, and in operation there are only
five moving parts. Three of these are the motors, all specifically
designed for the job, one being the main drive motor, synchronous or
alternatively hysteresis synchronous, and two side motors. Instant
start and stop is possible. The only other moving parts are the pinchwheel and a gear-driven clock-type tape position indicator. The main
motor, which is direct drive, can be reversible and provision is made
in the head assembly unit for three heads to be accommodated each
side of the capstan.
The new Multimusic deck which has been styled by industrial
designer, Douglas Scott, M.S.I.A., is standard rack size, 19 in. width,
and will be used in anew range of Reflectograph tape recorders, details
of which will be given next month. However, a new departure in
Multimusic policy is that the deck will be supplied to manufacturers
of high-fidelity equipment but not direct to the public.
Further information from Multimusic Limited, Maylands Avenue,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts.
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We are certain
there is no other Hi -Fi showroom in Britain
that can offer you a greater range of
equipment, or a fairer means of
comparison, than our showroom in LARGS.
On our specially designed Comparator,

SOUND
SALES LTD

push-button controls enable you to listen
and compare countless combinations of
amplifiers, speakers, recorders and
pick-ups. Whether you are an expert on

PRESENT

Hi -Fi, or just making your first
enquiry, our technical staff will gladly

A

NEW

ANGLE

ON

give you assistance.

STEREO SOUND
SPECIAL DEMONSTRATION IN THE CLUB

ROOM

IMPERIAL HOTEL
(NEXT TO THE RUSSELL)

TICKETS FROM

SOUND SALES LTD.,
SOUND LABORATORIES,
WEST ST., FARNHAM, SURREY

The famous mono WAL
GAIN
pre-amplifier.
Many applications. Supplied
complete
with
phono plugs, screened
lead, battery. Size 3r >
2" x2. £5. Retail.
(photograph with acknowledgements to Amateur
Cine World).

* Don't forget

STEREO WAL GAIN, the
amplifier (transistorised) that
gives
you
the
EXTRA
GAIN you need, but without
hum or distortion. Supplied
complete with connection
instructions,
phonoplugs,
screened lead, battery. Size
7"x 2"x 2r. £7.10s.0d. Retail.

our unique
TAILARGRAM '
the tailor-made Radio- Gramophone
SEE . . .

HEAR .

AND COMPARE THE

BEST

WAL BULK TAPE ERASER.

Known the world over by tape recording

enthusiasts. Wipes both tracks oft' entire reel of magnetic tape in 30 secs.,
without running through recorder. "Cleans" demonstration tapes, message
reels, office dictation, tape MSS. home or pre-recorded tapes. 220-250V or
110-125V AC Mains. £7.18s.6d.

for High Fidelity

OF

Send for full descriptive leaflets; ask your dealer for aWAL product. In case of
difficulty write to us. Export inquiries welcomed, we specialise in overseas
orders.

HOLBORN

If you will be in London between 21st and 24th APRIL inclusive, meet us at the
AUDIO FAIR, HOTEL RUSSELL, RUSSELL SQUARE, W.C.I.
76-77

HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I

Telephone: CHAncery 2626 ( Private Branch Exchange)
Near Holborn Tube Station. Buses 7, 8, 22, 23, 25 pass the door
Wellington Acoustic Laboratories Ltd., Farnham, Surrey, England
Phones 6461 and 4961
DaL360HF
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EQUIPMENT

REVIEWED
grammes. Ihe crosstalk is good.
Ihis is accounted for by the very
simple mechanical system used in this cartridge.
A praiseworthy note is the complete electrical isolation of the two
pairs of pickup coils, and mechanically the cartridge isdimensioned to fit
international 4 in. centres, which is standard on the majority of presentday tone arms.
The diamond point in the sample provided is 0.65 thou in radius,
and is well polished. This together with the low needle tip impedance

TANNOY
VARI-TWIN
STEREO CARTRIDGE
Mark II

—50

—

Manufacturer's specification
Magnetically balanced 4- pole system. Diamond stylus 4thou.
Output voltage: 7mV per channel. Frequency range: 30-15,000 c/s l
1.5 dB. Tracking pressure: 4 gm. Recommended termination: 100K;
minimum 50K. Inductance: 350 mH.
Mounting hole dimensions:
Standard 0.5 in. Price: £9 19s. plus U.K. purchase tax £ 37s. Manufactured by Tannoy Products Limited, West Norwood, London, S.E.27.
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E had the pleasure of examining one of the very early Tannoy
W stereo
cartridges nearly two years ago. This cartridge was one of

•IIUI

the first magnetic units to appear on the British market, and was
amongst the first five produced anywhere in the world. The design
which was based on the original Tannoy variable reluctance unit was
sound, and the performance, although by no means perfect, was
adequate. The compliance and mass were of the same order as the
monaural version ( the vertical compliance was of course approximately
the same as the lateral) and the output of about 1millivolt cm/sec was
sufficient to load all standard high-fidelity stereo pre-amplifiers. The
only point of criticism we had at the time was signal to noise ratio
due to hum pickup.
The cartridge basically is a double balanced magnetic system, and
in theory at any rate, should not pick up hum. Fig. 1 shows the
diagrammatic sketch of the magnetic system. The reason why the
theory failed in practice was because of the shielding of the two inner
pole pieces. The Tannoy engineers have exercised their usual ingenuity
in solving this problem, namely providing two small " ears " on the
inner pole pieces. These have been so proportioned that the hum pickup in the coils associated with the inner pole pieces is exactly the same

— _

—

...

UIiuui•

wo

poo

FREQUENCY C.P.5

o

70
-

Kt000

20,000

• Frequency response and crosstalk for both channels
should result in a stylus life of at least 1,000 hours and consequent
low record wear.
To summarise, the modifications on a basically sound design have
now resulted in a first-class cartridge. We can recommend this unit
to all serious stereo fans, providing the amplifier sensitivity is at least
10 millivolts at 1,000 c/s for full output of the power amplifier. This,
of course, applies to the majority of present-day systems.
S.K.
•

EQUALISED

EAR OR
INNER POLE.

STEREO
PRE-AMPLIFIER
FOR HIGH-GRADE
MAGNETIC
PICKUPS
Designed by
J. Somerset Murray

the Editor produced the box ( fig. 1) saying " Ihis is one
W ofHENSomerset
Murray's designs; find out exactly what it does",

FIG.I.

as the outers, with resultant almost complete cancellation of hum.
Indeed on the score of hum pickup the Tannoy cartridge is at least as
good as any we have tested. At the same time the compliance of the
stylus system has been increased so that now it is 5x 10-6 cms/dyne in
the lateral direction and 3.5 >, 10- 6 cms/dyne vertically.
The mass is 6 milligrams, but the damping applied at two critical
points of the system keeps the peak well within 2 dB of the nominal
frequency response, as shown in the accompanying graph, which is
adequate for present-day requirements.
Using a precision tone arm we had no difficulty in satisfactorily
tracing all our repertoire of heavily modulated stereo records at 3

it was clear that some very interesting ewnings lay ahead. But who
would have guessed the lengths to which it was necessary to go to
produce the remarkable results listed in the Table overleaf!
The pre-amplifier contains two identical channels with five external
controls and input and output sockets: Volume—continuously variable
and ganged; Balance; Channel Section—left, right; stereophonic,
monophonic; Disc equalisation, 78, RIAA and RIAA bass lift but no
de-emphasis; On/Off Switch.
The power supply problem is solved very neatly, because the whole
design is " upside down ". This means that HT minus is earthed, and
the unit may be fed from abattery or, via asuitable resistance, from the
737
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TAPE
Whatever you want in tape, Modern Electrics are
there to help you with everything from acomplete
installation to a few inches of leader tape. S.A.E.
brings comprehensive lists.
MONO
Vortexion W.V.A. Type IV Deck
Vortexion W.V.B. Type IV Deck
Brenell Mk. V ...
Brenell Three Star
Ferrograph 4AN
Ferrograph 4AH
Simon SP4
Simon M instrelle... .
Clarion Transistor Battery
Grundig Cub ...
Grundig TK25
Grundig TK20 with Mic.
Grundig TK30
Grundig TK35
Philips ElS38
Philips EL35I5
Stuzzi Transistor Battery
Stuzzi Tricorder
Steelman Battery

e STEREO

Ferrograph 4SN Deck ...
Ferrograph Stereo-Ad ...
Ferrograph 808 ...
Ferrograph 4S/N
Ferrograph 4S/H
Mining 4-Track
Harting 4-Track
Brenell 5 Star ...
Brenell 3-Star ...
Grundig TK55 ..•
Grundig TK60
Decks and Amplifiers
Wearite 4A Mono
Wearite 48 Mono ...
Brenell Stereo Deck ...
Brenell Pre- Amp and Amp

e

e

MICROPHONES
BANG & OLUFSEN Ribbon
Velocity with speech music
switch. Low or multi- impedance models. 20' cable ...
hone Stereo ...
Lustraphone LID/66
Lustraphone LFV/59 Dynamic ...
"Lustrette" Dynamic ...
Lustraphone VR 64 Ribbon ...
Renio Ribbon RBL'T or CRH...
Film Industries Ribbon MI8...
Grampian Moving Coil
Simon " Cadenza" ...
Simon " Cadenza" Crystal ...

£93.I 3.0 $267
£110.3.0 $ 315
64 gns. $ 192
58 gns. $ 174
81 gns. $ 243
86 gns. $ 256
95 gns. $ 285
39 gns. $ 137
59 gns. $ 177
25 gns. $75
26 gns. $78
62 gns. $ 186
52 gns. $ 156
72 gns. $ 216
82 gns. $246
£50
5143
57 gns. $ 171
32 gns. $96
69 gns. $ 207
75 gns. $ 225
SS gns. $ 165

29 gns.
29 gns.
C18.18.0
£33.15.0
f22.10.0
£25
38 gns.
£29.18.0
(24.10.0
E64.0.0
(25.18.8
£24.19.0
E19.9.8

$71
$87
$60
$84
$138
$100
$107
$63
$96
$143

$87
$87
$54
$72
$64
$72
$90
$85
$60
$15 0
$55
$60
$45

JASON KITS AS ADVERTISED

42 gns.
30 gns.
105 gns.
88 gns.
93 gns.
68 gns.
86 gns.
95 gns.
89 gns.
92 gns.
128 gns.

$126
$90
$315
$264
$279
$204
$258
$285
$267
$276
$384

£36.15.0
£41.10.0
£33.16.0
24 gns.

$105
$119
$101
$72

E16.0.0
30 gns.
[4.2.6
gns.
(3.7.6.
E7.17.6
[8.15.0
(8.15.0
E8.0.0
10 gns.
£3.13.6

STEREO
Quad 22 Pre-amp Unit
[25.0.0
Leak Stereo 20 ... . [ 30.9.0
Leak Point One Stereo Pre-Amp [ 21.0.0
Avantic SPA. I1
E29.8.0
Avantic Stereo SPA/2I £48.10.0
Pamphonic 3001
[35.0.0
Jason 1.2-10 Mk. Ill
E37.10.0
C.Q. Twin Four Stereo ... 21 gns.
Pilot SHF.I5 ... 32 gns.
Sound Sales Stereo Twin 20 watt
amp. with control stages ... £50.0.0
SINGLE CHANNEL
Quad AM Tuner
Quad FM Tuner
Leak TLI2 Plus ...
Leak AM or FM Tuner ...
Quad 11 Amplifier ... .
Sound Sales Mk. Ill Amplifier
Chapman SSE. FM ... •••
Chapman "Tranquillo"
Chapman FM Tuner FM.9I ••.
Chapman 6SESS with FM
Jason JTV Tuner
Dulci AM/FM Tuner ... •••
Braun Transistor Portable •••

LOUDSPEAKERS

AND
TUNERS

$46
$90
$12
$25.50
$10
$23
$25
$25
$23
$30
sl I

The following is only a selection from our extens.ve
stocks.
Quad Electrostatic

E52.0.0

$156

W.I0 FSB ... ...
Column Eight Enclosure

£25.0.0
£6.19.I I
E6.13.3
(6.19.11
[7.13.3
£39.10.0
£12.19.10
£21.15.0

$73
$18
$16
$17
$18
$115
$32
$62

TANNOY
Tannoy 12" Monitor ...
Tannoy 15" Monitor ...
Vitavox DU 120 ...
Vitavox TR/30 Tweeter ...
W.B. 1016 ... ... ...
W.B. FHI012 ... •••
ii•
W.B. 1216 ... ...
GOODMANS 300 ... ...
Axiette . ...
Axiom 110 10" ...
Axiom 112 ... ...
AL/I20 System ...
Triaxiette ... ... ...
Triaxiom 12/20 .. .•.
Kelly Ribbon Mk. Il ...
B.J. Top " C" Tweeter, complete
Philips 9762/M ...

£30.15.0
£37.10.0
[19.10.0
£8.0.0
E7.12.3
E4.15.0
£15.0.0
[11.5.9
[6.12.1
E5.0.0
£8.10.0
£29.I 0.0
£13.10.0
(25.0.0
[10.10.0
£5.0.0
10 gns.

$56
$19
$16
$22
$43
$32
$16
$12
$18
$84
$33
572
$30
$11
$33

WHARFEDALE
Co-axial 12 ...
8/145 Speaker Unit
Super 3
...
•.•
Super 8FS/AL ••.
Golden 10FSB ..•

MOTORS & PICKUPS
STEREO OR SINGLE
Connoisseur Stereo ...
Ronette Binofluid Stereo CartTannoy Stereo Cartridge Mk. II
Tannoy Cartridge Mono Mk.II...
Lenco GL58/RD & Stereo P.U.
Lento Trans Motor GL58 with
Lenco 55/580
Lento 58/600
Lenco GL-60 Trans. Unit ...
Goldring 580 ...
Goldring 600 Cartridge
Goldring 700 Stereo Cartridge
Garrard 301 ...
Garrard 4H F/GCS/8
G
d GCS/I0 Stereo CartGarrard TPA/I2 Arm & Crystal

E21.4.I $54

Tapes, all sizes, including " Audio" and " Irish" Components and accessories by leading manufacturers.

[19.17.6
£25.8.10
£31.0.0
(28.19.8
(5.11.4
[11.2.7
£9.14.9
£22.7.3
[18.9.9

Service endorsed by
leading British
Manufacturers
Carriage and Parking

FOR PROFESSIONAL AND
ADVANCED USERS OF TAPE

$45
$55
$67
$60
$12
$24
$21
$54
$41

$ 12
$ 17
$58
$42
$25

For economy,
DIAMONDS
improved
ARE
quality
TRUMPS!
and longer life.
Available for 78. L.P. and Stereo Pickups.
Accurately finished and guaranteed. In all standard
fittings ... ...
prices from (1.8.6 $3

e

TRANSISTOR
RADIOS
•
ACCESSORIES
•

(1.12.10 $ 3.50

[5.9.1
G
d TPA/I2 with GC 1.12 (6.14.3
Connoisseur Motor Type B
E27.16.I
Connoisseur 2-speed
( 16.13.1
Philips 2009 Transcription Unit
Takes all Philips Heads .
10 gns.

Information as up to date as conditions allow

MANY ITEMS
FOR 110 V.A.C.
•

E8.6.10 $ 17
[13.6.0
(12.14.0
£27.15.6 $60

Also Acos, Geloso, etc.
Ferrograph De-Fluxer
f2.10.0 $7
"Instant" Bulk Taperaser ( 1.7.6 $4
Grundig Mixer ... ...
16 gns. $48

LARGE STOCKS
READY FOR
PROMPT
DESPATCH
•

Distributed exclusively by Modern Electrics,
the B1NSON ECHOREC is a pre-amplifier
unit enabling echoes to be imposed on signals
between microphone (or other source) and
amplifier or recorder. There are 3 channels
available, and timing of echoes is controllable.
The " Echorec" permits other effects also to
be achieved. The instrument is for A.C. mains
and completely portable. Details on renuest.

Enquiries invited without obligation

MONO EIECTRICS,e
738

e

140 gns.
($420 )

Please mention Hi-Fi News when writing

164 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
3 shops from Tottenham Court Road Station ( Underground)
Phone: TEM 7587 & COV 1703 Cables: MOOCH A REX, LONDON

EQUIPMENT REVIEWED—( continued)
spare HT of avalve amplifier. First-class adequately rated components
are used throughout.
The circuit—on which Patent Applications are pending—is a feedback amplifier originally developed in 1958 for the ffss Pickup; it
was given its first public demonstration at a B.S.R.A. meeting in
February 1959. In its present form it can clearly be used with any
high-grade magnetic pickup. Moving coil pickups can be fed directly
to the input; in fact their conventional step-up transformers must not
be used. The equalised output voltage is of course a function of the
sensitivity of aparticularly pickup; but the high clipping limit of one
volt peak over the audio band ensures that no clipping on programme
peaks—this is very important—will occur in the amplifier. The output
of the amplifier can be connected to the spare " radio " or " flat "
input socket which is provided on valve pre-amplifiers.
Mr. Murray has very sensibly decided not to provide facilities for
direct connection to tape heads. In a feedback amplifier, the circuit
details for an optimum design of an equalised disc amplifier are
wholely different from those of an equalised tape amplifier—be it
transistor or valve; switching from one form to the other would result
in ahideously complicated and unnecessarily expensive animal. This
is not to say that afirst-class Transistor Tape amplifier cannot be done:
it can, and the performance is—from all points of view—asubstantial
improvement over that of the best present-day professional valve
amplifiers.
Genuinely distortionless
The performance of this amplifier seems to leave nothing to be
desired, and completely destroys the folk-lore about transistors being
truculent, noisy and thermally unstable devices when used in lowlevel applications. This is not to say that comparable performances
can be expected of transistor power amplifiers: they cannot—for
reasons to be found partly in the transistors themselves and partly in
Dr. Bode's books.
Some very strenuous attempts were made to measure the harmonic
distortion of the amplifier, but, even with a £600 instrument, it was
impossible to find asignal source of sufficient purity. The Intermodulation Distortion was measured with relatively close frequencies
because alower LF frequency could not be separated in the particular
analyser. In view of the results it is fair to suggest that the amplifier
is, to all intents and purposes, genuinely distortionless.
Crosstalk measurements were attempted. But at no frequency in
the audio band could any signal be observed at the output of the
unwanted channel—its input being terminated with 600 ohms. In
desperation, the unwanted channel was deliberately open circuited—
a condition not possible in practice!—and a figure of — 37 dBs at
15,000 c/s obtained.
One of the difficulties of using transistors is the change of collector
leakage current with temperature. The circuits used in this preamplifier evidently enable this bugbear to be forgotten; because the
only noticeable effect in athermally unstable amplifier is achange in its
clipping level as the temperature is raised. This amplifier was swathed
in hot-water bottles and electric blankets and its temperature raised so
that after half an hour the thermometer in contact with the box read
49- 5°C.—room temperature being 12°C. The change in the 1,000 c/s
clipping level was found to be 5 %—upwards!

performance comparable to the pre-amplifier. The speakers were
Quad Electrostatics. The unit handled beautifully, and clean hum-free
reproduction from low output pickups was a revealing experience.
This unit represents a considerable advance in low level feedback
amplifier technique, and can be unhesitatingly recommended—and not
only to those who must have the best. As to whether you can hear the
improvement in sound quality—well, that depends on the record!
TABLE OF RESULTS
(All measurements taken at
1. Harmonic distortion:
RIAA connections.
2. Intermodulation distortion:
90 c/s and 5,000 c/s in ratio
4:1, RIAA condition.
3. 1,000 c/s square wave:
4. Crosstalk:

4

volt output)

Not measurable at any frequency in
the band—see text.
Better than — 70 dBs, i.e. 0.03%.

No observable ringing or overshoot.
Not detectable anywhere in band—
see text.
5. Balance control:
Will correct unbalance in record
of 6dBs.
6. Input impedance:
Substantially 50,000 ohms at high
frequencies.
7. Output impedance:
2,200 ohms max.
8. Capacitive load on output: 1,500 pF produces 1 dB loss at
volume control midway.
15,000 c/s.
9. Thermal stability:
Superlative—see text.
10. Power supply requirements: 13.5 volts at 10.6 mA (chassis
connected to HT—).
11. Equalization:
50 c/s to 15,000 c/s
1dB on each
equalization position—see text.
12. Maximum output level:
1volt peak.
40 c/s-15,000 c/s.
13. Gain per channel, 1,000 c/s: 10 times in volts.
14. Signal/noise ratio, at 1,000 83 dBs below I volt output—
c/s 600 ohm input termina- measured on wide band indicator.
tion.
15. Differences between
None measurable.
channels, balance control
midway.
16. Transistors:
Ediswan—Mazda; 4 per channel.
Richard Barton
Editorial Note: It has been suggested that this very interesting preamplifier should be made available in kit form, and with this in mind
we hope to publish a" Do-it-yourself" feature by J. Somerset Murray
in the very near future.

ROGERS
INTEGRATED
STEREO

Frequency response
Current-operated amplifiers have finite input impedances, and the
electrical characteristics of the signal source affect the frequency
response of an equalized amplifier. The frequency response of this
amplifier was not measured by using a particular pickup and record,
but by feeding it via appropriate networks with the inverse of the
recording characteristics. The results of these tests produced the conclusion that the frequency response of the amplifier will not be affected
significantly by the characteristics of any known high-grade magnetic
pickup.
The amplifier was used with the batteries provided; and also, via a
resistor, from the 330 volt spare DC of avalve amplifier. The performance was unaffected, and lowering the HT to 6volts merely reduced the
clipping level.
The pre-amplifier was tried with anumber of well-known pickups and
amplifiers—and also with an amplifier not yet in production—with a
739

AMPLIFIER
HG 88

HE name " Rogers" has been well known in Hi Fi circles for many
Tyears
now, and the original Rogers " Junior" and " Baby "
amplifiers have introduced thousands to top quality sound reproduction. The larger " Senior ", Williamson-type amplifier has also been
deservedly popular, as has the corner horn speaker system which ranks
with the very best. Jim Rogers's demonstrations at Audio Fairs etc.
have always been most impressive and musically satisfying. That being
so, Iexpected ahigh standard from the latest Rogers stereo amplifier
and Ican say right away that Iwas not disappointed. The HG88 is a
completely self-contained stereo amplifier and pre-amplifier housed in

A TAPE- RECORDER WITH
A PEDIGREE

CYC.eZo<

Cot-entry Radio Ltd.
AUDIO

AND COMPONENT SPECIALISTS.

189 191 Dunstable Rd., Luton.

Est. 1925

Phone: 7388 9
r•e
CRAFTSMAN- BUILT 3-SPEED
RECORDER COMPLETE
FOR ONLY

..•
' p-a.

WITH TAPE & MIC.
This
superbly
designed
craftsman- built
instrument
records to professional levels.
re- playing with a power and
quality associated with far dearer
equipment. Its design represents an
expertly balanced combination of specially
developed amplifier, high efficiency three- speed
tape deck, concert quality speaker system and a
strongly built cabinet of pleasing design and good
acoustic qualities. The " Crown" has these plus the
advantages that only years of specialisation in high . fidelity
design and manufacture can bring to such a product.
ASK YOUR DEALER TO LET YOU HEAR IT.
You will be delighted to find that so fine an instrument
can be bought for so modest a price.
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easy to use, and its 18 steps were found to be entirely adequate. The
sensitivity was such that the Decca pickup fully loaded the amplifier
with asmall margin to spare, and on the tape replay position the gain
was just enough to permit direct connection to the Truvox Mark 6
and Collaro " Studio " decks, both of which gave excellent results.
For those who wish to use the mono coil of the Decca pickup or prefer

EQUIPMENT REVIEWED—( continued)
one cabinet, and is described as " an integrated unit ". My dictionary
defines integrated as " complete " and its use in this context is logical
enough, but, although the term is used extensively in America, for
some reason it has not become popular here. The HG88 uses fairly
straightforward circuitry, but does incorporate some novel features.
For instance, the volume control consists of atwo-bank selector switch
wired with resistors instead of the usual carbon track controls, and the
variable filter control is connected in the Baxendall tone control
circuit. A 5-position selector switch provides for inputs from every
possible programme source, including direct from most tape heads and
low output pick-ups such as the Decca ffss.
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Circuit details
The first valve is the usual EF86 pentode, with the equalising
obtained by means of a feedback loop. The heater voltage of this
valve is reduced slightly to minimise hum and noise. This stage is
followed by a ECC83 double triode, the second half being connected
as acathode follower to provide alow impedance input for the Baxendall tone control system, and more important to give alow impedance
source for feeding to a tape recorder. As stated above, the variable
low-pass filter is in the tone control circuit which uses one section of a
ECC83 per channel. This is followed by the balance and volume
controls, then a paraphase phase splitter feeding an Ultra- Linear
output stage consisting of two ECL82 triode- pentodes.
Power is
supplied by two miniature twin contact cooled metal rectifiers connected in abridge circuit.
Performance measurements
The frequency response was within 2 dB from 30 to 20,000 c/s,
rolling off fairly rapidly from 25 Kc/s.
Hum and noise varied from - 53 dB to -64 dB ( reference 8watts)
according to input. The feedback loop measured 16 dB, and could be

•

Total harmonic content, measured at 1,000 c/s

increased to 24 dB before instability became evident. Crosstalk between
channels was -54 dB at 1,000 c/s and 40 dB at 10,000 c/s. The balance
control had a variation of ± 3 dB, that is a total variation of 6 dB.

Frequency (c/s) 30
3.4
Watts ( rms)

Power output
40
100
1,000
5-2
7.8
8.1

10,000
7

1

7

II

--lo

h.

-20

MI\

L.P
- - - TAPE
100

•

1000
FREQUENCY

C P. S.

10.000 20,000

Equalising characteristics for tape and disc

to use a separate pickup for mono records, a selector box is available
at 30s. including panel and knob. The filter control worked very well
indeed; both tape hiss and distortion due to record imperfections were
considerably minimised without seriously affecting the musical values.
The unit is supplied in a figured teak case, and there is a choice of
two panels—Brushed brass or Ivory enamel—with the appropriate
knobs to match. Both panels were supplied with the particular amplifier
tested, and my own perference was for the brass panel, but the Ivory
finish will obviously suit some furnishing schemes. The cabinet itself
is well made and most attractive, and a matching case is available for
housing a transcription motor and pickup. Summing up, the HG88
will maintain the excellent reputation of Rogers for first-rate design
and workmanship, and can be confidently recommended.
Manufacturer's Specification. Sensitivity: Pickup; 4 mV (adjustable)
150 mV adjustable; Tape; 4mV CCIR 7, Mic; 3mV, Radio; 40 mV,
Aux; 40 mV. Tape record output: 150 mV 10K impedance. Frequency
response: within 1dB, 30-20,000 c/s. High-pass filter: ( built-in) 18 dB
per octave below 25 c/s. Low-pass filter: 12-14 dB per octave 5Kc/s to
20 Kc/s. Bass Control: + 15 dB at 50 c/s. Treble control: + 15 dB at
10 Kc/s. Balance Control: + 3 dB. Crosstalk: better than 40 dB.
Power output: 8 watts per channel ( peak sinewave).
Harmonic dis-

dB

15,000
6.5

...,

dB 0

0

.s .
-10

The tape and record equalising characteristics are shown in the
diagram, and the effect of the built-in high-pass or " rumble " filter
will be noticed. The bass control showed a lift of 14 dB and cut of
17 dB at 40 c/s, and the treble control a lift of 14.5 dB and cut of
14 dB at 9,000 c/s. The characteristics of the variable low-pass filter
are shown in the diagram, and it will be seen that the rate of attenuation
varies from 14 dB per octave at 5Kc/s to 12 dB per octave at 20 Kc/s.
The slight rise before cut-off at the lower frequencies was not considered very serious. Channel matching was within 1dB for all settings
of the controls — including the volume control.
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10000
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Characteristics of the variable low pass filter

tortion: 0.5% at 7 watts ( inc. control unit stages). Feedback loop:
15 dB. Hum and noise: (Overall) -55 dB to 60 dB reference 7 watts.
Output impedance: 3-75 and 15 ohms.
Operating voltage: II0- 125V
50-60 cis, 200-250V 50 c/s. Consumption: 85 watts. Valve line-up:
2 x EF86, 3 x ECC83, 4 x ECL82. Overall dimensions: (inc. case)
14 in. x 14 in. x 7 in. Weight: 22 lb. Finish: Case; figured teak.
Panel; Brushed brass or Ivory Enamel. Knobs; Brown or Ivory with
ground brass inserts.
Price: £40 with case; chassis only £ 37 10s.
Mounting brackets per set 12s. 6d.
Manufactured by Rogers Developments (Electronics) Ltd., 4-14
Barmeston Road, Catford, London, S.E.6.
G. W. Tillett

Stepped volume control
Whether the expense of such aswitched control is justified is another
matter. Certainly it was a year or two ago, when it was impossible to
get matched variable controls, but at least two firms make suitable
controls matched to within 0.8 dB now. On the other hand, the
switching noise with a step arrangement is not likely to increase with
use, but a variable control with carbon tracks ( although smoother in
operation) may develop noise in time. The HG88 control proved quite
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loudspeaker system
that cancels distortion
In a triumph of sound reproduction achieved with two "aircoupled" G.E.C.

Metal cone loudspeakers and associated

G.E.C. presence units, the G.E.C. Periphonic system (at 10
watts input) cuts harmonic distortion to 2.7% at 40 c/s. and
0.3% at 1,000 c/s! Exclusive to G.E.C., the Metal cone loudspeakers

give

low

inter-modulation

distortion,

and

GOLDRING
DIAMOND
STYLI
28'6 pa,

full

response at the low bass frequencies while the presence units
have extremely smooth high frequency response and excellent
transient performances. The combination forms a complete
system with full 9-octave realism and wide angle sound
distribution. Units are available separately or as the Periphonic system in a range of cabinets of entirely new acoustic
design.

96.C.
HIGH QUALITY
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EQUIPMENT

Metal Cone Loudspeakers
Presence Units - Stereophonic
Systems - Periphonic
Loudspeaker Systems
Pre- Amplifiers - Amplifiers

GEC metal cone loudspeaker
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Advances in technology, plus an
ever-increasing
demand, enable us to introduce a new range of
Diamond Styli for a wide selection of pickups at a
remarkably low price.

Write today for details
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
MAGNET HOUSE
KINGS WAY LONDON WC2

See your dealer for further details today
GEC presence unit

GOLDRING MANUFACTURING CO. ( Great Britain) LTD
486-488 High Road, Leytonstone, London, E.11
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THE MUSIC OF THE STRAUSS FAMILY
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t

This month we introduce a new feature to our Record
News section, and with it we lay the foundations for what we
hope will soon develop into amore interesting and more useful
part of the paper. We intentionally avoid a detailed discussion
of our plans at this stage, but leave it to our readers to follow
the changing policy and to state their approval or disapproval
as we progress. And so, we begin with the Music of the Strauss
Family, and the story of these giants of the Waltz—ably and
authoritatively told by Charles Cudworth.

written down my
H AVING
commonplace—like - the

title, I find it looks dull, almost
Joneses of Streatham" or " The
Robinsons of Birmingham ". But there was nothing dull or commonplace about the Strausses of Vienna. Their lives were as full of romantic
incident as the plot of any operetta. Still, they were afamily, no matter
how unusual and remarkable, even in Vienna. Johann Strauss Senior
(1804- 1849)—Johann the First, if you like to think in kingly terms of
these monarchs of the waltz, was the head of the dynasty; then came
his sons, Johann the Second ( 1825-1899) whom some would say was
the greatest of the family; Josef, ( 1827-1870) the introspective one;
and Eduard ( 1835-1916) the embittered one, who outlasted them all,
and lived on into what he thought of as an age of decadence, and the
early years of the first World War. All were highly gifted, sensitive,
competent musicians, who happened to turn their remarkable talents
towards waltzes and galops and polkas, rather then symphonies and
concertos.
How it all began
How did it all begin? Were the Strausses musicians for generations,
like the Bachs? It seems they were not. Johann l's father, Franz, was
an innkeeper. He kept the Guten Hirt (
Good Shepherd) in the suburbs
of Vienna, and he died young—not very long after his famous son was
born, in 1804. The mother married again and she and the stepfather
objected to young Johann's longing to become a " beggerly fiddler"
so they apprenticed him to a bookbinder. But he soon got tired of
that homely trade, ran away and was befriended by aqueer character
called Polinschansky, who gave him music lessons—the first technical
training he had had.
At the age of 15 the young fiddler Johann joined the orchestra of a
man named Pamer, who was over-addicted to the bottle, but who
had something of areputation as adirector of dance music. In Pamer's
orchestra was another promising lad, the gentle Josef Lanner, whose
later fame as acomposer of waltzes was to rival that of Strauss himself.
Lanner soon tired of the drunken Pamer and presently formed a
little dance-trio of his own—string-players, of course, for this was
before the days of saxophones and percussion sections. Johann the
first joined this trio, and the resultant "four-piece-band" soon
began to build up an enviable reputation in and around Vienna. It
was the Vienna of Beethoven and Schubert, an eighteenth-century city
still cramped within its fortifications, a city in which the pleasureloving Viennese waltzed all night, in cafés and beer-gardens and the
larger but still raffish dance-halls such as Sperl's: the Vienna of the
late 1820's and early 1830's.
Strauss and Lanner, in their early days at least, were happy-go-lucky
young fellows, who would often announce the performance of a new
waltz for acertain night, without bothering to write down anote of it—
even by the morning of the performance. When that happened, the
players (now expanding from the original four-piece group into areal
little orchestra) would all go up to the composer's lodgings and compel

him to write; and as soon as he had jotted down afew pages of score,
they would scribble out their own parts and fall to practising, and so
the new waltz would somehow get performed; and as likely as not it
would be aresounding success. But Johann was arestive partner; he
was ambitious, and took jobs on the side, and so the inevitable
dissensions crept in; quarrels came about, and the two gifted young
partners drifted apart. Their last meeting, at apleasure house called
the Bock, turned into ariot, with the musicians fighting it out on the
platform and the spectators joining in below.
In 1825 Johann married Anna Streim, agood-looking girl of eighteen.
She had been born in Madrid, and although the story of her aristocratic origins was probably imaginary, she nevertheless had astrain of
southern blood. It showed itself in the black hair and piercing black
eyes of her firstborn son, Johann Strauss the Second. Her father had
also made his own way in the world. He was an innkeeper like Strauss's
parents, but it seems that he must have objected lo his son-in-law
playing in public dance-bands, because soon after his marriage
Johann 1 gave up orchestral work for a while, and tried to be a
respectable music-teacher. But the old urge was strong, if not for
music, at least for money; probably both. So Johann Iformed an
orchestra of fourteen players, which was soon in great demand everywhere, as were the waltzes he was composing. From the suburbs he
was called to the more fashionable centres, such as Sperls and the
Apollosaal, the latter ahuge establishment with five ballrooms, fortyfour large drawing-rooms, three colossal conservatories and thirteen
kitchens. Strauss's success was immense; he and Lanner gave to the
waltz anew lilt—gave it fresher and more vital rhythms—tunes which
caught the ear and were retained in the mind.
By now Johann had quite a big orchestra, and was so busy and
preoccupied that he had neither time nor interest for his growing
family—four sons and two daughters in all (counting one son who
died in childhood). As often as not the father knew nothing and cared
less of what was going on in his crowded, noisy home in the Hirschenhaus. Irritable and contrary, he flared up at the slightest thing, cursed
his life, his family, and everything and everyone within earshot. He
only learned by hearsay what sort of geniuses his boys might turn out
to be. One thing he was determined they should not be—musicians.
In spite of his success, he hated the life of amusiciar, overworked and
exploited, as he imagined he himself had been. He was determined that
his sons should become respectable, middle-class citizens.
Their
music, if any, was to be for recreation only; he allowed them to have
piano lessons, to be imited to amateur status, all of which was aqueer
harking back to the attitude of his own parents.
This repression led to family quarrels, of course, because the sons—
or at least the eldest son—was every bit as stubborn as his father had
been at his age, and was equally determined to be amusician. Oddly
enough, his mother took his side in the dispute, and encouraged him
by paying for secret violin lessons with Amon, his father's first violin.
Johann must have been as unsatisfactory as ahusband as he was as
aparent; he was often away for months at atime, on tours to other
countries, leaving Frau Strauss to cope with family worries.
In
spite of his success, he was never really affluent, partly no doubt
because of his erratic, bohemian way of life. Handsome and dandified,
like all the Strauss males, he set many afemale heart a-flutter; and in
the end, the inevitable happened. He ran off with ayounger and no
doubt prettier woman, who had not yet had the bother and trouble of
bringing up a family. The name of the second Frau Strauss—Emilie
Trampusch—was anything but romantic, but Johann set up house
with her and produced asecond family, all daughters this time.
Always hard up, Johann gave very little more thought to his family
in the Hirschenhaus, and in the end it was his son, Johann the Second,
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SELECTED STRAUSS MUSIC on TAPE and DISC ( I)
who became his mother's chief support. Father Johann went on a
grand tour to Northern Europe, through Bavaria to France and
beyond.
In Paris he was agreat success and was hailed as amaster,
even by Berlioz. From France the maestro travelled on, via Belgium
and Holland to England. At first he made no headway in London;
indeed he got into debt, and almost landed up in that same Marshalsea
which we know from the pages of Dickens. Then, suddenly, he became
all the rage. His brilliant and unusual orchestration made his small
orchestra of twenty-six players seem like a grand orchestra of thrice
that number.
It was the year after Queen Victoria's accession, and on May 12th,
1838, he was commanded to play at the Queen's first grand state ball—
he wrote and dedicated a new waltz specially for the occasion,
"Hommage à la Reine d'Angleterre ". Success was now assured, and
off he went on awhirlwind tour of English towns and cities, Birmingham, Liverpool, Manchester, Leamington, Bath—even northward to
Scotland and across to Ireland.
The result of all this was aserious breakdown in health. He returned
to Vienna and was fêted everywhere, but public acclamation could
not solve his financial worries, and his first family were often hard put
to it to pay their way.
So much for the background of Johann the Father. Now let us
look at the story of the son, Johann 2. Somehow or other he had
managed to study the violin, counterpoint and general theory, and
under good masters, too. In 1844, at the age of nineteen, he assembled
an orchestra of 24 players, and made his debut in October at the
Dommayerbau Casino in Hietzing, alocality which was to have many
associations for him in the years to come. This debut was in flagrant
opposition to his father, and everyone knew it; but, by way of homage,
he included some of his father's music on his programme, and the
result was instantaneous, brilliant success. Henceforth there were two
Johann Strausses in the Viennese kingdom of the waltz—father and
son—and in the end the younger was to eclipse the elder. Oddly
enough, Johann 1 took his son's opposition quite philosophically.
Four years after Johann 2's debut, the Revolutionary Year of 1848
shook Vienna literally to its foundations, with fighting in the streets
and bitter reprisals when the fighting was all over. In the main, both
the Strausses kept out of politics, although Johann 1was naturally a
monarchist. He was Director of Dance Music to the Emperor, and
during the Revolutionary Year his famous Radetzky March had its
first performance, at a reactionary military function.
Johann 2,
typically enough, was on the other side—more by accident than
revolutionary fervour, one suspects, for in reality he was as easy-going
amonarchist as his father.
The next year, when all was quiet again in Vienna, Father Johann
made his last foreign tour, and even visited England again. He
returned to Vienna, caught scarlet fever from one of his little daughters,
and died on the 23rd of September. His legitimate family found his
body lying in an empty apartment. Emilie had decamped, with her
family and all their father's music, instruments and belongings, and
Johann 2had to buy back from her.
Strauss, the Father (Johann 1) was given apublic funeral, and buried
beside his old colleague Lanner, in the cemetery at Dfibling. So ended

MARCH

the first generation; their music is little played now—Lanner's great
SchiMbrunner waltz, Johann l's evocative Loreleiklünge and his
exhilarating Radetzky March are practically all that remains in the
modern repertoire.
1. JOHANN 1
Radetzky March, Op. 228
Philharmonia/Karajan (7in.)
backed by Johann 2: Tritsch-Tratsch Polka, Thunder
and Lightning Galop and Pizzicato Polka
Hallé/Barbirolli (7in.)
backed by Johann 2: Ov., Die Fledermaus, Pizzicato
Polka and Perpetuum Mobile. '
Vienna Philharmonic/Knappertsbusch ( 7in.)
backed by Johann 2: Tritsch-Tratsch Polka, Leichtes
Blut and Annen Polka.
from Vienna Holiday (12 in.)

stereo

7ER 5127*
RES 4257*

stereo
stereo tape

ALP 1637*
ASD 279*
SAT 1022*

Vienna Philharmonic/Kempe (7in.)
backed by Heuberger: Ov. Der
Opernball and Reznicek: Ov. Donna Diana
from Nights in Vienna (12 in.)

2. EDUARD
Doctrinen Waltz, Op. 79
Minneapolis S.0./Dorati ( 7in.)
Mit Extrapost Galop, Op. 259
Jugendfeuer Polka, Op. 210
Vienna Opera Orch./Paulik ( 12 in.)
backed by Moulinet Polka, etc.
see under Josef.
3. JOSEF
Moulinet Polka, Verliebte Augen Polka, Plappermaulchen, Eislauf, Buchstaben.
Vienna Opera Orcheaulik ( 12 in.)
backed by Johann 2: Blue Danube Im Krapfenwan,
Neue Pizzicato, Perpetuum Mobile, Im Sturmschritt.
Heiterer Mut, Polka
Vienna Philharmonic/Boskovsky ( 12 in.)
stereo
backed by Johann 2: Champagne Polka, Weiner Blut
Waltz, Pizzicato Polka, Liebeslieder Waltz, Explosions
Polka, Wiener Bonbons Waltz, Persian March and
Waldmeister Overture.
Mein Lebenslauf ist lieb' und Lust,
Die Libelle and Jockey
Vienna Philharmonic/Krauss ( 12 in.)
backed by Johann 2: Im Krapfenwad'1, Eljen a
Magyar Polka, Geschichten aus dem Wienerwald,
Egyptian March, Pizzicato Polka and Vergnugungzug.

Delirien Waltz
Philharmonia/Karajan ( 12 in.)

CEP 577"

LXT 5420"
SXL 2016"

Sphtirenkliinge, Plappermaulchen, Mein Lebenslauf ist
Lief' und Lust
Vienna Philharmonic/Boskovsky ( 12 in.)
stereo
Splarenklânge
Vienna Philharmonic/Kempe
from Nights in Vienna ( 12 in.)
stereo
stereo tape
see Johann 1
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CEC 32003

stereo

Moulinet, Ohne Sorgen, Feuerfest, Dragonfly, Jockey
Polkas
Vienna Philharmonic/Krauss ( 10 in.)

NUMBER

SEL 1568

XEP 9007

1•13VL

7053*

tPVL 7053*

LXT 5432"
SXL 2082"

ACL 48*

LW 5053

LXT 5535"
SXL 2163"
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OPERATIC
*PUCCINI. Tosca. Cast: Tosca, Renata Tebaldi; Cavaradossi,
Mario del Monaco; Scarpia, George London; Spoletta, Piero di Palma;
Angelotti, Sihio Maionica; Sacristan, Fernando Corena, with the
Orchestra and Chorus of the Accademia di Santa Cecilia, Rome,
conducted by Francesco Molinari-Pradelli. Decca SXL 2180-1.
Two 12-in. discs. Price 76s. 3d. Playing time 110 mins.
Performance: Powerfully convincing.
Recording: Lavish.
Mme Tebaldi has recorded many parts for Decca, some of them
twice over, but none, Ithink, that suit her better than Tosca. She
catches the authority and moodiness of the great singer to perfection,
and is much more at ease than as the girlish heroines of Butterfly or
Bohème. How deliciously she sings Ma falle gli occhi neri! and she
gets aproperly horrific frisson into E avanti alui tremava tutta Roma.
Her voice too is now at its peak—rich and resilient in tone, uniting
warmth and brilliance. If one can hardly admire del Monaco so
unreservedly, it is because he is less perfectly cast, but apart from the
excitement his singing always causes there are quieter moments when
one begins to understand why his artistic intentions are so respected
by his colleagues.
After this London's Scarpia is something of afalling-off. He makes
asuitably powerful and sinister impression, and there is agood deal of
variety in his singing, but it is in sheer beauty of tone and command of
phrase in what is essentially lyrical music that he is deficient. But
Scarpia is not, surprisingly enough, apart for aheavyweight, as anyone knows who has heard Stabile or Gobbi in it. Corena inclines to
overplay the Sacristan, but Maionica is excellent as Angelotti, and the
smaller parts are also good.
Maestro Pradelli is well known as one of the ablest and most musical
conductors now active in Italy, and he delivers a vital and tautly
rehearsed reading of the score.
The recording is rich and juicy—ideal for this music. Wide stereophonic separation is found in the stereo version, and like the recent
Aida it is generally recorded at low amplitude. This of course provides
huge climaxes; at the end of the Te Deum one is overwhelmed in
thunderous oceans of sound and the furious blast Pradelli conjures from
his men at the end is areal pile-driver. In short, addicts with powerful
and hum-free equipment will probably astonish both themselves and
their neighbours. Others may like to be reminded of the Columbia
version, musically very fine, although the recording is no longer new
(33 CX 1094-5). Decca laudably provide a libretto and translation
with their set—an adjunct which more than offsets the doubtful
durability of their new plastic container, and apresent for which they
are receiving less than their due credit.
Richard Law

Those who sell
recommend...

SC OT
rRADE

*SULLIVAN.
H.M.S. Pinafore.
Cast: Sir Joseph Porter, John
Reed; Capt. Corcoran, Jeffrey Skitch; Ralph Rackstraw, Thomas
Round; Dick Deadeye, Donald Adams; Josephine, Jean Hindmarsh;
Buttercup, Gillian Knight. The D'Oyly Carte Opera Chorus and New
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Isadore Godfrey. Decca SKL
4081-2. Two 12-in. discs. Price £3 8s. 3d. Playing time 99 mins.
Performance: Sprightly but routine.
Recording: Very good.
The Performance: This is the straight, and all too familiar, D'Oyly
Carte stuff: a rigid tradition, some of it good, some of it bad, but
almost totally ossified. Except for Gillian Knight all the singers
make their words clear enough, but neither she nor the refined and
petulant Porter of John Reed will appeal to anyone who remembers
Sir Henry Lytton and Bertha Lewis. Much of the best singing comes
from Ralph and Josephine, and Jeffrey Skitch's Corcoran is neatly
characterised. The orchestral playing is crisp and alive. What is
unusual is that the dialogue is also included, and while Gilbert's dialogue
is far from being as excruciatingly funny as old Savoyards think,
especially as done here, Ithink it is desirable to have enough to provide
at any rate the gist of the plot and prevent the work from becoming
just aseries of numbers.
There is a distinctly inadequate sleeve note devoted, apart from a
summary of the plot, to vague gush without mention of most of the
facts about the work likely to interest a buyer: for instance that in
Porter Gilbert was satirising an actual First Lord of the Admiralty,
or that Sullivan's music embodies delicious parodies of Rossini, Verdi
and Gounod, to name no others.
The Recording: This is very good: clear, resonant, plenty of
"presence ", and good stereophonic separation.
Richard Law
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*BEETHOVEN.
Overtures: Curio/an; Leonora No. 3; Fidelio;
Consecration of the House; Egmont.
The Lamoureux Orchestra,
conducted by Igor Markevitch. D.G.G. SLPM 138039. One 12-in.
disc. Price 39s. 9d. Playing times 8: 1: 6¡ : 111; 91 mins.
Performance: Good.
Recording: Good.
General Review: A selection of Beethoven's overtures offers much
more variety than one of Rossini's, such as the same conductor gave
us two years ago on 33CX 1560; for with Beethoven each work is
cast in an entirely different mould. On the whole Markevitch has
fulfilled his assignment excellently. His performances are taut and
lively, dramatic and lyrical where required, and marked by a truly
Beethovian vigour of attack; but Ishould remind prospective buyers
that the Lamoureux is the most French of orchestras. Horns warble
away merrily àla Parisienne and you must put up with the tinny, toppy
quality of the French bassoon, here accentuated by arecording which
is for D.G.G. unusually hard. Apart from this, Markevitch's Fidelio
and Coriolan could hardly be bettered.
In his reading of the Consecration of the House, Markevitch differs
widely from Maazel, making far less contrast between the tempi of the
two main sections. Ihesitate to say which is right, but must confess to a
preference for Maazel. Leonora No. 3Iwould praise whole-heartedly
were it not that Markevitch falls victim to the tradition of beginning
the Allegro tentatively. ( Indeed the only conductor Iknow of who
avoided doing so is Van Beinum; as a result his recording of the
overture with the Consecration of the House seems to me to tower above
the others.) Egmont is excellent, apart from one lapse in the transition
to the coda ( bar 281) where the third of the final chord seems to be
missing—aminor fault, Iagree, but it is a pity that it occurs at so
dramatic amoment. The recording is suitably brilliant, but needs more
definition. The rushing scales on cellos and basses in the development
of Leonora are reduced to amere blur of sound.
Julian Budden
BERLIOZ. Symphonie Fantastique. The Philharmonia Orchestra,
conducted by André Cluytens. Columbia 33CX 1673. One 12- in.
disc. Price 39s. 9d. Playing time 50 mins.
Performance: Good.
Recording: Good.
BERLIOZ. Symphonie Fantastique. The London Symphony Orchestra,
conducted by Sir Eugene Goossens. Top Rank 35/057. One 12- in.
disc. Price 35s. Playing time 51 mins.
Performance: Good.
Recording: Very good.
Neither of these new versions of Berlioz's great symphony do it
entire justice and, though each of them has admirable qualities, neither
can challenge the supremacy of the recorded performances by Markevitch and by Beecham. The playing both of the Philharmonia and the
L.S.O. has considerable dash and fire, and both Cluytens and Goossens
are responsive to Berlioz's characteristically high-voltage nervous
energy; what is lacking in both is a refinement in the melancholy of
the first movement and that indefinable hauteur of personality which is
essential to any faithful Berlioz performance.
Both discs are amply and vividly recorded, though the Columbia is
inclined to shrillness—particularly in the loudest passages for the
high violins.
Edmund Tracey

Those who know
insist on..

AN EIGHTEENTH CENTURY CONCERT.
Corelli: Christmas
Concerto, Op. 6, No. 8. J. S. Bach: Three Chorales, arr. M. Kelemen,
From Heaven Above; Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring; Praise God the
Lord. Haydn (
att.): Toy Symphony. Torelli: Pastoral Concerto for
the Nativity, Op. 8, No. 6. ISolisti di Zagreb, conducted by Antonio
Janigro. Top Rank 40/003. One 12- in. disc. Price 40s. Playing time
37¡ mins.
Performance: Very lively.
Recording: Good.

TRAF

The Music and the Performance: This is a very agreeable disc,
although, quite honestly, it resembles no eighteenth-century concert
known to me. The most unconvincing pieces are the Bach" Chorales"
—they just didn't play such pieces on string bands in eighteenth-century
concerts. Nor, Ifancy, would any eighteenth-century concert-goer ever
have heard both the Corelli and Torelli Christmas Concertos in the same
programme as the " Haydn Toy Symphony ". The Torelli Concerto
had dropped right out of the repertoire, even in conservative London,
long before the " Toy " Symphony became known there. Still, having
had my grumble (mainly because Iwould one day like to hear records
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*JOHANN STRAUSS. Waltzes: Emperor, Vienna Blood, Blue Danube,
Tales from the Vienna Woods. The Virtuoso Symphony of London,
conducted by Emmanuel Varda. Audio Fidelity FCS 50013. One
12- in. disc. Price 47s. Playing times 10 : 81 : 9 : 11 mins.
Performance: Dignified.
Recording: Outstanding.

ORCHESTRAL
of a real eighteenth-century concert, not a made-up one!) 1will now
say that it is very pleasant to hear the Zagreb ensemble play the two
Christmas Concertos so engagingly, with all their usual liveliness and
sparkle. Iam not so sure about those Bach " Chorales "—they seem
so out of place somehow. As for the " Toy - Symphony ( or the
"Tot" Symphony, as Ionce saw it disarmingly misprinted), Iget so
tired of its cheerful inanities after the first dozen or so bars that Iusually
catch myself wondering why on earth we ever thought it was by the
great Haydn at all— it's just the sort of nonsense Mozart Père loved to
perpetrate. The only real excuse for performing it is to get the Headmaster to make afool of himself by blowing away at some preposterous
toy instrument, at an end-of- term farewell concert.
But it would
have to be a modern headmaster, not an eighteenth-century one—
headmasters knew their place, and kept it. in good King George',
days!
The Recording, as in most of these " Zagreb" discs, is good.
Charles Cudworth

General Review: An expensive disc to all appearances, but the added
depth, clarity and dynamic range go a long way towards justifying the
price. Also this is one of the few discs which can claim to be truly
stereophonic in the sense that each sound appears to come from the
appropriate direction. The Virtuoso Symphony of London (hideous
Americanism!) is a new name to me, as it probably is to you, but
suspect that we should recognise most of the players if we saw them.
Certainly they are the most efficient band from the leader right down
to the zither player who makes such a delightful incursion into Tales
from the Vienna Woods. Many will no doubt fault Varda's style on
grounds of authenticity. And indeed it takes some courage on the
part of an Israeli-American conductor with no trace of a Viennese
background to challenge the traditional manner of interpreting Strauss,
dispensing with the rhythmic quirks which we have so long regarded
as echt-Wienerisch. For myself Iprefer my Strauss straight as given
by Emanuel Varda— and not only by him: by Beecham and Furtwangler as well. The swooning preparations, the hiccoughing second
beats—these seem to me like the grimacings and posturings of apretty
woman who has no need of such arts to make herself attractive. It is
the same with the Viennese themselves. They are the kindest, most
amiable people in the world; but when they start the Old Vienna ploy,
boredom and discomfort set in—with me at any rate. And it's because
these four magnificent waltzes are here played without affectation of
any kind that they emerge finer than ever.
Julian Budden

*HANDEL. Water Music Suite ( arr. Harty). HAYDN. Symphony
No. 94 in G (
Surprise). The Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, conducted
by William Steinberg. Capitol SP 8495. One I2- in. disc. Price
39s. 9d. Playing times 16: 24 mins.
Performance: Brisk and competent.
Recording: Good.
Mr. Steinberg tackles the Water Music and the Haydn symphony
with a large modern orchestra better suited to Harty's lavish and
sensitive arrangement of the former than to the brevities of the Haydn.
The playing is, however, lithe and efficient—and sometimes very
beautiful, as in the woodwind chorus in the Handel opening allegro.
Mr. Steinberg's " no-nonsense " approach takes some of the magic
out of the Haydn but the Handel is probably the best version available
if the Gesellschaft edition is too austere for you.
The recording is spacious and sometimes alittle fierce, but in general
clear and full.
Richard Law

*RAVEL.
Bolero.
BIZET.
Carmen
Suite.
The Virtuoso
Symphony of London, conducted by Alfred Wallenstein. Audio
Fidelity FCS 50.005. One 12- in. disc. Price 47s. Playing times 131:
19 mins.
Performance: Very good.
Recording: Tremendous.
This is certainly a most efficient performance, in which Wallenstein
holds the rhythm in agrip of steel. What we hear on the other side is
not actually either of the well-known Carmen Suites but an amalgam
of both. The direction is dignified and straightforward, perhaps too
much so in the second intermezzo, whose lyrical lines are traced with
only a minimum of inflexion. The offstage trumpet effect in the
Children's March comes over beautifully, likewise the diminuendo at
the end; and all credit to Wallenstein for not letting the accelerando in
the Gipsy Dance run amok as it often does. As usual Audio Fidelity
have succeeded perfectly in combining fullness of sound with clarity of
detail.
Julian Budden

MOZART. Symphonies No. 29 in A, K.20I and No. 39 in E flat,
K.543. The Sinfonia of London conducted by Colin Davis. World
Record Club T 43. One 12-in. disc. Playing times 23: 29 mins. Price
21s. 6d. ( members only).
Performance: Good.
Recording: Good.
General Review: This is the first recording of ayoung conductor who
has justly made a name as an outstanding Mozartian. But it hardly
does justice to his powers. The scale of the performances is generous
and the details carefully thought out and dramatically presented; but,
possibly from insufficient rehearsal, and certainly from an excess of
strings and arather woolly recording, the promise is not quite fulfilled.
A striking quality of Mr. Davis's conducting of Mozart is usually its
rhythmic bounce and its avoidance of the unnecessary accents which
make so many performances sound laboured and earthbound. Yet a
heavy bassline is just what spoils agood deal of the A major Symphony—
the second subject of the first movement, for instance—on this record.
The leisurely tempo of the Andante slow movement would be more
entirely acceptable if the gait were not made sluggish by the inability
of the inner strings to play their accompanying chords lightly and crisply
and without too much emphasis.
The E flat Symphony is altogether better done, but here too one has
the impression of splendid intentions to some extent falsified by
imperfect execution. With slightly more refined and intense playing the
slow, monumental introduction would be superb instead of merely
interesting, and the powerful Allegro which follows would have the
spin which it just lacks. The phrasing of the slow movement hovers
on the edge of greatness, but something holds it back. The Minuet is
first rate, and the finale very nearly so ( though the unorthodox lengthening of the grace notes comes at first as ashock). By most standards this
is a fine performance—even the version of No. 29 in A is superior to
many—but Mr. Davis will surely give us many finer. The recording
is no worse than alot, but it combines with the large number of players
(or so they sound) to produce arather congested effect which is inimical
to Mozart above all composers.
David Cairns

*VIENNESE DANCES. Nussio: Folclore d'Engadine; Schnnherr:
Suite of Austrian Music. The Philharmonia Promenade Orchestra,
conducted by Henry Krips. Columbia SCX 3269 ( mono 33SX 1157).
One 12- in. disc. Price 34s. 11d. Playing times 25 : 19 mins.
Performance: Very good.
Recording: Excellent.
General Review: The monaural version of this disc was reviewed
last October and very favourably as regards both performance and
recording. Iagree on both heads; but Imust also emphasise that the
title is a misnomer, for there is nothing Viennese about any of the
music. Nussio's suite is entirely Swiss and might be described as a
poor man's Respighi, revealing, as it does, all the prodigality of that
composer without any of his resources. In a word, some would not
give twopence for the work, though others may find it exciting and
evocative. The Austrian Suite is compiled from acollection of Dances
and " Peasant Music" drawn from almost every part of Austria
except Vienna and scored rather as Malcolm Arnold has scored certain
English and Scottish dances, that is as orchestral show-pieces. In a
highly intelligent and persuasive programme note Henry Krips describes how the melodies evoke the spirit of the Austrian countryside,
and perhaps they do; but it is a countryside ruined by filling stations
and road-houses. The peasants have all turned spivs. Nevertheless, if
you like the music you will find nothing to complain of in the way it
is played. Under Krips's clear and sympathetic direction the orchestra
throw themselves with spirit and enjoyment into these dances. The
recording quality, too, is spacious and commands a wide dynamic
range.
Julian Budden
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VAUGHAN, a recent visitor to this country where she
SARAH
charmed everyone who heard her, appears on Mercury MMC 14021
(36 mins.). Entitled " No Count Sarah", this is from ajazz point of
view Sarah's best record to date. The band behind her are the Count
Basie Orchestra ( with no Count present, of course), and they provide
the perfect accompaniment for Sarah's free swinging singing. She does
wonderful things to such old favourites as Smoke Gets In Your Eyes,
Moonlight In Vermont and Stardust, and also proves that she can sing
the blues—her singing of No Count Blues being full of emotional
warmth. The recorded sound is excellent.
Other fairly recent visitors to this country were the Dave Brubeck
Quartet. The music they play is precise to adegree ( it used to be alluded
to as Chamber Music jazz), but their most recent I.p. has them showing
off much more warmth than hitherto ( Fontana TFL 5071. 42 mins.).
Gone With The Wind has Brubeck, and Paul Desmond on alto saxophone, showing off an abundance of ideas, over a very swinging
background provided by bassist Eugene Wright and drummer Joe
Morello. The latter's drumming on Shorrnin' Bread is extremely
fascinating, even if Ido find it difficult to maintain interest during any
extended drum solo. Balance and general sound here is exceptional.
Some good, uncomplicated and melodious jazz comes up on Vogue
LAC 12206 ( 37 mins.). Played by asmall combination led by guitarist
Barney Kessel the accent, as one might expect, is very much on rhythm.
The choice of material is wide and varied and in addition to such old
standards as Sweet Sue, Sweet Georgia Brown and Runnin' Wild, the
group have resurrected such good tunes as / Wanna Be Loved, By the
Beautiful Sea, Sugar Blues etc.
Kessel, Heaven be praised, plays
unamplified guitar on some of these tracks. Always afine technician we
can at last admire his tone uncluttered by electrical devices. The
excellent drumming on this record is by Shelly Manne, ayoung WestCoast musician shortly to pay us avisit with his own quartet.
Finally amusical joke that comes off. On Argo RG 117 ( 361 mins.)
are to be found a group of young gentlemen who play under the title
of the Temperance Seven Plus One. The music they perform is sheer
corn, but it is put over with agreat sense of fun. Such titles as Jolly Old
Boating Weather and Alexander's Record-Breaking Band receive the
cod- Dixieland treatment they richly deserve.
Sinclair Trail!
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IGH on tht. list of the most popular entertainers must be the name
of Jimmy Durante. Brunswick have recently issued "Jimmy
Durante at the Piano" on STA 3021 ( 30 mins.). Jimmy sings and plays
some of his own compositions e.g. - Start Off Each Day With a
Song," " Inka Dinka Doo" and other standards " You Made Me
Love You," " Shine on Harvest Moon," " Ida, Sweet as Apple Cider,"
etc. to the accompaniment of Jack Roth on drums. One tends to
forget that Jimmy is a pianist of considerable talent; he plays with
great enthusiasm and coupled with his unique vocal renderings, this
recording has captured all the wit, fun and charm of this top- line
performer.
Making her first long-player for Capitol is the refreshing new-comer
Janice Harper" With Feeling" (
T 1195). Janice is one of the few new
singers without agimmick, and she can be heard to best advantage on
I Was Hoping You'd Ask Me and INeed You. On the whole, Ithink
she should have been given better material than this collection of
ballads.
A brilliant recording of warm, exotic latin music comes from Martin
Denny—" Quiet Village" on London SAH-U 6055 ( 32 mins.). Denny,
arranger-composer, who plays the piano and celeste, leads his percussion
and rhythm group through a weird selection of tunes, the best tracks
being the Les Baxter compositions Quiet Village, Tune from Rangoon
and Coronation. Amongst the oddest are Firecracker and Sake Rock.
Personally Icould have done without the bird calls and some of more
contrived effects. However, this is a good record for demonstrating
equipment.
Paul Weston has long been famed for his successful recordings of
listening music. The latest selection of nostalgic numbers, " Music
for Memories" on Capitol T 1222 ( 35 mins.), is up to his usual high
standard. High-lighting the rich blending strings and brass are solos
by piano, trumpet and clarinet through familiar evergreens All the
Things You Are, Somebody Loves Me, Blue Moon.
Phyllida Upton
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TAPE REVIEWS

The

PARASTAT

JOHANN STRAUSS CONCERT.
The Leipzig Gewandhaus
Orchestra, conducted by Otto Dobrindt. Saga STA 7009. 74- i.s.
mono. 35s.
The titles on the box read Blue Danube, Pizzicato Polka, TritschTratsch Polka, etc., which is intriguing. In fact the "etc." is represented
by Roses from the South and Künstlerleben. With so much established,
this is by the far the most enjoyable tape within the lower price ranges
that has arrived to date. The Leipzig Gewandhaus are a formidable
orchestra for Strauss, but rise with evident enjoyment to the occasion,
even if they retain a certain Teutonic reserve. Iwould quarrel with
Herr Debrindt on two points only—the up-beats in Künstlerleben and
the horn tone introducing the Blue Danube. Apart from these minor
reservations, a most enjoyable half-hour; slightly over-recorded, but
warmly recommended.

(Regd.)

Treatment for L.P.

Records

(PATENTS APPLIED FOR)
BUY WHERE THERE IS A " PARASTAT" SERVICE
Used by Dealers who have the customer's interests at heart
This Machine serves three main
purposes in the handling of all
types of Gramophone Records.
1. It cleans simultaneously both
sides of the entire surface of the
record (including the label), and
removes every particle of dust or
foreign matter from the grooves
in less than ten seconds.

LEO CHAULIAC PLAYS EVERGREENS, from Maxims of Paris,
with rhythm accompaniment. Music on Tape No. 34-35127. 74 i.s.
mono. 69s. (49s. at 31 i.s.).
This is number four of the series, and the mind boggles at the mere
thought of the remainder. But let no one be deceived: this is the
ultimate in background music and requires no effort whatsoever on
the part of the listener. With M. Chauliac seated at the piano, awhole
string of old chestnuts come rolling out in a lush, carefree manner,
with numbers ranging from Malaguena to Ol' Man River. The most
constructive criticism and the highest praise that Ican offer is that
there is nothing whatsoever on this tape, except some curious bass
octaves on the piano, to disturb the train of thought; and don't tell
anybody, but Icaught up on some Christmas mail. . . .

2. Renders the record permanently inert to all Static
charges induced by any means,
leaving no trace on either groove
or record surface.
3. Reduces the coefficient of
friction between stylus and groove
wall at all points of violent
acceleration reducing tracing distortion wear and surface noise.

THE TALON SOMNO-TAPE.
Price 42s. Enquiries to Talon
Somno-Tapes, Farnham, Surrey.
The little booklet included with this small 3- in, spool is highly
informative, and warns the insomniac not to expect any really concrete results within amonth. With this in mind, noe.ing that Icould
write now, after asingle playing, can be of the least value. The results
of the " field trial " will he in next month's issue.

CECIL E. WATTS LTD
DARBY HOUSE - SUNBURY-ON-THAMES - MIDDX

AVAILABLE NOW

STRAUSS. Die Fledermaus, complete, in German. Cast includes
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, Nicolai Gedda, Helmut Krebs, Rita Streich,
with the Philharmonia Orchestra and Chorus, conducted by Herbert
von Karajan. Columbia CAT 286-7. 74 i.p.s. £88.s
A chance to listen to these tapes should not be missed, but whether
they really warrant an outlay of 8 guineas is quite another matter.
Very briefly, the performance is a marvel—no other word can do it
justice—and the recording likewise, apart from some shady patches in
the Finale to Act 2, and a more general shortage of top. But mere
music lovers, as opposed to operatic pundits, should beware: a very
large slice of the total time is dialogue, and the deciding factor in a
potential purchase must therefore be the fluency of the listener's
German—sink or swim!

FROM ANY GOOD BOOKSELLER
(INCLUDING ALL BRANCHES OF W. H. SMITH)

or

FROM ANY RECORD DEALER WHO SELLS BOOKS

THE

RECORD

GUIDE

DORITA AND PEPE, singing Spanish and South American songs to
guitar accompaniment. 10 numbers. Music on Tape CA 333. 31 i.s.
mono. 32s.
On the assumption that no further introduction to these two is
necessary, this is a warming programme of Latin-flavoured pops,
designed more as background music than as a high powered recital.
Most of the numbers, e.g. Jaliscio and Carnavalito are fairly hackneyed,
but some like the haunting Luna Humahuaguena impart agenuine
atmosphere. This is the first to arrive on the " home" or stereo
library from Music on Tape, and augurs well for the future. Available
in stereo at 74 i.s. at 80s., also in mono at 74 i.s. (40s.).

THE STEREO RECORD GUIDE is a comprehensive
review of all stereo records available in the field of classical
music ( with an additional section on light music), reviewed
by three critics who have made a speciality of stereo from
its inception.
Edited by Ivan March. the co-authors are Edward Greenfield
of The Guardian and Denis Stevens, of The Gramophone.
The foreword by Percy Wilson, technical editor of The
Gramophone, traces the background and history of stereo.
Available in a handsomely bound first edition, with an

attractively designed permanent dust jacket, the Stereo
Record Guide at 21/- is an essential purchase for any
music lover or record collector.

GEORGE CHAKIRIS SINGS GERSHWIN, Vol. 1, with the London
Variety Theatre Orchestra, conducted by Norman Stanfelt. Saga STA
7024. 74 i.s. mono. 35s.
High-powered singing, with no holds barred, and recorded in an
echo-chamber by the sound, but good value none the less. The
volume is anti-social, but no uncomfortable distortion; also the tape
is perfectly clean, for once. For the performance, which is refreshing,
to say the least, see Phyllida Upton last December, p. 521.

Orders can be accepted now through any bookseller,
through any record dealer who sells books, or by
sending 22/3 ( incl. postage & packing) with order direct
to publishers.

ORDER

YOUR COPY NOW!

THE LONG PLAYING RECORD LIBRARY, LTD.
Squires Gate Station Approach, Blackpool, Lancs.

John Neville
750

YOUR HI-FI DEALER

PICKUP RUMBLE

ALL

STOCK

LONDON'S FINEST SERVICE

PAD 3271 2
42 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I. MUS 2605

by RALPH WEST

Q

LONDON

UITE a number of crystal pickups, the cheaper ones, of course,
suffer from severe rumble. The gram motor is, naturally, blamed,
and indeed it is often the culprit. However, there are many cases where
unnecessary rumble is being endured.
This was very forcibly brought home to the writer just over a year
ago, when hastily trying to get stereo from disc going for the first time.
A Ronette Binofluid BF40 was hastily lashed (at the correct angle)
with selotape to the end of an Acos GP20 Arm.
The results were
shocking, and served the author right for being in such a tearing
hurry! Rumble, from the proved and trusted Garrard 301—or something, was loud enough to ruin all enjoyment. It even spoilt the Decca
stereo train! Bass was very boomy, and tended to make the Binofluid
hop about, even at E4 grams playing weight.

W' C.2

III- Fl DEMONSTRATION

AT ANY TIME

Stockists of equipment by Quad, Leak, Wharfedab, Goodmans, Garrard,
Lenco, Connoisseur,
Ferrograph,
Vortesion, Grundig, Simon, etc.
TAPE RECORDER

164 CHARING CROSS ROAD

SPECIALISTS
Tel: COV 1703, TEM 7587

LONDON AREA

MUSICRAFT
20/22 HIGH ST., SOU IHALL, MIDDX. SOU 3828
13 KING ST.. RICHMOND, SURREY
RIC 6798
80-82 UXBRIDGE ROAD, EALING, W.13 EA L6995

Weight needed

L

1121

MODERN ELE( TRICS LTD

No, it was not motor, pickup cartridge or arm at fault, only the
combination and absence of proper mounting—and the weight it
would have added. No correction was applied to this lashup, as
suitable mounting arrangements came along, but a very simple treatment would have cured the trouble, and this treatment has in fact been
used successfully several times since then. This applies equally well to
mono pickups, in fact pickups of all types. Crystal types are more
likely to be thus afflicted as they are usually much lighter in weight
than magnetic types.
The whole trouble is the lowest pickup resonance mode. In this
mode of vibration, the whole head, and the end of the arm with it,
vibrates about the stylus suspension. Any small disturbance to the

Ilours of business: 9.0(1 a.m.-6 p.m. Nion.-Na1. (Wed, early closing)

ESSEX TAPE RECORDER

and

HI-FI CENTRE

PART EXCHANGE SPECIALISTS
APPROVED DEALERS
FERROGRAPH,

BRENELL,

SIMON,

GRUNDIG,

REPS,

PHILIPS ETC. ETC., and ALL HI-FI EQUIPMENT
2

MARYLAND STATION, STRATFORD, E.15

MARyland 5879

TAPE TO DISC SERVICE

• I - 1m

78s or L.P.

..._STYLUS
COMPLIANCE
DISC
FIG 18

IN

207 EDGWARE ROAD, W2

RESONANT MODE TROUBLES

m t—

MAKES

Cash or Easy Terms

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS TO CURE

HEAD MASS PLUS
PART ARM MASS

LEADING

QUEENSVVAY RECORDING STUDIOS
123, Queensway, London, W.2.
Tel: BAYswater 4992

m,L = Mg.(

Tape Recorders " Sales- Exchanges"

FIG 2

FIG IC

Fig. I. Showing how vertical and lateral resonances are made up.
Fig. 2. The lever principle applied to counterbalance arms
I

stylus tip—music or rumble—sets it off.
This oscillation causes
relative movement of stylus and head, and therefore produces asignal
output. This is, of course, at the frequency of resonance. It is more
likely to be excited by disturbances at and near its own frequency, and
that is why rumble (from the motor, or on the disc) and bass notes are
(continued on page 753)
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RIMINGTON VAN WYCK LTD
42-43 CRANBOURN STREET
The Gramophone Lover's Mecca
FIRST IN HIGH FIDELITY REPRODUCTION
Telephone: GERrard 1171

Build your

own

HI-FI!

LONDON •\ REA
Established 191i)

At last , A specially selected and designed Mr
Sound Installation for your home at
really reasonable cost e
You save because you assemble everything
yourself following our step by step instructions. You pain because you learn about the •
equipment as you build and are able to service and maintain it afterwards. Best of all
—you'll have fun buildi ng it and be thrilled
with the finished instrument which will
bring you an entirely new experience in the
BROCHURE — POST TODAY
enjoyment of sound No previous skill or
experience is needed. Post coupon now for
To: RADIOSTRUCTOR, Dept. H.42
full details, without any obligation. Easy
40 Russell Street, Reading, Berks.
terms available. Equipment includes:—
Please send Brochure without obligation to:
Luxury Cabinets
Top Quality Amplifier
suitable for stereo or non-stereo reproducNome
tion VHF FM Radio Units Record Player
Tape Recorder
HI -Fi Speaker System.
Address

RADIOSTRUCTOR

lir,taars Learitna Radio Trauzing Orgarusat'ort3 (
315)

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD.
Makers of the " Cooper- Smith" High Fidelity Amplifiers
287-9 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2
Tel: PA Ddington 589117595

LONDON AREA W.I

WEBB'S

FOR

EXPERT

ON

ALL

ATTENTION

HI-FI

MATTERS

Export arrangements a speciality by sea, air or personal export.
BLOCK CAPS PLEASE

WEBB'S

.60

751

RADIO,

14

SOHO

STREET,

LONDON,

W.I.

GERrard 2089

PROFESSIONAL

For the connoisseur ...

mminux

HIGH PRECISION MAGNETIC RECORDING HEADS

jvç•,••••E

Here is a double-channel, stereosonic amplifier to delight the
eye as well as the ear of any connoisseur of good music. We
don't apologise for the price. Perfection can never be achieved
at line cost. We will, however, accept your compliments on
achieving aspecification as near perfection as human ingenuity
can achieve. We are proud of the TWA/1515. It has every facility
for recording monaural and stereo tape, as well as monaural
and stereo replay of tape, gram, radio and microphone.

Mfg. by Technisch-Physilcalisches Laboratorium
Munich, W. Germany.

TYPE VKH4 1track stereo record/replay head. Gap length
3.5 micron (. 00014 in.) response up to 15 Kc/s at 3.75 .. p.s.
Crosstalk > 55 dB ( 50-10,000 c/s).
Price complete with mu- metal shield
£6 6s. Od.

Sherley TWA 151 5 High Fidelity Stereosonic Amplifier

96 gns.

TYPE VLF4 associated Ferrite erase head

Write now for details of the TWA/I515 and
other monaural and stereosonic equipment
in the range, at prices from 22 gns.

ABOR

A

COMMERCIAL

TRADING

CO.

LTD.

27 THE DRIVE, EDGWARE, MIDDX.

VVorth,og 30536

TRIUMPHAL

SOUND BUSINESS
W. M. TYSON

M.Brit.I.R.E.

OFFERS YOU

EXCLUSIVE PERSONAL ADVICE AND
EXPERT AFTER- SALES SERVICE

MARCH

As the long ceremonial trumpets, placed on either side of the stage,
welcome Radames and his victorious army with the antiphony of their
festive fanfares, they proclaim, too, another resounding triumph for
stereo. Decca's new Aida still leaves the visual pageantry to the
imagination—though one day, no doubt, video-cum-stereo tape will
bring the dancing girls and the elephants right into our homes!— but
as an aural spectacle it is both exhilarating and awe-inspiring. In less
than ayear stereo, thanks to Rheingold, Peter Grimes, Bohème and now
Aida, has transformed recorded opera to an astonishing degree, as you
will surely discover when sampling these performances under the
ideal, home-like conditions obtaining in our pleasant showroom. Do
not think, however, that stereo is concerned only with operatic spectacle
(not to mention such irrelevant and unmusical pursuits as trainspotting or rides on fire-engines!): even the simplest of musical textures
—such as we find, for example, in the slow movement of Bach's A
minor Triple Concerto—acquires a fresh, luminous beauty thanks to
stereophony.

Specialist in the very best equipment

FOR

SOUND TAILORED TO YOUR HOME.
AMPLIFIERS • SPEAKER SYSTEMS
TRANSCRIPTION MOTORS

At 100 Queensway you can listen at leisure to the music you like
best on a wide range of mono and stereo equipment to suit every
purse—equipment hand-picked for its reliability and for its domestic
suitability. Here you may obtain expert advice—based on the unrivalled
experience of installing true high fidelity equipment in countless homes
over the past 15 years—and thereby avoid costly mistakes, whether
in choosing equipment or in building up a record library. We stock
all the finest stereo discs, and every Saturday afternoon—from 2 to
4.30—we present LIVE RECORD REVIEW, our celebrated weekly
recital devoted to the latest mono and stereo releases. Just pay a visit
to MUSIC IN THE HOME any Saturday afternoon; no tickets are
required but you may telephone us, if you wish, for advance details
of our next programme. For individual demonstration and consultation we are open daily from 9.30 to 5.30, except Thursdays ( closed)
and Fridays ( open 9.30 till 7).

PICK-UPS • TAPE RECORDERS
TUNERS • RCA 16 MM. PROJECTORS
AVANT IC, B.T.H., CAPITOL, CONNOISSEUR, DECCA,
EMISONIC ORTHOTONE, GARRARD, GOODMANS,
GIRU NDIG, LEAK, LENCO, QUAD, R.C.A., ROGERS,
WHARFEDALE, ETC., ETC.
EQUIPMENT SENT ANYWHERE

"E" SONIC
W

Od.

For full details of this superb head and other types write to:—

TORIESLtd.

3 Prospect Place, Worthing, Susser. Teh.pone

£3 10s.

Thomas Dinh'',

M. TYSON, M. Br•t.I.R.E., 41 Rus5ell Street,
Leamington Spa. ' phone 35.

BA Y.stiater 2077
752

MUSIC IN THE

HOME

loo QUEENSWAY LONDON W2

PICKUP RUMBLE—(continued)

1-01 "It 111-1,1
tountrq and Prorineial

accentuated so much. If it becomes violent enough, the head may drag
the stylus right out of the groove.
Vertical resonance can also occur, but, unless excessive, is not
usually noticed on amono pickup since it should produce no electrical
output for vertical stylus motion. With stereo pickups, it is serious,
since it does produce an electrical output from both channels. The two
outputs are equal in magnitude but opposite in phase, so what is
actually heard depends on the room, speaker spacing, and the listener's
position.

BATH. somi
• \\ especialise in High Fidelity Equipment
e MI leading makes in stock
,

C. MILSOM & SON
The Home of Musk
NORTHGATE, BATH

Mass x compliance
The frequency of these resonances depends on the mass involved—
usually that of the head plus part of the arm, and the stiffness (or
compliance) of the stylus mounting. It is inversely proportional to the
square root of ( mass x compliance). With the more expensive pickups
this compliance is very high ( i.e. stiffness very small), so that both of
these resonant frequencies are too low to cause trouble. The design
aim is to get them well below audibility, and also below the lowest
predominant motor vibration. Below audibility means below 30 c/s and
below about 24 c/s suits most four- pole and all two-pole motors. How
much below, is one of the things you pay for! High compliance
means a relatively delicate movement, or at least one needing delicate
handling. It also means, as a rule, a smaller electrical output as less
driving force is available.
If the stylus mounting is stiffer, then to get an acceptably low
resonance the head must be heavier. Note this does not imply increased
playing weight or stylus pressure. The cure is now quite obvious—
add weight to the head, and counterbalance back to the original
playing weight. Sometimes this means adding extra weight to the
counterbalance weight already there, sometimes merely increasing a
spring tension. The gravity balanced case is simple mathematics
m•L
M•I ( fig. 2). The spring case must use a pickup balance.

BEXLEYHEATH
NORTH

KENT

Hi -Fi CENTRE
BROADWAY

RADIO

THE

RECORDER AND HIGH FIDELITY
WITH THE PERSONAL TOUCH

BEXLEYHEATH

SPECIALISTS

Demonstrations of all : ceding Equ;pments, Recorders and Loudspeakers.
DELIVERIES " OFF THE SHELF"

BIRMING11 Vs1

GRIFFIN RADIO LTD (

THE HIGH FIDELITY )
PEOPLE

ALL MAKES OF LEADING EQUIPMENT
BUILT UP TO CUSTOMER'S SPECIFICATION

Stockists of the famous Ortofon " C " Pick-up
122 BRISTOL STREET, BIRMINGHAM 5

MID 1359

Hi-Fi

THE BEST — OR THE BEST
YOU CAN AFFORD
IS OBTAINABLE FROM

Phone.

F. BEN FELL LTD

Watch your weight!

BLACKPOOL 287.56

17 CHEAPSIDE, off Abingdon St., BLACKPOOL,

By doubling the effective mass, the resonant frequencies ( lateral and
vertical) are reduced N,2 or 0.707 times.
Don't however be too
enthusiastic with this treatment, or several other troubles may show up.
Too much extra weight can't be good for the pivots, and will increase
friction anyway. Too much extra weight also means too much extra
inertia; that will show up with badly warped records and badly sprung
motor boards—swingers too, if we listened to them. A threepenny
piece weighs about 7grams, and three of them ought to make enough
difference in most cases. Lead is more compact and more amenable
to shaping with simple hand tools. Use new lead, not used lead, the
police may catch you!
Nothing has been said about increasing compliance. That is a
tricky surgical operation, even if at all feasible, since it involves the
basic design. Better leave that part intact!
This is not a panacea for all pickup ills, but there are many headcum-arm combinations in existence that could be improved considerably by a little careful treatment on the lines suggested.
R. L. W.

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY

LANCS

MAIL ORDER

BOLTON

6247

HARKER & HOWARTH
Monaural and Stereophonic Comparator
Quad, Leak, Rogers. Beam Echo. RCA, Goodsell, Pamphonic,
Dulci, Chapman, Tannoy, Wharfedale, Goodman, WB, etc.

•

7 THE ARCADE

BRADSHAWGATE

BOURNEMOUTH

NATIONAL

It_i1110 SUPPLIES

66 I
loldenhurst Road,

Bournemouth
componcnts

id: 25232

BRISTOL

NEW BOOKS on III-FI
Stereo: a new book by Briggs
Mullard Circuits for Audio Amplifiers
Hi-Fi Made Easy by Crowhurst
World Radio Handbook by Hans Johansen
The Grundig Book revised edition ...
Tape Recording as a Pastime by Arnison and Gardner ...
Magnetic Recording by Quartermaine
Quality Amplifiers for A. C. mains by Data
• .•

4186

BROADWAY

TAPE

228

BEXLEYHEATH

HI-FI & TAPE RECORDER SPECIALISTS
Acoustical
Armstrong
Chapman

11 6
94

Goodmans
Leak
Pye

R.C.A.
Wharfedale
Brenell

Ferrograph
Grundig
Wyndsor

BRISTOL & WEST RECORDING SERVICE LTD

16/6
13 6
16"5/-

Park

R..,

lirt.tol.

I

Tel: Bristol 20763

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI REQUIREMENTS

REECE

Postage has been included in the above prices

UNIVERSAL BOOK CO.
12 Little Newport Street, London, W.C.2. (adjoining Lisle St.)

I & 2 PEAS HILL
753

of CAMBRIDGE
Telephone: 59349

Get it TAPED
naturally

SIZES
FEET

to perfection

STANDARD
TOTAL RUNNING
TIME
PRICE
(dips)

t

3.

150

8imo

4.

300

I6 "

5'

600

32"

1

454"

1

s

LONG PLAY
TOTAL RUNNING

o

on

MSS

PRICE

225

I2aims

g

10 0

450

25"

0 0

850

454"

S

D

8 6
146
1 80

I 15 0

5i .

850

7 6

1200

1. 4...

7'

1200

lim 4rois

1 15 0

1800

1..36"

2 10 0

8r

1750

1..33"

2 10 0

2400

2.. 8"

3 100

3'

300

5'

161HRs

SUPERGRADE

10 6

5.1. 1

1200

1HA 4 "

800

1..36"

3 10 0

7'

2400

2.. 8"

4 00

MSS
MSS

Too.

lilies)

5 6

DOUBLE PLAY

A CAMPER OF TN(

FEET

RECORDING

2

50 ,

1200

1HR 4mHts

2 186

Mastertape

COMPRNT

11/4IT(D.

SHOWROOM AND STUDIO

COLNOROOK.

RUCKS

TEL

II BLOOMSBURY STREET

COLNIIROOK

24)1

LONDON

WI

GROUP OF COMPANIES

FRANCIS OF
STREATHA

*

COMPLETE TAPE RECORDER
SPECIALISTS

*

LARGEST
SELECTION
LATEST MODELS

OF

•The Centre for Prompt Personal Attention and respect for your Pocket
NO EXTRA FOR CREDIT
No interest nr charges on H.R. up to

18 months

FREE SERVICE WHILST UNDER GUARANTEE

HIRE SERVICE

Tape Recorders nvadebic on hire from 45/- per week.

MICROPHONES AND MIXERS

L s. d.
Lustraphone LD 66 ... . .
4 2
Lustraphone
Lustrette" M/C
3 7
7 17
Lustraphone VR 44 Ribbon
Lustraphone LF1f759 Dynamic ...
8 18
Simon ' Cadenza " Dynamic ...
10 10
Grundig GCM 3 ...
6 6
8 15
Reslo Ribbon ...
2 2
TSL 3- Channel Mixer
Grundig Mixer
We will gladly advise on the type best suited to your
Also by Ronette, Asas, etc.
requirements.
HI-FI &

ASSOCIATED

EQUIPMENT

L

s.

d.

Rogers Junior FM
Tuner
Armstrong ST .3
Dulci AM/FM
Jason FM
Jason JTV/2
Pye FM
Trtxtereo
Garrard 4HF

24 13 5
26 gns.
23 15 8
22 15 8
25
7 3
20 0 7
26 5 0
8 17 8

Quad Amplifier

22 10

TAPE

TO

DISC

0
AND

Quad 11 Control Unit
Collaro 4T200
Lenco
GL/58
less
cartridge ..
Garrard 301
.
Jason J2-10 MKIII .
Leak Stereo 20 .

25
It

19 17 6
22 7 3
37 10 0
30 9 0

Loudspeakers by—
Expert,
C.Q.,
W.B.,
Wharfedale, etc.
TAPE

COPY

s. d.
o o
13 o

SERVICE

Pye,

Amplion .
26'.
•Brenell Mk. V
Brenelt 3 star . ..
58
*Brenell 3 star Stereo 81
Elizabethan Avon .
21
Elizabethan " Princess " 39
Elizabethan Major ... 59
Elpico TR.400
26
E.M.I. TR.5I ... 100
*Ferrograph 4AN
81
•Ferrograph 4A N/H ... 86
•Ferrograph 4A N/S
88
*Ferrograph 808 .. 105
29
Fidelity Argyll .. .
*Grundig TK60 Stereo
128
Grundig TK20 . . . . 52
*Grundig TK25 ......62
*Grundig TK30 ... 72
*Grundig TK35 . .
02
•Harting 4Track Stereo 86
H.M.V. "" —
C50
*Korting 4TrackStereo 68
Magnafon ..
49
Philips EL 3515 ... ... 32
Philips EL 3518 .. ... 57
*Reflectograph Stereo 149
•Reflectograph 500 ... 94

gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.
0 0
gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.
gns.

*Saba .
79 Ens.
*Simon SP4
95 gns.
Simon Minstrelle
39 gns.
Spectone 161
49 gns.
•Telefunken 76 4 Track
64 gns.
*Telefunken KL85
75 gns.
*Telefunken 85K
79 gns.
*Telefunken 75/15
54 gns.
Trio
29 gns.
Verdik
45 gns.
Veritone " Venus "
... 58 ens.
*Vortexion WVA
£93 13 0
'Vortex ion WVB
£110
3 0
Walter 101 ... 29 gns.
Walter 303 De Luxe ... 42 gns.
Walter 505 ... ... 57 gns.
Wyndsor Victor ... 45 gns.
*Microphone extra.
BATTERY OPERATED
TRANSISTOR RECORDERS
Grundig " Cub "
26 gns.
Clarion . .
25 gns.
Minivox ...
37 gns.
Fi -Cord .
59 gns.
Stuzzi " Magnette " ..
69 gns.
Steelman
55 gns.

ALWAYS AVAILABLE Pre- Recorded Tapes by Saga and " Music on Tape." etc.
ALSO Tapes of every size and type by leading makers ready for prompt dispatch.

169-171 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I6
Between St. Leonard's Church
and Streatham Station

754

STReatham 0466 0192

YOUR HI-FI DEALER

READERS' PROBLEMS

CANTERBURY, KENT

SORTED OUT BY " CROSSOVER"

Consult GOULDENS

Record equalisation
Dear Crossover:—I have recently purchased a quality amplifier,
which has a frequency correction switch for various records, i.e.
R.I. A.A.—A . E.S.—F.F.R.R.—N.A.R.T. B.
Could you please let me know what these letters stand for, as up to
now Ihave only been able to find out one, which is Decca, as they
have F.F.R.R. on their label. Yours truly, D. P., Finsbury.

HI-FI EQUIPMENT • HI- Fl INSTALLATIONS
HI-FI CABINETS
36 HIGH STREET, CANTERBURY
Telephone: 4034

RES of COVENTRY

In order to achieve the best compromise between an even response to
all recorded frequencies, and a good ratio of programme to noise, the
process of making a gramophone record must include some degree of
bass cut and top boost. To begin with—and indeed even up to 1955—
the different recording companies felt free to introduce their own ideas
as to the optimum frequency characteristic to use, with the result that
a host of slightly different circuits were employed. The only way in
which we can replay these discs to get back to the exact quality of the
original signal is to switch in a different frequency equalisation circuit
for each make of record.
For example, the Acoustical Manufacturing Company's Quad II
Control Unit uses a push-button selector system allowing 7 different
characteristics, and has a chart listing the correct equalisation for more
than 60 makes and types of record! Fortunately for all of us, international
agreements were reached in 1955, and all companies now use astandard
characteristic. This is usually referred to as the R.LA.A. Curve, or as
British Standard Specification B.S.S. 1928/1955. R.LA.A. stands for
Radio Industries Association of America, and in the case of your amplifier is the correct setting for all Lp. records. The other positions would
only hold good for pre- 1955 discs, and refer to Audio Engineering
Society, Full Frequency Range Recording ( Decca), and National
Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters, respectively.
•

SPECIALISTS
IN
HIGH
FIDELITY
and all makes of Tape Recorders
All leading makes of High Fidelity Equipment stocked and demonstrated under ideal conditions. * The Best Selection — Terms and
After Sales Service in the Midlands.
R.E.S ( Coventry) Ltd. 128 Far Gosford St.
Coventry 60913

LEADING

'Es

-

D

L

TAPE

RECORDERS

STOCKED

61 WEST STREET, DORKING

Tel. 4229

Amplifiers, Tuners, Arms, Motors, Cartridges, Speakers, Cabinets, Enclosures, etc.
OWN CABINET WORKS. We like specials
Antique Conversions
Modern Record Browserie

DUDLEY. WORCS.

J. P. WH ITTAK ER & SON
214 HIGH STREET

Choosing asecond speaker

r- - -11
F
L
J

Tel: 3201

Stockists of Resistors, Condensers, Tapes, Speakers,
Amplifiers and Recorders.
HiFi Equipment to
customer's own requirements.
Demonstrations —
Mullard, G.E.C., Williamson and R.C.A. Amplifiers.

EXETER— DEVON

FILDEWS •

99 FORE STREET

EXETER
PHONE: 74161/2

We cover the whole of Devon with Quad. Leak, Rogers, Tannoy. Goodman,
Wharfedale.
Main FERROGRAPH Distributors for the area.

1

1
—

OF

The High Fidelity Centre

Dear Sir:—Ihave been a regular reader of your magazine, which
even penetrates to such remote parts as this, for the last two years. I
got myself an excellent set when Iwas in London earlier this year—
Connoisseur Turntable, Decca ffss pickup, Quad 22 and main amplifier
and Tannoy 12 in. dual concentric speaker. The last Ihave mounted in
a Briggs's horn loaded enclosure and the result is superb. Ihave now
CONTROL
BOX

MAKES

Purchase your Hi Fi units from us and we will build and install Free of Charge

1
1

FARNHAM, SURREY
*
*
*
*

1

CARPET
10

25 .

LLOYD & KEYWORTH LTD., The Record Shop

CURTAINS

26/7 Downing Street, Farnham, Surrey
Telephone: Farnham 5534
SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE HI-FI SPECIALISTS

WINDOW

been bitten by the stereo bug and therein lies the rub—Ihave alounge
which, while fine for monaural, is areal problem for stereo. Ienclose
asketch on aseparate page.
The sketch shows my present monaural set-up, which gives good
listening all over the room. However, as you see it has only one
corner, and my loudspeaker requires a corner for the bass. Ihave
experimented with stereo, using a borrowed Quad main amplifier
and a Wharfedale speaker enclosure. With the speakers at A and B
(continued on page 757)

HA LI FAX
YORKSHIRE'S LEADING TAPE RECORDER
SPECIALISTS
Comparative Demonstrations Daily.
Call and see our extensive range. HiFi Stockists.
Official Telefunken Service Agents
TREVOR FAWTHROP LTD.
17, RAWSON STREET

ALL SMALL TOOLS FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR

HIGH N,‘ YCON1131

Phone: Halifax 66832

CKS

M. W. KEEN LTD

BUCK and RYAN LTD.
310 312 Euston Rd., London N.W.I.

Stockists of all the leading makes of High- Fidelity Equipment
Comparative Demonstrations
Cabinet Manufacturers and Designers
Personal service and satisfaction guaranteed

Tel : EUS 4661

and at 261 Edgware Road, W.2
755

.O14014 — from records, tape or radio
all at
Ate /

The LONDON

AUDIO FAIR

1960

on April 21st- 24th
HOTEL RUSSELL, RUSSELL SQUARE, W.C.1
Home music systems from makers of distinction throughout the worid
will be displayed and demonstrated.
Complimentary invitation obtainable from

your

nearest

Radio,

Music,

Record, or Gramophone dealer or from —

AUDIO FAIRS LTD., 22 ORCHARD STREET, LONDON, W.1

The Saba Story
The Saba Tape Recorder is made at Villingen in the Black Forest. It is atwo-speed-7i and 3î i.p.s., twin
track, two way machine built to profrssional standards. When recording it reverses automatically and stops at the
end of track II; when playing back it reverses until stopped. It takes 7inch reels, giving over 4 hours playing
time at 3/. i.p.s. The record-replay heads measure o.000l6 ins., which with careful attention to circuitry give
frequency responses of 40 to 20,000 c.p.s. at 71 and 40 to 16,000 at 31- i.p.s., all ± 3dB, at asignal-to-noise
ratio better than —4o dB :tweeted,
including hum. This means that, at normal room volume,
arecording of the average fin. broadcast
41.
,... ,,,---..,,,,. sounds the same at either speed. The
combined wotv and flutter is less than
-7.
(
se —- ..
.„-0.4% at the slower speed, and cannot
.„, -be detected even on sustained piano\ _,.rn.. ...,
notes. The heavy external rotor
type motor is silent in operation,
e
i
f;1 _.---.
and has good long-term stability.
The Saba will fast wind 1,800 ft. in -. t'e-14%.».,,,..... -either direction in under 3 minutes
with even and drum-tight spooling.
Braking is instantaneous, even onfast
wind, tvithout spill or strain. The
rentode output with triode driver
(ECL82) will deliver 31 watts
without audible distortion into two
eliptical speakers 7 >< 4 ins. Then
are separate inputs for low-impedance
microphone, radio and pick-up, all of
which may be left permanently connected;
there is aknob to choose the one required. There are
outputs to an external amplifier, to the
output stage of aradio and to an external speaker. The internal speakers can monitor; there is an erase cut-out
button. Clicks on the tape are attenuated. Control is entirely by relays, actuated by illuminated buttons; no pressure
pads are used. The Saba which is housed in atuvotone brown case will give many years of that contentment born
of the conviction that one has the best. It costs 79 guineas without microphone. Write .for multi-coloured fu'lly
descriptive brochure to Dept. SS3, Selmer, 114 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.
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READERS' PROBLEMS—(continued)
(necessitating blocking the two doors) was not good, giving a "shadow"
near the window. Leaving my speaker where it is, and putting the
second at C, was fair and greatly improved by a sheet of composition
board D. However, this obstructed passage, and was not approved by
the lady of the house! The speakers at E and F were fair, but the listening area was very small—confined to one couch by the window.
Ishould appreciate a reply if you have any ideas as to the solution
to my problem, taking into account the fact that the house is Government owned, and Ican make no structural alterations. Wishing you
success to your excellent magazine in 1960. Yours faithfully, G.S.,
Lusaka, N. Rhodesia.

DE.ILEIS

HUDDERSFIELD

Phone: 8238

Yorkshire Sound Centre
5 OUTCOTE BANK
Choose your HiFi and Stereo Equipment under expert guidance
Cabinets, Enclosures and Amplifiers made to order

KI kill' I1

J. S. RAMSBOTTOM & CO. LTD.

We agree that you have assembled an excellent set of monaural
equipment, and feel that it would be agreat pity to install stereo of anything but equivalent quality of reproduction'. In view of the difficulties
in layout—and the profusion of doors!— we have two suggestions,
neither of which you may consider ideal. Perhaps other readers may be
able to help.
Firstly, a workable arrangement would be to leave your existing
loudspeaker in its present corner position, and employ areflex enclosure
as second speaker. This could live normally at position C, but be mounted
on strong castors to permit its being pulled out to a position which
experiment proved to give agood stereo balance. As asecond suggestion,
we have marked possible positions X and Y. which we feel would provide
a useful listening area; though it does not include a corner position for
your existing loudspeakers.

WE HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF HI- F1
EQUIPMENT IN THE NORTH OF ENGLAND
Demonstration arranged in your own holm
All the leading makes
COOK LANE, KEIGHLEY, YORKSHIRE. Tel: 3C55

RADIO HOUSE, 11.5111I 12111 50. St It1(1.1

PHONE 2214

Maurice Richards Ltd.
CHE MID-SURREY
III El " .,‘ ND " STEREO " SPECIALISTS
Comparator Demonstration, at any time by Appointment
using
Quad • Leak • Pye • Armstrong • T.S.L. • Tandberg
Tannoy • Dynatron • Lorenz • Wharfedale and other
Makes oi Equipment

Rumble
LEEDS

Dear Sirs— Irefer to the letter published on pages 603/605 of your
January issue signed L.L., London.
If your suggested remedy does not cure the trouble with rumble this
gentleman is experiencing, perhaps Imay be allowed to offer a suggestion. Ireplaced certain items of my equipment about amonth or so
ago ( still mono, I'm afraid) and a part of this reconstruction scheme
was the installation of apair of Thorens TD124 motors. Iretained the
Leak Mk. II Dynamic pickups although Ihad new diamonds put in the
LP heads. ( The 78 heads were still OK after four years' heavy use!).
On fitting the pickups to the new motors 1 was (to put it mildly)
astounded to hear rumble ( on LP) from one of them! The cure was
simple—once it was tracked down! At the rear of the Leak arm are
two cheek-pieces, one on either side of the central spindle. They are
secured by a screw passed through a spacing collar behind the slotted
metal strip. ( This is seen from the front on raising the arm.)
Carefully remove the screw, by unscrewing it just sufficiently to allow
the outer cheek- piece to be lifted away, taking care not to lose the
brass spacer. The inside of the base is now seen.
There is arubber pointed wedge fitted into the spindle, which should
be pointed straight back, and just at the correct height on the spindle
to allow a little of the metal to be seen above it. Idiscovered that the
wedge on the pickup causing the rumble was too far to one side,
causing the pickup to push against it and, presumably, against the side
of the groove. Anyway, straightening the rubber wedge cured my
rumble trouble. Yours faithfully, E.B.T., Woodford Green.
P.S. If L.L. tries the pickup without the cheek-pieces on, before
adjusting the wedge, and the rumble disappears, then the fun of making
the subtle adjustment can start! If rumble is still there, then it is
probably motor mounting as you say.

LEEDS ONLY HI-FI SPE-C1 ,
11 ISTS

P.W.B. AUDIO
41 CALL LANE, LEEDS, I. Tel. 28559

COMPARATIVE DEMONSTRATIONS OF ALL LEADING
MAKES OF HI-FI EQUIPMENT— REPAIRS TO TAPE
RECORDERS AND AUDIO EQUIPMENT ONLY.

LEICESTER

ALL YOUR HI-FI REQUIREMENTS
QUAD • LEAK • B.T.H. • ALTOBASS • DULCI • PAMPHONIC
Speakers by WHARFEDAI.E • LOWTHER • ROGERS • W.B. • PAMPHONIC
Tape Recorder, FERROGRAPH • BRENELL • GRUND1G • HARTING
RE( ORD DEPT • COMPARATOR

LEICESTER CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LTD.
HIGH STREET

Telephone: 20431

LUTON

COVENTRY

RADIO

We m.eleoine you to v, hat is probably the finest demonstration room in the country, with the best in amplifiers,
tuners, speakers, players and tape recorders
flutes from Luton station slop at our door

189'191 Dunstable Road. lut on

Ask for Coventry Radio, Bury Park

Telephone: LUTON 7388/9

HIGH FIDELITY ( MAIDSTONE) LTD.
*STOCKISTS AND AGENTS OF ALL THE BEST EQUIPMENT
*SPECIAL STEREO DEMONSTRATION ROOM

READERS'

PROBLEMS— SOME

UNANSWERED!

* MAIL ORDER, AND EXPORT SPECIALISTS, FULL CREDIT FACILITIES
* ALL ENQUIRIES RECEIVE PERSONAL ATTENTION OF PROPRIETORS

URING the past few weeks we have been inundated with letters
from readers, asking advice, or presenting problems that have
arisen. This has resulted in abacklog of correspondence which cannot
be cleared quickly. We therefore ask our readers who have written,
and whose letters may not have been acknowledged, to be patient.
They are being dealt with in strict rotation; but in nearly every case
each problem requires its own individual reply, and these replies can
only be handled by experienced staff.

D

57 KING STREET, MAIDSTONE, KENT

Tel: Maidstone 56064

MAN( Ill SI IR

FORSYTHE BROS. IATI).
HI-FI •

STEREO •

TAPE RECORDERS

(DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY)
PLEASE MENTION HI-FI NEWS WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTS

126-128 DEANSGATE

757

PHONE: LILA 3281

)OIIt III- II DE.1LER
MANCHESTER

Om»

*

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid, and accompanied by a postal order, money order, or cheque, made payable to
" HiFi News ". They must be clearly written or typed, and must
be in the form of a separate sheet of paper if included with a letter
dealing with other subjects.
The rate is 6d. per word, with a minimum charge of 7/6d. Box
numbers may be used for an extra charge of 1/6d.
No responsibility will be accepted by the editor, the publishers, or
the printers of" HiFi News ", for the quality of any goods offered,
bought, or exchanged through the medium of these columns, or for
any failure in payment, etc., though the greatest care will be taken to
ensure that only bona-fide advertisements are accepted. Trade rates
and conditions on application.

ALL, MAKES STOCKED *

8 DEANSGATE
(Near Grosvenor Hotel)

MANCHESTER 3

HIGH FIDELITY DEVELOPMENTS LTD

PALMERS of

Tel: DEA 3825

MIDDLESBROUGH
DARLINGTON

JASON ' LEAK ' ROGERS' PAMPHONIC' W.B.
WHARFEDALE ' R.C.A. • GOODMANS ' GRUNDIG
Call or send for lists -

For Sale
Decca ffss new and sealed in boxed carton, £ 18 post paid.- Box ( London) 072.

3 East Street, Darlington or 106 Newport Road, Middlesbrough

HIGH

FIDELITY

IN

Wharfedale W12FS, £ 12. Wharfedale Super 8FS, £ 5. Wharfedale Super 3, £ 5.
Exact to specification, genuine. Williamson Amplifier £23. RCA New Orthophonie
pre-amp £9. RCA New Orthophonic power-amp, £ 14. RCA I5-in. High Fidelity
20 watt bass unit, £ 15. All as new.- Box (Surrey) 073.

OXFORD

Ampex stereo/mono tape-playing equipment for sale. £230.-Box ( London) 074.

HORNS
SI X

SOUTH PARADE
Telephone: Oxford 55360

Information •

Demonstration •

Collectors items of Swing Music, never released 1935 through 1949-Bill Ordowski.
-Box 121, Port Huron, Michigan, U.S.A.
OXFORD

Bargains in Stereo and HiFi Equipment. New and slightly used. Quad Mk. II &
T/C, as new, 29 gns. Leak TL12 & T/C. 15 gns. K.B. Stereo TIC, 15 gns. Amp.. £ 15.
Q Flex Stereo, £ 18 18s. Pamphonic Stereophonic, 23 gns. Pye Proctor, 17 gns. Sound
Sales Junior, 17 gns. Rogers Senior, 19 gns. Rogers Junior 8t Pre-amplifier, 16 gns.
Pye Mozart Amplifier/Tone Control, 14 gns. Q Flex Speaker. 11 gns. Sound Sales
Phase Inverter, 16 gns. G- Plan Speaker enclosure, 15 gns. Other enclosures from
£4 10s. Axiom 80, £ 17 10s. Axiom 80 in cabinet, 25 gns. Tannoy G.R.F., 69 gns.
Midax, £7 15s. Trebax, £5 19s. Pye Senior speaker, 25 gns. W.B. Column, 16 gns.
Expert Column, 24 gns. Wharfedale 15-in. unit corner enclosure. 37 gns. Lowther
Tape Pre-amplifier, £ 15 10s. Grundig TK 10 Recorder, 35 gns. Tandburg Stereophonic
69 gns. Magnafon Tape Transcriptor unit, 19 gns. Garrard 4HF Stereophonic Player
unit, 17 gns. Garrard 89 Autochanger unit. £7 15s. Walter Tape Unit, £ 12 15s.
Pye AM/FM SP Tuner, 25 gns. SP FM, 19 gns. Chapmans FM81, £9 I5s. Philco
SP FM Tuner, II gns. Dynatron FM Tuner, 17 gns. Quad AM, £5 I9s. 6d. Sound
Sales FM, 12) gns. Chapmans FM 85 AM/FM Tuner, 15 gns. Pye Super Black Box
with Electrostatic Speaker, 45 gns. Send S.A.E. for fuller list. Holley's, 315 Camberwell Road, London, S.E.5. ROD 4988.

Installation

PETERBOROUGH, NORTHANTS

Tel: 5545

Hi Fi Equipment and Record Specialists
Tape Recorders - Record Players
Comparative demonstrations of all leading makes of Audio equipment

CAMPKIN'S RECORD SHOP
28 CUMBERGATE (opp. G.P.0.)
also at KP Camera Shop. Kings Parade. Cambridge

Pye Tuner HET Ill W (in cabinet). Hardly used. Perfect condition, £25. Phone:
Crayford 24651 (evenings).

PLYMOUTII, DI \ ON

ALBERT

E.

Two new Tannoy 15-in. Monitors ( ARU loaded) in beautiful sapele cabinet, Photo,
£48 each. Ortofon Stereo arm perfect. £9.- Box No. 076.

FORD LTD;

Going abroad, must sell new G.E.C. 12-watt amplifier, pre-amp., Periphonic cabinet
speaker unit: Decca 3-speed HMV 45 players, £50. Transistor radio, £8. Ring SHE
5343 (evenings).

84 CORNWALL STREET, PLYMOUTH
Tel: Plymouth 63319
Specialist attention for Specialist equipment, by
ACOUSTICAL, LEAK. ROGERS. JASON. ARMSTRONG. C.O.,
GOODMAN. LOVVTHER, WHARFEDALE, etc.
CABINETS AND ENCLOSURES TO ORDER

Dynatron Ether Princess Radiogram Model P.I08.
1955. £75 o.n.o. PUTney 8071.

* All the best makes of Tape Recorders
* HiFi Systems and Records
* Expert knowledge and advice
Ihe West of England High Fidelity Specialists
421 SHIRLEY ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON
15- 18 QUEEN STREET, SALISBURY

CHELSEA
RECORD
CENTRE

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI REQUIREMENTS

UNIVERSITY

CAMERAS

of

SOUTHAMPTON
12 BARGATE STREET

Cost £ 159.

New in

Absolutely Superior Demonstration Equipment; money back guarantee. Telefunken
85T, 55 gns.; Wharfedale W3, £33; WIVES, £9; Goodmans Axiom 300, £9 5s.;
Lowther PM6, £ 16 10s.; Kelly Ribbon Mk. IL £9; Decca ffss Pickup, £ 18 10s.;
Connoisseur Ceramic Stereo, £ 11 5s.; Garrard 301, £ 19 10s.; Garrard 4HF, £ 16 10s.:
CoRaro 4TR200, £ 12 5s.; Lenco GL58/700, £27 10s.; Lenco GL60/700, £ 33; Leak
" Point One" Stereo Pre-amp., £ 18 10s.; Leak " Stereo 20", £27; Rogers HG88 in
case, £ 35; Avantic SPA2I, £43; Dulci" Stereo Eight ", £ 19; Pair DPAIO's. £21; Dulci
"Stereo Two ", £8; Dulci SP44. 10 gns.; Special Bargains:-Jason JSA2, £ 18; Midas,
£8; WB Junior Columns complete, 9 gns. each; Collaro RC456, £8; Goodman Stereo
Bowl & Filter, £ 14; Also, pickups, tuners, amplifiers, crossovers, tape recorders,
motors, speakers, equipment cabinets, etc.. etc. Generous exchange allowances against
new equipment. Spectacular Stereophonic Demonstrations by appointment. Audio
Services, 189 Fast Barnet Road, Barnet, Herts. BAR 6605.

SOU 111AMP1 ON - SALISBURY

J. F. SUTTON

Walnut.

Telephone: 28547

STOKE-ON-TRENT, STAFFS

HIGH FIDELITY SOUND EQUIPMENT
116 Birches Head Road, Hanle), Staffs

ret,phoni ,:S.O.T. 25194
Stereo by: Leak, Pilot, Decca, Rogers, Wharfedale,
Goodmans, Garrard, Ronette, Tannoy, Dulci, etc.
HIRE PURCHASE FACILITIES AVAILABLE

for
all
records'
and
equipment
daily till 8 pm

203 KINGS RD SW3 FU 2596

758

Thursdays 1 pm

PROVED

THE FINEST METHOD FOR CLEANING RECORDS
ALREADY OVER 200,000 ENTHUSIASTIC USERS

All Static and Dust
completely removed
from Your Records
as they are

305

played
Stereo Control Unit

5 51.

le

(*(7 e

.‘e

Stereo Main Amplifier

The 306 Control Unit affords
every facility for high-quality
stereo or single-channel radio,

Instantly

gram or tape reproduction. It
accepts direct tape head signals
and can reproduce pre-recorded
tapes without a separate pre-amp.
It can be used with low output

Suitable

30.9

PRICE REDUCED

1
716

(Plus 5/10 purchase tax)

From Your Dealer, or

CECIL

erniM

DEPOSIT!

o
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YOU

NO

CAN

LTD

(Sound Recording and Reproduction)

cc Ku
STEREO
HANDBOOK
(91,

BUY FOR

INTEREST CHARGED

£1 deposit and 101- weekly will enable you to obtain any combination of
all makes of LP and EP Records (except H.M.V.). Please quote
serial numbers where possible.
£1 deposit and 39 weekly payments of £ 1will bring you
The Rogers HG88 Integrated Stereo Amplifier in case.
Cash £ 40
£1 deposit and 33 weekly payments of 101- will bring you
WHARFEDALE PST8 enclosure with Super 8FS speaker.
Cash £ 17.9.11.
£1 deposit and 33 weekly payments of £ 1will bring you
LEAK " Troughline " FM Tuner.
Cash £33.15.0. P. & P. 5
£1 deposit and 26 weekly payments of 10/- will bring you
DYNATRON TLS1 Enclosure with Bass and Treble Speakers.
Cash £ 13.13.0. P. & P. 7/ £1 deposit and 21 weekly payments of 101- will bring you
GOODMANS Axiom 300 12' Speaker. Cash £11.5.9. P. & P. 4,3
£1 deposit and 51 weekly payments of £1will bring you
The fabulous QUAD Electrostatic Speaker.
Cash £ 52
£1 deposit and 40 weekly payments of 10/- will bring you the
New DECCA Stereo Arm FFSS.
Cash £ 21
£1 deposit and 51 weekly payments of £ 1will bring you the
LEAK
Point One" Stereo pre-amp and " Stereo 20 " power amp.
Cash 49 gas. P. & P. 11
£1 deposit and 35 weekly payments of 101- will briny you the
COLLARO 4T200 Transcription Unit with Stereo cartridge at
Monaural price of £18.6.5.
£1 deposit and 55 weekly payments of I0/- will bring you
ARMSTRONG STEREO 44 AM/FM Radiogram Chassis (Tuner
and Stereo Amplifier).
Cash 27 gns.
£1 deposit and 35 weekly payments of 10/- will bring you
THE NEW GARRARD 4 HF TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE
Cash £ 18.9.9.
£1 deposit and 53 weekly payments of 10/- will brin zyou the
ARMSTRONG ST3 AM/FM TUNER (Self powered). Cash 26 gas.
Also available, our range of self-powered F.M.
TUNERS from as low as £ 14.10.0. Send S.A.E. for further details.
Many other items including all HiFi Equipment available on our
famous £ 1 deposit, no interest terms. We will quote for your
requirements.

TELESONIC LTD.

WATTS

Darby House, Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex

I

WHAT

E.

Consultant and Engineer

lead with quality and elegance

C. T. Chapman
(Reproducers)
Limited. • Chapel Lane High Wycombe Bucks. High Wycombe 2474

LOOK

all

Noise and Wear Reduced.

stereo channel and 16 watts In parallel. FM and AM FM
Tuners similar to the
Control Unit are also available.

£1

for

Types of Record.
Quality Improved. Surface

magnetic or crystal PiU, records stereo and mono
tapes and is supplied (£18.18.0.) ready far connection with
the 305 Main Amplifier. This instrument (£21.0.0.) gives 8watts per

th

Fitted.

Technical Editor R. E. COOKE B.Sc. (Eng.)

Presents information on domestic
stereo in a straightforward manner,
relieved by humorous touches.
146 pages 88 illustrations
Fine art paper. Cloth bound.

15 chapters including:
Pickups, Loudspeakers, Amplifiers,
Stereo Tapes, Recording Techniques,
Record and Stylus Wear, Stereo
Broadcasting,
Room
Acoustics,
Concert Halls.
Published by

'Wharfedale

(Dept. H.3.)

WIRELESS

153 TOTTENHAM CT. RD. (
Adjoining Odeon Cinema)
London, W.I
Tel.: EUSton 2221

IDLE
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WORKS

BRADFORD

LTD

YORKS

YOUR 111-F1 DE.ILEIt -

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ( cont.)

SUTTON, SURREY
Phone

SHINNERS

HIGH STREET •
ACOUSTICAL
GOODMANS

SUTTON

For Sale
Vigilant

6000

Amplifiers, Recorders. Speakers at bargain prices. Maker's guarantee. State
requirements. No lists. Hire purchase arranged. High Fidelity Sound Equipment.
116 Birches Head Road, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.

SURREY

- DYNATRON
FERROGRAPH GRUNDIG LEAK PHILIPS
SIMON - ETC.
HIGH QUALITY CABINETS MADE TO ORDER

3. us.

G.E.0
RCA

Bradmatic 5D tape deck 10)-in. spools; 7) and
t
Hardly used; legitimate
reason for sale. Cost £52 accept £42. Pamphonic 1002A control unit and 1002 power
amplifier 25 watts, good condition, £20 o.n.o. B.K. Partners Audio plan 6 watt amp.
and control unit, little used, £8. Almost new, two C.O. standard speakers and two
Tetraqs, ideal combination for stereo, cost £ 35, accept £25. Pye Provost 25 watt
power amplifier, £ 10. Brenell Mk. IV Model 500 tape deck, £8. Cooper-Smith Mk.
II 10 watt amp. and control unit, excellent, £ 15.- Box ( London) 078.

TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT
*

LEADING MAKERS OF HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT

*

COMPARATIVE DEMONSTRATIONS

*

SPECIAL CABINET WORKS TO ORDER

*

LONG PLAYING RECORDS

Armstrong A10 Amplifier with Controls, £ 14, Equipment Cabinet for same, Wharfedale Specification, omni-directional sand-filled corner cabinets and crossover. Distinctive Corner Enclosure. Callers only, evenings, weekends. 55 Homestead Avenue.
Near Old Roan, Liverpool 10.
Tape/Disc/Tape transfer, editing, copying. If quality and durability matter (especially with I.n.'s from your precious tapes) consult Britain's oldest transfer service.
(L.p.'s from I6s.) Limited quantity 1,800 ft. American super I.p.-tapes, 32s. 6d.
Sound News, 10 Clifford Street. London, W.I.

GOULDEN AND CURRY LTD., 61 HIGH STREET

20 only Bound volumes of " The Tape Recorder ", Vol. I; now the only way to get
the complete volume. Hand stitched. Covered in black buckram, gold lettered on
spine. Price 46s. from, The Tape Recorder, 90 Mortimer Street, London, W. I.

Specialists in HiFi &
Stereo Installations

WORTHING, SUSSEX

Amplifiers.
F.M. Tuners.

Special Purchase! 1,800-ft. Agfa-Wolfen L.P. tape on 7- in, spools, only 32s. 6d.:
1,200 ft. 7- in. Ferrotape. 26s. 6d.; P. & P. Is. 6d.; send for complete list of tape
(including American Audio Tape. BASF. etc.) and list of new and second-hand tape
recorders bargains. E. C. L. Kingsley & Co., 132 Tottenham Court Rd.. London, W.I.
EUS 6500.

Leak, Pye, Mullard, etc.
4 Connaught Buildings

Speaker
enclosures, motors.

Complete photographic set-up for sale. Reflex Korelle IIA. Victar f29 lens and
115 cm. Tessar f5.6 telephoto. Lens hoods, filters, close-up lens, 2 extension tubes,
e.r. case. Weston meter not used since reconditioned by makers. Home-made enlarger,
works very well, takes Korelle lens. Double Patterson des, tank. Cheap for quick
sale, going cine, £ 55. J. Berrisford, 6 Scarth Road. London. S.W.I3.

Phone: Worthing 2241

WORTHING, SUSSEX

Rogers HG 88 Stereo Amplifier, chassis model. 8 watts output per channel. As new.
£30 o.n.o. Ring Harrow 4103.

We Stock Hi Fi Equipment by Leak, Quad, Goodsell,
RCA, Acos, Garrard, Collaro, Tannoy, Wharfedale and
Goodman and give full comparative Demonstrations

BOWERS

Miscellaneous
Tape to Disc:- 33-45-- 78 s.a.e. for leaflet, Omega Recording Company, 112 Sunnybank Road, Potters Bar, Middx. Tel.: 6428.

& WILKINS LTD.

1 Becket Bldgs., Littlehampton Road

Worthing 5142

Representatives calling Hi-Fi Dealers wanted for all areas. Commission (Cabinets).
-Box No. 075.
Collectors and connoisseurs' item. Volume III. Hi-Fi News. 2 only, half- bound in
real red Morocco leather. Hand stitched. Price £4 I5s., post free. Also available full
bound in Morocco, £7 to order. Further details from Back Numbers Dept., HiFi
News, 99 Mortimer Street. London, W.I.

North of the Border
ACOUSTIC

PRODUCTS

Partnership (sleeping or active) offered in establi ,hed manufacturing Company
Capital approx. £5,000.- Box No. 077.

EDINBURGH

Editing and Dubbing Service for Magnetic Tapes. Discs cut. Mobile Recording Unit
available. Millar Thomson. I12Alcester Rd. South. Birmingham, 14. HIGhbury 1314.

FOR STEREO
Equipment - Tapes - Records. And now three models
of our exclusive SAFRON Column Loud Speaker

Tape to Disc.-Comprehensive 78-45-35 service available from Rendezvous Records,
19 Blackfriars Street, Manchester, 3.

54. ELM ROW, EDINBURGH, 7. and at lb. ALBERT PL, STOCKBRIDGE
WAV. 6338
CAL. 3478

r - Edinburgh's TAPE RECORDER
specialist

Tape to Disc Recording. microgroove LP from 27s. 6(1.; 78 r.p.m. from 1Is.; also
45 r.p.m. 48-hour service. S.a.e. for comprehensive leaflet to: A. D. Marsh, " Derov"
Sound Service, Little Place, Moss Delph Lane, Aughton, Ormskirk, Lancs. AUG 31 .
02.

1
l

HiFi Corner I

Fcrrograph-Grundig-Telefunken-Philips etc : 1 Haddington Place,
W. G. Graham Assoc. Brit I.R.E.
1
EDINBURGH.
Tape to Disc Recording Service ;
Phone WAY 7901
Agent For The Famous Heathkits.
I

i
1
I
i

JAMES KERR & CO., LTD.
Audio Engineers

435 SAUCHIEHALL STREET
Tel: DOUglas 0988

Personal
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DID YOU GET YOUR COPY?

News July

Showrooms: First Floor
3-8 BRIGSTOCK PARADE,
LONDON ROAD,
THORNTON HEATH, SURREY

Some readers missed their July edition, these are obtainable
from the editorial office price 2/6 post free.

(Opposite Thornton Heath L.T. Bus Depot)
TELEPHONE: THO 7609

IliFi News, 99 Mortimer Street, London, W.1
7(0

55

Audio Specialist and Consultant.
Repairs and modifications.
D. Phillips ( Late
" Expert Gramophones "), St. Anthony, Murley Crescent, Bishopsteignton, Devon.
Tel. 326.

Auent for the incompirablc

Showroom & Office

262 WOODLANDS ROAD
lei: WEST 6489

Evenings, weekends.

NUSOUND RECORDING CO.

GLASGOW

Bargain Shop

Wanted
Decca Corner Speaker, original Cabinet, callers only.
Homestead Avenue, Near Old Roan, Liverpool 10.

QUALITY

THE MODERN BOOK

TAPE

BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS OF BRITISH ANI)
AMERICAN

RECORDERS
Supplied on
INTEREST
FREE TERMS

Yes, no interest, and that is not
all — for my personal attention,
advice, and help, are freely given.
Full demonstrations at any time
(evenings
and
week-ends
by
arrangement) and in addition to
the superb Harting you can see
and hear a selection of the most
interesting recorders available.
Interest free terms on all models.
Remember, Iam here to help you. Leaflets
gladly sent it you are unable to Call

••••••••••••••

Come an

hear these

fine models

STEREO HANDBOOK by G. A. Briggs. 10s. 6d. Postage Is.
DESIGNING AND BUILDING HI-FI FURNITURE by J.
Markell, 23s. Postage Is.
THE ALL- IN-ONE TAPE RECORDER BOOK by J. M. Llo>d.
12s. 6d. Postage 6d.
FROM MICROPHONE TO EAR by G. Slot. 21s. Postage Is.
THE AUDIO CYCLOPEDIA by H. M. Tremaine. £7 10s.
Postage free.
THE RECORDING AND REPRODUCTION OF SOUND by
O. Read. 64s. Postage Is. 6d.
FUNDAMENTALS OF HIGH-FIDELITY by H. Burstein. 22,
Postage 21s.
RADIO VALVE DATA Compiled by " WW" 6th Ed. 5s.
Postage 9d.
MULLARD CIRCUITS FOR AUDIO AMPLIFIERS. 8s. 6d.
Postage Is.
AN ELECTRONIC ORGAN FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR
by A. Douglas. 15s. Postage 9d.
NEW 1960 CATALOGUE. Is.

ELIZABETHAN
ELECTRON
WY NDSOR
SPECTONE
GRU NDIG
TELEFUNKEN
BRENELL
VERITONE
HARTI NG
SABAFON
SIMON
ETC.

WE NOW HAVE THE NEW
STEREO 4 TRACK MACHINES
By HARTING - KURTING

DICKINSONS OF PALL MALL LTD.
TRA

19-23 PRAED STREET, LONDON, W.2

2881

Phone: PADdington 4185.

Behmd Her Majesty's Theatre in the Haymarket
(One minute from Piccadilly Circus or Trafalgar Square)

BUILD

IT

BOOKS

UNDERSTANDING HI-FI CIRCUITS by N. H. Crowhurst.
23s. Postage Is.

SAJA

II Royal Opera Arcade, Pall Mall, S.W.I

TECHNICAL

STEREO AND HI-FI AS A PASTIME by D. Gardner. 15s.
Postage Is.
WORLD RADIO HANDBOOK FOR LISTENERS. Broadcasting
Television, 1960. I5s. 6d. Postage Is.
HIGH FIDELITY SOUND REPRODUCTION by E. Molloy.
20s. Postage Is.

PHILIPS

TANDBERG

CO.

YOURSELF!

Add

QUALITY

with a

from

Open 6 days, 9-6 p.m.

to your recorder

LUSTRAPHONE

microphone

THE RADIO

MODEL

CONSTRUCTOR

VR 53

RIBBON VELOCITY
MICROPHONE

. . . . This practical
monely
magazine
contains constructional articles on such subjects
as Receivers, Televisors, Test Gear, Aerials,
Amplifiers, Intercoms, Recording Equipment, Radio
Control of Models, Workshop Practice, Transistor
Techniques and other features of interest to
home constructors.
Obtainable from your bookstall
or direct from us.

Bi-directional microphone, having a
high level of sensitivity and extended
frequency response.
Blast screening
and anti-vibration mounting are fitted.
The VR/53 will provide the highest
standard of sound for single channel or
stereophonic reproduction and is particularly recommended for use with good
tape recorders as well as for broadcasting and other professional requirements. With stirrup positioning attach-

Price 1,9
Price 211

ment.

(including postage)
Annual Subscription 25s.

DATA

PUBLICATIONS,

British in Design.

Materials and Manufacture

Details of this and other LUSTRAPHONE
microphones and 4-Channel Mixer Unit
sent on request.

LTD.

LUSTRAPHONE LTD.

57 Maida Vale, London, W.9
Telegrams Databux London

"Studio" Model VR;53

In high, line or low impedances.
£9. 19.6

ST. GEORGE'S WORKS
REGENTS PARK ROAD
Telephone: PRImrose 8844 LONDON. N.W.I

Telephone CU Nningham 6141/2

761

TAPE RECORDERS • AUDIO EQUIPMENT •

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

DISC

CUTTING STD & LP FROM TAPE •
STUDIO
FACILITIES • HIRE SERVICE • SALES EXCHANGES

NAGNEGRAPH

Tel: LAN 2156

I Hanway Place, London, W.I

LOUDSPEAKER
Goodmans • W.B.
G.E.C. • Westrex

A. DAVIES

ENCLOSURES for
Wharfedale • B.B.C.
B.T.H. •
Jensen

AMPLIFIERS • CHASSIS • LP RECORDS • CONSOLE CABINETS

H.P. Terms available • Demonstrations without appointment • Open till 5.30 Saturday

A. DAVIES & CO. (Cabinet Makers) Speaker Dept., 3Parkhill Place
off Parkhill Road,

N.W.3

Jack Plugs, Sockets and Leads etc. for all makes in stock. Standard Jack Plugs 2/ 11,
Chrome 4/6.
Wearite Defluxer 50/, Instant Bulk Tape Eraser and Defluxer 27/6. Bib Splicer
18/6. Easy Splice Tape Splicer 6/9. Klenzatape 12/6.
Teletron Tape-lack a 9s. Od. Truvox Radio Jack £3 8s. 4d. Microphone
Cable 9d. per yd. Twin screened 1/6 yd. Lightweight Pickup Screened Cable,
Single 11/- yd., Twin 1/6 yd. Phillips/Stellaphone Leads 12/6. Grundig/Telefunken
Leads: SL3 8/6, SL3X 13/-, SI.33 10/6, SL33S 11/6, 51_233 15/,

714
713
695
696
755

C. T. Chapman (Reproducers) Ltd.
Chelsea Record Centre..
City Sale & Exchange Ltd. ..
Commercial Trading Co. Ltd...
Coventry Radio Ltd. ..

759
758
714
752
740

Data Publications Ltd. ..
A. Davies & Co.
Dickinson of Pall Mall Ltd.
Dustbug

761
762
761
759

.•
••

Extension

WY NDSOR TELEVISION SERVICE

Alfred Imhof Ltd. ..

705

Jason Motor & Electronic Co. Ltd.

712

FOR EASIER AND ECONOMICAL TAPE EDITING
The easy-to-lift clamps on the new
Mark II Bib Recording Tape Splicer
are both hinged on the same side of the
splicer, making the jointed tapes easy
to remove. Precise, rapid tape jointing
is ensured, and because you can use
all the odd lengths of tape, you soon
save the cost of the splicer.
Everyone who uses a tape recorder
will need this little tool. It is indispensable. P. Wilson. "The Gramophone."
Send a stamped addressed envelope
for a helpful leaflet on tape editing.

18/6

each (subject)

SPECIAL OFFER to the Connoisseur.
GOODMANS

NO. 315

ORIGINAL

THREE-WAY SYSTEM

(
Limited Stock)

.4 , It
li.it Iii , .' ,t.oi ham no equal for Aceuracy
.1 Soturl Iteproduct ton tliominattat Manual), we necurecl all
remaining unite Ill the wholexale trade mot are able to offer a
ntrictly limited number of theme nyst elmo at the very attractive
price of r.tià. Three unite are now out let production and are
virt ually unobt aluable.
Bass: Audiom tin. Nid:
41111. Treble: Tretas. Loading:
Acouetieal Reef/dance 1nit 172. Controls: '
Iwo tbstep Attenuatorn in 2.18 steps. CrOssover: X it 750 5000.

751
762
701
698
719

Universal Book Co. ..

753

Vortexion..
Vulcan Electrophonics

691
734

RAPID RECORDING SERVICE
78s & LPs from your own tapes
Master discs and pressings
Recording Studio equipped with new Steinway Grand
Mobile Recording Van

84/1116/89 Weymouth T
, off Hackney Road,
LONDON, E.2
Telephone: SHO 5003
Direstions.- NO. ti bus from Liverpool Street Station to the

Commentaries and music on Synchronised LPs for cine enthusiasts.
21, Bishops Close, Walthamstow, E.I7 COP 3889

tut-nine..

A. L. STAMFORD LTD. ( Dept. P.13)
762

746, 747
756
752
724
736
718
762
694, 740
734
717
744
702
759
734
728
699
752

.

rills for our illustrated eatattanie or I' iJii oar BUM Fidelity
Nhoirroonts al:

W ilk

Radiostructor
Rapid Recording Service
Rogers Developments (Electronics) Ltd.
Rola Celestion Ltd...
Romagna Reproducers Ltd. ..

Welmec Corporation Ltd...
Wellington Acoustic Laboratories Ltd.
Wharfedale Wireless Works Ltd.
Whiteley Electrical Radio Co. Ltd. ..
Wilmex Ltd...
W. & N. Electronics Ltd...
Wyndsor Television Service

PRICE £85 complete. or £310 0 deposit and 18 monthly
payments of 23,10,3 plus 12 6 Delivery.
Enclosures manufactured to Messrs. Goodman, specification
- in veneer and finish required.
Dimensions: 24" wide by 22q" deep and 38" high.

Ilaclowy

750
730
710

Tape Recorder Centre Ltd.
Telesonic Ltd. ..
M. Tietze
Technical Suppliers Ltd.
Truvox Ltd...
Tysonic

Hunkers Solders Ltd.. Multicore Works, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. Tel: Boxmoor 3696

762
761
738
754
762

Parastat
Pamphonic Reproducers Ltd.
Pye Ltd...

Scotch Brand Tape ..
Henri Selmer & Co. Ltd.
Shirley Laboratories Ltd.
Simon Equipment Ltd. ..
Sound Sales Ltd.
S.M.E. Ltd. ..
A. L. Stamford Ltd.
Stern Radio Ltd.
Studio 99
Stylus Replacement Services ..
A. R. Sugden & Co. Engineers Ltd.

If you have difficulty obtaining
aBib splicer, let us know the name
and address of your dealer.

736
763
693
750
706, 718
761

715, 760

Nusound Recording Co.

(Bib) RECORDING TAPE SPLICER

728, 742
703
720
692, 764
721
716
752
724
731
744

Magnegraph
Modern Book Co...
Modern Electrics (Retail) Ltd.
M.S.S. Recording Co. Ltd. ..
Multicore Solders Ltd.

BAR. 1769

754
742

Henley (Solon) ..
Heathkit (Daystrom Ltd.) ..
Thomas Heinitz
IiiFi Year Book....
Home Radio ( Mitcham) Ltd...
Howard Photographic ..

Largs of Holborn ..
Lee Products (G.B.) Ltd.
H. J. Leak & Co. Ltd.
Long Playing Record Library Ltd.
Lowther Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Lustraphone Ltd.

Volume Controls, Condensers, Resistors, etc., etc., ana of course all the best
Tape- recorders. P. & P. 1/6; over a free. S.A.E. all enquiries. C.O.D. 1/6 extra.

HERTS.

Bowers & Wilkins Ltd.
Brearcliffe
Brennell Engineering Co. Ltd.
British Ferrograph Recorder Co. Ltd.
Buck & Ryan Ltd...

Goldring Manufacturing Co. (
G.B.) Ltd.
Goodmans Industries Ltd. ..
C. C. Goodwin (Sales) Ltd. ..
Gramophone Co. Ltd...

Tape Recorder Component Accessory Specialists

ST. ALBANS RD., BARNET,

708
690
740
756

Francis of Streatham ..
General Electric Co. Ltd.

GULLIVER 5775

Grundig/Telefunken 3- pin Plugs 5/.. Matching Socket S1S3 10/6.
Mike Lesas: MEC5 30/-, MECIO 37/6, MEC15 45/-.

Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd. .
Agfa Ltd.
Audio Amplifiers Ltd...
Audio Fairs Ltd.

707
736
697, 759
704
700
730
762

AN ANNOUNCEMENT OF IMPORTANCE
TO ALL TAPE RECORDER USERS

audietapue

SUPER'ffiltfe
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Now available:
the complete range of
professional- quality

MARI

... on the sensational C- SLOT REEL!
AUDIOTAPE,

manufactured

in

the

U.S.A.

by

All 5" and 7" reels of AUDIOTAPE are supplied on

Audio Devices, Inc., is known the world over for

the exclusive C-Slot Reel—the fastest-threading tape

its flawless perfection of sound reproduction through-

reel ever developed.

out the entire audio range, and its consistent uniform

slot in the hub, anchors itself automatically at the

quality from reel to reel and from one type to another.

first turn of the reel.

Available in eight different types, with abase material

on the popular-size 3", 3¡", 4" and 5I" reels.

and reel footage to meet every recording requirement,
finest obtainable.

AUDIOTAPE is also available

For the truest sound that your recording equipment

AUDIOTAPE has only one standard of quality—
the

The tape end, dropped into a

can produce try AUDIOTAPE.

This sterling performance

AUDIO DEVICES

reflects Audio Devices' more than ten years of experi-

Inc.,

/
tspeaks for itself:

New York, N.Y.

Concessionaires to the United Kingdom and Eire

ence in magnetic tape manufacture, and more than

LEE PRODUCTS (G.B.) LIMITED

two decades of practical experience in the sound

" Elpico House," Longford Street, London, N.W.I

recording art.

Telephone: EUSton 5754 (all lines)

763

Leprod. Londor

"His Master's Voice"
SOUND EQUIPMENT

SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR THE HI-FI ENTHUSIAST!

SaPe#29 CABÍNers
FOR

PLAYING

UNITS,

AMPLIFIERS

AND

LOUDSPEAKERS

TYPE 415 "Octagonal" Loudspeaker Cabinet
Provides the
optimum results from high quality
loudspeakers. Houses either one
or two e units. Height 30. Width
20. Depth W.
TYPE 417 "Concert" Loudspeaker
Cabinet Accommodates one 12"
unit plus tweeter combination and
incorporates Acoustic Resistance
Unit.

TYPE 418 " Coffee Table" Loudspeaker Cabinet Accommodates one
8" loudspeaker. May be " bookshelf"
mounted or fitted with legs. Width
23'. Height 13'. Depth 12.

TYPE 472 Double Console Cabinet Designed
to accommodate amplifier, pre- amplifier control
unit, F.M. tuner unit, turntable and tape deck.
Hinged
front
for
complete accessibility.
Width 37. Height with legs 26A". Depth 23".

(Smaller " Bookshelf" Cabinet, TYPE
554 also available).

TYPE 462 Console Cabinet A smaller version
of the above, without provision for F.M. tuner
unit and tape deck.

Ti/E
By

range of elegant ' peri od'
also av ailable .
ca binets
*
on ap plicatio n
Details
vide

u#c.,(26-./144-AUDIO

teNtr,c

EMISONIC-ORTHOTONE recommended for use with the H.M.V. Console Cabinets.
TYPE

399 Stereo Control Unit Pre-amplifier
A highly flexible unit featuring 4 switched inputs
with pre-set sensitivity controls, 3- position
function switch, " finger-tip" control of bass,
treble and balance.

TYPE 381 10

10 watt Stereo Amplifier
A sJperbly designed amplifier giving 10 watts
output per channel. 0.5% total distortion over
who& frequency range at full output. Feedback
26 db. Output impedance 4, 8 or 16 ohms.
Other equipment includes stereo and monophonic units of up to 50 watts output and 3- station
F.M. Tuner Units.

AVAILABLE FROM HIGH FIDELITY
SPECIALIST DEALERS

I

THE

GRAMOPHONE
HAYES •

COMPANY

MIDDLESEX

Publi.hed by Classical Record News. Ltd.. 99 Mortimer Street, London. W.I.
Printed by TAYLOR G ARNFIT EVANS & Co lin.. Bushey Mill Lane, Watford. Herts.

LTD.

